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ATTENTION
HOBBY RETAILERS:
HOW TO BEAT
THE MAIL ORDER
DISCOUNTERS
AT TFIEIR OWN GAME::
Mr. Hobby Retailer:
Tired of taking it on the chin every time one of your customers buys a magazine . . .only
to use it as an order catalogue for cut-rate mail order merchandise?
Wouldn't it be nice if you could compete with the mail order hucksters . . ,and maybe even
beat them at their own game?! After all, what they real ly have that you don't is high volume
advertising. Here's an opportunity to meet them on their own ground.
Scale R/C Modeler, the only hobby magazine that does not solicit or promote mail order
discount advertising, now has a special low-price advertising rate for legitimate dealers. You
can now buy ad space for prices comparable to the "special deals" that those big discount
firms get in other magazines.
Here's a chance to promote the things that have made the hobby retail outlet the backbone of our industry . . .personal service, complete inventory, prompt availabil ity of merchandise, etc. Tell the world what you have to offer and increase your business at the same time.
After all, why shouldn't those same people who send their money off to the discounters mail
that same check to you, instead.
Write for all the details of this special advertising offer. Only legitimate hobby shops,
who can prove that they have the proper credentials, will be accepted in this program.
At last, here's a way to make a buck without having to compromise yourself to the mail
order specialists. It's also an excellent opportunity to consider the possibility of cooperative
advertising, either with other shops in your area, or even with your distributor and/or manufacturer.
Remember, we can't accept any ad under this program which features any sort of discount offer . . .but we at Scale R/C Modeler believe that there's more to this hobby than
cheap prices!
Use the coupon for more information, or write directly (on your letterhead) for details on
how you can qualify for these rock-bottom "SPECIAL RETAIL DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES."
Please send me more information on Scale R/C Mode/er's
r
"SPECIAL RETAIL DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES."

~

NAME
BUSINESS NAME
STREET ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

By my signature below, I certify that I own and operate a recognized retail hobby
shop, as listed above, and that I do not intend to offer any discount offers in any
future advertising in this publication.
Signed
Address all correspondence to:

RETAIL DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Scale R/C Modeler
7950 Deering Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304

YESSERSCHMIR 8110! IN
ACTION. The latest Irom
Squadron Signal, this wok
otters an outstending wok
at the '09. Approz. 100
wartime photos, 12 full
cdor airbrush wales, excellent details of models 8
rarianå, personal markings,
unit insignia, etc.
M0350
;4.95
F$6 SABRE IN COLOR A
part of the Sgrradsn Signal
Fghtrng Colors serbs. F86f, F$6D. 8 F13 Fury
109 cdor airbrush woks, 3
full-page fourvbrrs, 25 cdor
profiles, 7 lull cebr photos,
42 BAW photos, 72 cdor
detail paintings, -854"x11",
softbound. M0358 55.95

1961 GHOST SQUADRON
CALENDAR Super photos by
Bud Davidson. 14"x22". All
akcraft shown in flight 12
full cobr 8 24 vintenge
B&W photos. Includes: P-38
LighNing, F6F Hellcat P40
Warhawk FM-2 Wildcat P
51 Mustang, AT•6 Texan, '
F4U Corsair, B-17, etc.
;9.95
M0223

AIR FORCE COLORS, MOL.
2 ETO 8 YTO '42•'15, this
continuation in the series
includes: I6 Daga of cola,
over 200 B 8 W vintage
photos, 60 squadron insig~
nia 8 6 chark detailing
A/C marking. 654'kl1". 96
pgs.. softbound.
M0351
57.95

MODERN FNiHTERS 8 AT•
LACK AIRCRAFT. 120 action
photos. most in full celor,
180 line drawings, 34 ak~
brush cdor profiles. 60 al
the newest aircraft bom
around the world. Includes:
spars., pedormance. arma
ment nåtronaliUes, etc. Ez•
cellen( cobr, hardbound.
M0322
f7.95

CORSAIR ACES. Heavily
illus. record of both men 8
machines in Solomon Islands. Walsh Boyington,
Hanson, KeDfad, etc. 98
photos, 136 pgs., 7" x 10"
pg. sire. Excellent photos b
caerage of Corsair dereloDment 8 island air fields in
the South Pacific. Sott~
bound. MOli6
;5.95
NANDROOK FOR MINIATURE ENGINES 230
phoos, 17 chapters. Indudes: Bask Theory, Fuel,
Glow %ugs, Throttles, Pres~
sure Fuel Systems, Hop-Up,
Design Considerations,
Break-I n, etc. 90 pgs,
8"x11" softbound. Excel•
bnt text 16081 . . ;9.95

FRE

■

P•51 MUSTANG. !0 rintage
photos, 63 airbrush profiles
8 cutaways, 2 two-pg. fdd
outs with l8" long profiles
of the Mentz Bendiz race
winner 8 the Roto Fln~
ash/Red Baron racing plane.
one 3~pg. fold out with 24"
airbrush of "Old Gow"
8th A/f plane. Engine cub
away, all models including
the Twin Mustang, hardFOCKE•wUlf Fw190. Giant bound. M0345. . . . SI5.95
IO" x 13" Dg size, finest
airbrush works available, 20
vintage photos, 44 airbrush
works, 2 lwa•pg. foldaurs
with 4 full-cdor profiles .
18" x 20" long. 2 pg. cuP
away, 18 full~cdor unit in~
signior, corers all models in~
tluding Ta 52H version,
hardbound. M0344. 515.95

1961 USAF MUSEUM
CALENDAR 13 full cdor
of aircraft in the
photos
I. Squadron SigwaVAerodate
Muxumi cdlection plus
series. Include B•17G Avro
F4U PILOTS MANUAL Gen
milestones
in AF history
Lancaster 1 8 3, He 111 P
With
era! description, FIL Im
noted on appropriate dates.
8 H, B~24C A D, Handby
ANY Photos include: P-80 Shootsiruction, Flt. Operating
Page Halifax 8 lu 88A. 56
~Data, Emergency Instrut_
order ing Star, 8.45 Tornado, Pfull color works, 162 BAW
6E Hawk F-100 Super
trons, Operational Charts,
.;;Rtu,'SQ1M
phoos, 12 pgs., of full
Marauder, etc..
36 photos 8 illustrations,
Sabre,
B-26
cebr, etc. Softbound.
10"z7'h" photo sire.
Good photos of cockpit ar
M0359
59.95
16087
rangement 8 instrumental
;2.95
panel. 654" x 11" pg. size,
M0286 Patilb Aircraft Wrecks, Super photos . 19.9
17070 HaDDY Fl ying Safely, Cole
5 95
68 pgs. reprinted from the
Y0291 Superlatress: The B-29 in WWII
19
17069 Flying Saey, Collins, 268 pgs
8 95
original
military pilaå hand•
M0280 Ghosts, CAF Planes 8 history
99
PAUL MATTS AIR fORCE STORIES
17053 Flying Know~How, Buck, 275 pages . . 10.95
book, sottbound.
M0283 fbrk: Piero of the Skies, 415 pages. . . 129
18001 ArtBTechniqueofSoaring
14.95
M0136 Fifth
7.95 12108 Twelfth 7.95
M0I13
55.50
M0281 Mustang: The Perfect Pursuit %one. . 11.9
18005 Loy of Soaring, SSA tett
1295
12175 Seventh 7.95 !2127 Fourteenth 7.95
M0279 Corsair: The F4U in W.W.11, 211 pages. 15.95
11079 Flying IFR, Collins
9 95
12146 Eighth
7.95 12111 Fifteenth 7.95
4ar
M0270 Flellcet: F6F in W.W.II, 228 pages . . . 15.9
ca!Km: rxx4rr r.
12202 Tenth
24.95
7.95 12148 Twentieth 7.95
17068 Instrument Pilok Handbook, new
M0287 Hellbirds: B-29 in Combat
10.9
CPt:7ti jCCt
17089 Passing Your Biennal Flt. Review . . . .4.95
s-,txmrxear
M0282 Sever the Sky, Seversky A/C evolution. . 8.9
PROi MIINUAL REPRINTS
14.95
17071 IFR Pocket Simulator Praedures
~~
f~)S-IP1)
12013 Von Richthafen 8 the Flying Circus
18.9
17003 Private Pilot Study Gd., tent
15.00 . M0001 P38
4.95 M0253 B•25
8.95 12020 Fokker, The ManBTheAircratt
18.9
MO114 P~39
4.50 Y0313 F4U
17043 Commercial Pilot Study Guide
1200
5.50
12133 Aircraft Versus Submarine
15.5
17068 Understanding Flying, Taylor
10.95
MC002 PAO
4.50 M0143 F6F
4.95
12007 Air Atesof the 1914.1918 War
18.95
MO126 Pd1
4.95 M0112 AT-6
4.95
14089 Aircraft Mechanics Shop Man.
11.95
12167 Thelnterrogata
129
MM001 Fbl
7.95 M0167 8-17
6.95 12126 Hostile Sky, 79th tighter
11030 Aircraft Dope 8 Fabric
4 95
18.9
group
M0115 P6l
5.95 M0138 F$0
SSO
14011 Aircraft Woodwork
4 95
M0232 CAF Ghost Squadron Histery
26.9
MOI70 Pb3
5.50 ME001 Me262
5.95
11071 Guide to Fbmebuilt Rotarcraft
4 95
M0156 USMFFightersl9251980,AeroPub 14.9
MONOGRAM PAINTING
MMO10 F$2
5.95 M0252 FM2
8.95
16041 How to Qaw Airplanes
195
M0220 U.S. Naval Fghers, Nary 8 Marine
14.9
GUIDE TO GERMAN AIR•
M0222 6~24
695
14098 Synthetic Aircraft Fabrics
195
M0128 Flying Wings of Northrup
59
CRAFT
1935.1945. 200
31099 25 PracticalFfomebuiltAircratt
595
M0114 Northrop Flying Wings
~
59
photos-50 in (ull cola,
14100 31UltralightAircrafttoBuild
495
U.S CIYIL AIRCRAR-IUPTNER
M0303 Century5erbsinColor
89
126 high quality painf
14101 Refinishing MetalAircraN
495
M0238 Corsair Aces-F4U in $o. Pacific
59
chips. Includes: Scale Ef16032 Vol. 1 ATC IATC 100 ('27'29)
14102 Lightplane Prop Design 8 Selection. . . 4.95
13.95 M0320 The 8.24 Liberator 1939.1945
14.9
fect of Cdor, Inkrias, Pro16033 Vol. 2 ATC 101-ATC 200 (1929)
13.95 M0118 MosquitoatWar
14093 Entyl. of Homebuilt Aircraft
12.95
14.9
lecthe Paints, Day Fighters,
1603/ Vol. 3 ATC 201ATC 300 ('29~30)
13.95 M0195 The B-T4 Liberator
14080 Homebuilt Sport Aircraft Design
9 95
17.5
Bombers, Night Fighters, 26
16035 Vol. 4 ATC 301-ATC 400 ('30~31)
13.95 M0263 Typhoon 8 Tempest at War
U068 Dynamics of Flelicopter Flight
27.95
14.9
mala topics, heavy card16036 Vol. 5 ATC 401-ATC 500 ('31~33)
13.95 M0296 Heineman: Ibmbat A/C Designer
31011 Theory of Flight technical text
7 50
18.9
stak page, 3 ring binder
16038 Vol.6ATCSOIATC600('33'36)
11028 Aircraft Detail Design Manual
1295
13.95 15028 The Gee flee Racers, 125 phoos
11.9
wakbookfamat
16047 Vot. 7 ATC 601ATC 700 ('37•'39)
14041 Theoretical Aerodynamics
600
13.95 11091 LycomingEngine0'HaulGd.
19
16086
539.95
16079 Vol. 8 ATC 10IATC 800 ('39'48]
14079 foundations ofAerodynamits
35.95
13.95 M0008 U.S. Bombers 1928~I980
14.95
31023 Aircraft Hardware Standards Man.. . . . 9.50
M0189 Famous Fghters of W.W.II
10.95
14031 Standard Aircraft Handbook, Shop ref. . 4.95
M0256 Pursue80estery,Pbl'sinEurope
19.95
15019 Aviation 8 Space Museums
6 95 M0112 log of the Liberators, Detailed
31015 Theory of Wing Sections, 687 pages . . .6.50
14.95
12135 Airforce Museum
5 95 M0161 Grumman Guidebook, 106 photos. . . . 7.95
11025 AirloilSectronsfortightAircraft
695
16016 Gack Up! Non-total accidents
195 14091 September Champs., Air racing '
U084 EngineslorFbmebuilts
395
1295
12131 Fighter lees of Luftwaffe
17.95 M0207 f4 Phantom %ctorial Hisbry
U083 lane's Boak of Homebuilt Aircraft . . . .6.95
6 95
16046 There I Was .. Flat on My Back
10.95 00036 Boeing 727 Scrapbook
U008 Airframe Mechanics Manual, Zsveng 15.95
1200
20008 Shenandoah Saga
S 95 fA032 Ryan Guidebook, 300 photos
14072 Powerplant Mechanics Manual
17.95
7 95
20012 Goodyear Airships
8 95 M0294 T-Bolt: Documentary of the P37
14038 Guide to Aviation Electronics
995
11.95
12171 Airfields ofiheEighth
2350
14081 Ultra~UghtAircrafiDesign
1200
M0336 Encly. Wald Air Power
17.95
14077 Aircraft Metal Wak
3 95
16062 Antique Airplanes, Excellent photos 30.00 M0337 U.S. Naval Fghters of W.W. II
17.50
14021 fklitoDter Design Data Book
7 95
16.50 M0338 WingsoftheNavy
12165 AeraplanesVaughtlncludesF4U
19.95
Model Flying Handbook Ele~
14063 Modern Lightplane Engines
3 95
12200 The Eagle Squadron, US pilots in RAF 12.95 M0339 Aircraft of the USAf
19.95
menlary Aerodynamics.
14020 .Guide toHomebuiltr
395
14.00
12197 Sole Survivor, George Gay
fempetition
flying,
14026 Aircraft Weight 8 Balance Control . . . .6.95
1695
12201 Naval Air War'39~45, 200 Dhotes
1NE PUfNAM SERIES
Trimming a Model Airplane.
14065 Formulas fa Stress 8 Strain
31.95
17.95 M0302 Curtiss Aircraft I90Y1947, 636 pages 40.00
12199 Wings Over the Sea, 146 photos
Controlled
Sailplanes.
Radio
11012 Props for lnw Speed Aircraft
800
16076 In the Cockpit From Lenny to SRII 29.95 M0298 McDonnel Douglas Aircraft Since 1920 40.00
Flying Conditions. Free
14013 Ducted Fans for light Aircraft
10.00
12192 MiG %lot Sensational,Story
10.95 M0299 British Fighter Since 1912, 415 pages. 21.95
Right
Control
Line,
Radio
14088 Design for Flying, Thurston
14.95
12160 1,000 Destroyed, 4th Fighter group ~ 11x95 M0297 German Aircraft of W.W.II, 745 Dager .28.95
Control, etc. 159 pgs., 200
14103 Design for Safety, Thurston
14.95
12185 My Secret War, Vietnam 8 Skyraiders 10.95 M0224 U.S. Navy A/C Since 1911. . . . . . . 18.50
fi
hardbound.
llus.,
12187 fighter Pees of the U.SA., 100 Dhotes 24.95 M0219 Japanese A/C of the Pacific War . . . .31.95
12170 Diamond in the Sky, Thunderbirds. . .12.95
55.95
16083
15.00
12193 Devilbirds:MarineAvationW.W.II
12188 Reflections of Blue. BlueMgels . . . .72.95
Air
War
'40'sReDrint
inPacilic,
1295
Zero:
12195
12168 Airwar, Was 540 in 4 vols
79.95
Rt. 2/P$
1695
12196 One Damned Island After Another
15023 The Air Racer, Was 514.95
1695
North Branch. Mn. 55056
~~
12194 Jce Foss, Flying Marine.'/0's Reprint. . 8.95
M0132 Hughes "Spruce Goose", Photos
195
McDonnell
Douglas
Story
17.95
12191
12121 Bor Baa Black Sheep, Boyington
13.50
12190 Strategic Air Command, A/C 8 Misstes 17.95 Phone Orders (No Cogent) 8 - 4:30 CST ~ (612) 583.2573
Dealers Inqu'ubs Invited
12186 The American Flying Boat 122 photos. 29.95
SQUADRON SIGNAL IN ACEN1N SERIES
00012 Plane That Changed Wald, DC-3
1295
(EACH BOOK-54.95)
Send item numbers:
00037 World's Commercial Aircraft
10.95
M0305 F~8 Gusader
M0091 Fd Phantom
00039 The legendary OC3, 225 pages
8 95
MOI94F~104
M0306 F~I00 Super Sabre
27.95
00038 Staggerwing!, Reprint of original
M01918~17 Flying Fort
M0182 B 2/ Liberator
~.P 8
Total For Books
00011 747 Boeing Super let 300 phoos
13.95
~Y0181FW190
M0309 F~106 Delta Dart
00014 TAe Piper Cub Story
3 95
ENCLOSED IS:
;1.95
Handling Fee
l4 Day MoneYBack
M0183 8-52
MO380 P47 Thunderbolt
13.95
00026 11011 8 The Lockheed Story
M0308 Gunslingers
M0311 Ab Intruder '
M0051 Navy 8 Marine Fighters'I8~62
16.95
Guarantee
Total (U.S. Funds)
F-305 Thunderchief
M0312A~1 Corsair II
16.95
M0009 Army A/FFighters'I6~61
M0119 P38 Lightning
M0178 F 15 Eagle
❑VISA
❑Master Charge
CHARGE:
395
M0050 Ezp.Fighters,USArmy'18•'41
M0307Aa Skyhawk
MCOII Curtiss P 40
395
Y0086 Ezp.Fighters,USNavy'l8'41
Acct. #
M0209 F4U Corsair
MO1968d1 Stratojet
12047 Warplanes of Thkd Rekh
25.00
M0214 B 29 Supedort
M0313 Bf 1 l0 Zerstorer
Exp. Date
MC Bank M
MM001 Mustang: The P-51 fighter.. . . . . . . . 9.95
F86
Sabre
F
14
Tomcat
M0229
M0215
14.95
M0193 Dauntless Dive Bomber in W.W.II
Name
'
M0251 F-111
M0243 B-25 Mitchell
1695
ME002 TheMel09.HarleyfordPublication
M0301 F 5/T-38
M0275 f6F fbllcat
YO151 Flying Combat A/C Vol. I
11.95
Address
Y031/ P$0/T 33/F-94
M0289 A 26 Invader
Y0246 Flying Combat A/C Vol. II
1395
M0316 B-36
M0315 Macchi 0.202
City
M0293 Avenger at War.180 photos, 126 pages 17.50
M0318 Spitfire
M0317 P39/P~63
15.95
M0195 Pd0 Hawks at War. Air combat
Zip
Sbte
.,..

Boarabers
of
World_ War II
:bor

FIGHTERS OF W.W. II, YOL
I. The Squadron Sig•
roVAerodate series. In•
dudes: FW 190A, Spitfire
Mk 1 b 2, P•S1D, Bt l09E,
Hurricane MK 18 P47D,
60 full cebr airbmsh
works, 147 B6W photos,
8Y:"x11", 28 pgs. of 1/12
drwgs. Sottbound. M0357.
59.95

YODEL AIRCRAFT AER6
DYNAMICS. Basic Model
Performance Problems,
Scale Effect 8 The Boun~
dory Layer, Turbulent Flaw
Airloils. Factors Attectrng .
Lift &Drag, Trim 8 Stabiity, Control, Reducing In~
doted Drag, Parasitic Drag,
etc. 13 chapters, 270
pages, highly Olustrated,
hardbound. 16061 .526.95
8-36 PEACEMAKER IN AC•
110N: 110 8 8 W photos,
21 line drawings, 8 full
cola profiles, unit ins~nas modifications, sectronal drawings, etc. 854" z
ll" page size, softbound.
50 pgs. M0324 . . . . ;4.95
.13;1)~1;1.1J15~
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Vito Tomeo's Sea Fury uses a gear drive
to achieve scale speeds. Feature article
on this model appeared in the
December '80 issue.

want a plane that does 95 mph at
three feet of altitude. Realism is
going as fast as possible, and let's
please the crowd and to hell with
the judges. These guys raise Cain
when they're downgraded for supersonic maneuvers.
But the writing is on the walls for
these guys. The contest performance

in that first October issue, Pat
Potega predicted that these 1/5-scale
models would quickly find their way
into the winners' circles
and
he really hit that one right on the
head.
However, these big airplanes do
have some shortcomings. They put
some proficiency demands on the
builder. Getting a model of this
size in under 15 pounds isn't that
easy, and you have to meet that
weight restriction to fly in Sport
Scale. These planes will fly well up
to 20 pounds, of course, but then
they are only legal in the Giant
Scale class. Building light is an art,
and it's one the modeler would do
well to acquire before tackling a
project in this class.
As mentioned, the breakthroughs
in engines have stimulated more and
more 1/5-scale designs. We personally feel that the gasoline engines
haven't proven too successful in
of the 1/5-scale models during the these models because of the lack
last season has been spectacular. In of the correctly pitched props. If you
one local meet here in Florida, all want an airspeed in the 60-70 mph
three of the top planes were the range, and you have an engine that
larger, .90-engined aircraft. The 1/5- is restricted to about 7,000 rpm, then
scale ship certainly puts the normal you are going to want a very high.60-powered model at a disadvant- pitched prop. Diameter is of secondage, both in static judging and in ary importance here, and if there
flight performance. In his Editorial
(Continued on page 77)

BEST IN
S_~A~

DAUNTLESS REIGNS
SUPREME!
KENT WALTERS, U.S. SCALE MASTERS CHAMPION,
USED BOB'S SBD "PLAN PAC" TO WIN HIS CROWN

It's no accident that Arizona's Kent Walters won the firstever U.S. Scale Masters Championships. He chose the reliability of a proven aircraft, and scored flights of 95.5 and 96.5
with his SBD-3 from the Bob Holman "Plan Pac" design.
Congratulations to Kent on capturing the garlands!
The Dauntless makes the scratchbuilder's job easier. Since
the fiberglass cowl and two-piece canopy are already included, you only have to cut the wood parts to get a fantastic contest machine. The Plan Pac sells for $30.00 (plus
$2.50 shipping).
Bob is considering the manufacture of a fiberglass fuselage
for the Dauntless. Those who are interested in obtaining one
should write for more information on price and availability.

Kent Walters, of the
1/8th Air Force,
is the U.S. Scale
Masters Champion.
NOW AVAILABLE: Brian Taylor's long-awaited de Havilland
Mosquito can now be ordered. This aircraft is designed for
two .25-.40 engines, and flies very gently. The 71" span
model has plans available for $25.00, as well as a complete
accessory package (cowls, spinners, canopy and wheel door
covers) for $50.00. Please include $2.50 shipping with order.
"Best in Scale" cataio.g
(over 20 pages) $2.00,
or $1.00 with $10.00 order
(50¢ with order over $10.00)

The Dauntless on its 96.5 point flight at the Masters. Looks
uncannily real, doesn't it!?

70
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BOB HOLMAN PLANS
P.C. Box 741SM, San Bernardino, CA 92402
Phone (714) 885-3959
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

SR~CM LOOKS AT. . .

One of these samples we did was a stab,
which was done in several pieces of
FabriKote. Lighter colored pieces were
applied diagonally with. no problems.

FABRIKOTE
An exciting new covering material hits the
marketplace. This one just may be the answer
to your prayers. Staff Report
When a new covering material
comes out, it's always big news.
This is especially true when the
world's leader in covering materials
(exempting the silkworm, of course)
introduces the product. Top Flite's
new FabriKote is one of the most
versatile and different covering materials we've ever seen.
Actually, there are two different
products here. FabriKote is a woven
textured covering material which
comes in pre-painted finishes. It is

J. R. Naidish photos

intended for large aircraft by virtue
of its inherent strength. FabriLite
is the companion product. It is
slightly thinner and lighter, and is
less forceful when shrunk, so that
it is suitable for sailplanes or smaller
airframes.
We've seen and used synthetic
cloth coverings before. They are
available as materials germain to
the industry, or you can use Dacron
lining material from the fabric store.
They can be applied with heat, and

they shrink drum tight. So does
FabriKote or FabriLite . . .but that's
where the similarity ends. Those
other materials have a definite warp
and whöof to their weave, i.e., they
have directional grain. Apply them
crossgrain, and they bow between
the ribs of an open framework wing.
When applied in the correct spanwise manner, they impart no torsional rigidity to the airframe.
FabriKote ånd FabriLite can be
applied even diagonally on any sursca/e r/c modeler 11

TWENTY-SEVENTH
ANN~llAL
~
C

RADIO CONTROL
EXPOSITION

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
ONE IV~AIN STREET
TOLEDO, OHIO

APRIL 10,11
and 12,1981
9 am to 6 pm
9 am to 6 pm
9 am to 4:30 pm

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
presented by

WEAK SIGNALS
R/C CLUB
p.o. box 5772
toledo, ohio 43613
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This is about a 2" radius, and the
FabriKote went around it with ease.
You'll find application easier than
Monokote.
face. They shrink unilaterally, and
impart about 25°J torsional strength
to whatever they are applied over.
That's the most significant breakthrough in covering materials, in a
nutshell. The implications are staggeringly monumental. Never before
has a modeler been able to achieve
a scale-like fabric finish without sacrificing some torsional strength. Even
the old silk-and-dope system couldn't
impart the inherent strength that
FabriKote does.
When you handle FabriKote, you
don't have to watch for grain direction. That should add up to quite
a bit of savings over other materials.
You can cut out the parts needed,
with disregard to any direction of
grain, so that the waste factor should
be about the same as when using
Monokote. When you run the stuff
through your fingers, it feels "softer"
than most other fabric-type coverings. On closer examination, the
fiber count looks totally different,

closer weave. The stuff looks more
authentic on the average .60-sized
airplane, we feel.
Naturally, if the stuff has no definite weave or grain direction, then
it must be a pleasure to pull around
curves. That's just what our tests
concluded. We gave the samples to
our local hobby merchant, knowing
that he had a good familiarity with
all the various covering materials.
He took an old elevator and cut
some swatches from the sample
pieces. The first thing we told him
was that he could set the iron at
the normal Monokote temperature
(the other covering materials require excessive heat to get a good
bond). He went to work, tackling
corners, tight radii, and open areas.
The stuff flowed on like Monokote.
As a matter of fact, we must admit
that it may have even been easier
to apply than Monokote (at least
with the FabriLite). The stuff didn't
have any tendencies to stick to itself, or react to static electricity, as
Monokote does. We intentionally put
pieces on crossgrain and diagonally,
yet they applied equally as well. The

with

material

a

much

smaller

thread

and

a

trimmed

off the edges

even

When you think retracts.

THINK

ROM AIR
* FLAT MOUNTED
NOSE GEAR

* STANDARD MAINS
Reversible-inboard or, outboard cylinders

smoother than Monokote. But watch
out for the shrinking characteristics.
This stuff will continue to shrink as
long as you add heat. Like most
other fabric-based coverings, the
FabriKote could actually induce a
warp if applied with too much heat
over a sustained period of time.
Our tests showed FabriKote to
also be superior to Monokote and
other coverings in another important area. We accidentally induced a
wrinkle by applying heat to the
center of a piece which wasn't attached along the edges. The wrinkle
looked really bad, as if the underside
adhesive surfaces had made contact
and were permanently bonded. If
this håd been Monokote, the best
result we could have hoped for would
have been a noticeable crease where
we tried to press out the wrinkle.
But the FabriKote popped right out,
and smoothed tö a level contour.
That really shocked us, and was one
of the most pleasant surprises we
had, for it meant that heavy-handed
dolts like us could somehow manage
to get a decent finish with the stuff.
Since it's pre-painted, there's nothing more to do than iron it on. You

COLOR CODED HOOK UP TUBING

HAND VALVE

OTHERMODELS AVAILABLE:
*F.A.1. MAINS Cylinder Outboard —Not Reversihle
MAINS for PLATT FW 190-D9 —with 3/16" Preformed Wire
90 ROTATION MAINS for P-40 Tomahawk or F4U Corsair
' *HEAVY 3/16" STRUTS on special order only.

R

ROM AIR —CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS

RNOMPROMS MAIY~AC~IIRIIYC I~RP.
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924 65th Street, Brooklyn, New York 11219

Kioritz

The Rising Star In
Giant Scale Engines

1 YEAR
WARRANTY!

$ 78995

WARRANTY OR SERVICE
WORK CAN BE DONE BY
ROUSH MFG. OR BY YOUR
NEAREST ECHO-KIORITZ
PRODUCTS DEALER

jr

Shipping Paid on
Pre-paid Orders
~? Chrome Moly
Crank and Rod

2.44 cu. inch disp.

~ 3.2 horsepower
~ Weight 6.5 Ib.

Illustrated - Kioritz Installed on Byton Pitts

* Ball Bearings
throughout

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
Engines avail. for immed. del.
ROUSH MFG. P.O. Box 251, Sandyville, OH 44671 216/866-9462 or 484-4374
scale r/c modeler i3
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These wrinkles were even worse when
we started to iron the piece, but they all
disappeared with applied heat. Note fine
fabric look. Monokote over FabriKote
gives a very authentic ultra-shiny
fabric-looking covering.
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can apply standard hobby paint di-

squaWon/signal publicatibn5 .

NEW
$9.95
The only reference you will ever need on the F-86 is
SquadronlSignal's new F•86 Sabre in Color while
Bombers of World War II is an essential addition to any
aviation library.
The F•86 Sabre in Color is a continuation of the
popular Fighting Colors Series. The F-86F, F-86D and
FJ-3 Fury are described in 18 pages of color and 16
pages of black å white photos and text at the incredibly
low price of $5.95.
Bombers of World War II carries on the Aerodata International series of famous aircraft. Six of the most
famous and popular bombers of World War II are
covered in this new volume. 24 pages of accurate 72nd
scale drawings and 12 pages of full color art make this
book a must for the modeler or historian.
.* Add profit to your plastic sales
for more details —
sea your local distributor

~~/"

squadron/signal publications ins.
1115 Crowley Drive •

Carrollton, Texas 75006 •

i
~~
'~,~~r.,

(214)242.1485

Now Available in the U.S. Recommended by
Ralph Brooke, former World Champion,
R.C. Aerobatics.

ment.

1/5 SCALE
72" Tiger Moth
80~~ BE2e

5245.95
245.95

MAMMOTH SCALE
106' Tiger Moth

110rr Piper J3 Cub

395.95

245.95

Coming soon: ~/a-Scale Pitts
Plans only: Piper Cub
Big Tiger
Rib sets: Piper Cub
Big Tiger

35.95
37.95
37.95
85.95

Introducing from Chris Sweatman (South
Africa)
%a -Scale Cessna 172 Sky Hawk
$395.95
i]uadra engines available

10611 SPAN

TIGER MOTH

These superior German made kits are so complete
you only need adhesive, covering, engine and radio
to finish.
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rectly over it, and even Pactra dope
can be applied. The material will be
released in six standard colors at
first (white, red, yellow, blue, orange
and black), but more colors will be
available as production increases.
The material bonds very well to
itself, and since it goes on at such
a low temperature, Super Monokote
can be used for trim details. We also
think that it would be ideal for
making gapless hinges, or an even
better hinge than the old Monokote
hinge.
Here's a little hint for using FabriKote. When applying it to plywood
or other difficult materials, spread a
layer of Ambroid glue in place first
(thinning it with SuperPoxy thinner
helps to spread it evenly). The
FabriKote will stick great, but make
sure the glue has dried for at least
a day. On metal cowls, landing gear,
etc., use Hot Stuff to get a true mechanical bond with the covering
(make sure to pre-shrink the FabriKote over the work first). To be sure
of avoiding eventual fuel leaks,
spread a swipe of Hot Stuff along
any seams in the FabriKote which
may be exposed constantly to raw
fuel, such as in the engine compart-

89.95

BROOKE MODEL PRODUCTS
Dept. A
P.O. Box 3714 Midway Station
Kent, WA 98031
Tel. 206/824-5440

The FabriKote is completely fuel
proof, and there's no need to take
the same precautions we have been
accustomed to when using Monokote
(epoxy sealing the edges, etc.). But
everyone knows how unstable Monokote can be in humidity changes,
until it is re-ironed. Is FabriKote
plagued with the same frustrating
problem? We're håppy to report that
our test sample passed the "pucker
and wrinkle" test with flying colors.
We subjected it to the worst possible
test . . . we left it locked in a closed

station wagon on a typical California day.
This test has even blistered black
paint applied over fiberglass, so we
knew it would have to raise havoc
with the FabriKote. If it didn't warp
the structure, it would most likely
blister because of the lowered humidity inside the car. Most modelers
don't realize that the Monokote
pucker syndrome is not a result of
heat, but it's actually the underlying
airframe shrinking as moisture is lost
in the wood. The covering stays the
same; the airframe just shrinks a bit.
As it turns out, not only did a
day's heat not affect the covering,
but an entire weekend in the car
didn't cause any puckering or wrinkling. It must be noted that the
nighttime temperatures dropped as
much as 30 degrees, and the humidity shifted from early morning fog
to almost arid within any 24 hour

cycle.
The most critical concern remained till last. Did FabriKote
weigh more than the competition?
Our scale wasn't the most sophisticated in the world, but it was' a
laboratory-quality gram scale, and
comparative differences were what
we were after. Here's what it looked
like:
FabriKote: 8.6 grams/sq. ft.
The Competition: 9.5 grams/sq.

ft.
Both items were the same color,
and we found the FabriKote white
to be less than 7 grams/sq. ft. Admittedly, trying to discern any significant weight difference on a complete model may be almost nit-picking, yet the fact remains that a
6-foot length of FabriKote (48"
width) weighs about 21.6 grams less
than the competition. That's darned
near an ounce saved per roll, but
we personally think that variations
in quality control could negate all
these numbers.
But, given the fact that these
products may weigh about the same,
the fact remains that the FabriKote
came out with a better strength to
weight ratio, especially if torsional
rigidity is considered. The ease of
application, temperature and humidity stability must all be taken into
account, of course. In all, our preliminary tests conclude thåt FabriKote is one heck of a fine covering
material, and we rate it as a five star
item which every scale enthusiast
should try.
For more informtaion on FabriKote, check at your local hobby outlet. Manufactured by: Top Flite
Models, 1901 N. Narragansett, Chicago, IL 60639.
❑

The most distinctive sound in the air...
Technopower's 5 cylinder, 4 cycle Spark Ignition Radial Engine
Immediate delivery •Send 51.00 for catalog of all our products.

~

~ TECHNOPOWERII, INC.16650SOUTH1641hAVENUE.ORLANDPARK, IILINOIS60462
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Beautiful replica of world's first
tractor biplane.
Slow, stable, and a joy to Fly; for .40 engine

62" SPORT SCALE. Deluxe Kit $129.00
Meal Fittings
Rigging
Wing building jig

;c

Scale construction
Moulded Pilot and Passenger heads
Huge decal sheet

~I`

60" eShowpiec~,
slow e5~able Simple

3 Channel

GEORGE MARSDEN 7621 Mary Gassalt Drive Potomac, Md. 20854 },
sea/e r/c

mode/er
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SCALE SHOWCASE
Iten'S for the Builder of the Model

A.R.F. "JETS"
Scale modeling isn't always rivet details and scale pröps.
There are lots of "borderline" scale buffs, who just like to
fly something that looks like a real-life airplane. It's to this
group —otherwise known as the "sport fliers" or "weekend fliers" —that these two new kits imported by Circus
Hobbies are directed.
Both the small .049-sized F-16 and the .40-sized F-15 Eagle
are amazing examples of today's technology. When you open
the box, you know why, for out comes a finished and painted
foam fuselage, a set of wings which are ready to use, and
enough hardware to finish the airplane. Only engine and
radio are needed, plus a little glue to attach some reinforcing supports.
The paint jobs are impressive. The white areas are sealed
with what looks to be a clear polyurethane. All the trim colors
are done, and only the pressure-sensitive decals need be applied. They are very handsome airplanes, and it shouldn't take
more than two evenings to get the jets into the air. The kits
are so attractive that, the day we took them over to the local
hobby shop, two customers placed orders for the F-15 before
the planes were even out of their boxes and assembled.
The little F-16 comes with fixed landing gear, plastic cowl,
metal aft strakes for the fuse, and even a set of injectionmolded missiles. There's plenty of room to nestle two or three
servos in the fuselage. The design is intended for elevator
and aileron controls, with optional throttle control available.
The rudder is not hinged and, since it's already painted, this
would be a bit of work to do.
The F-15 is a much bigger model than the F-16, and the
Eagle is intended for .40 engines (even though the kit says
the plane will fly on .20-.30 power). This is a "full-house"
design, with a four function radio needed. Both aircraft have
full-flying stabs, just like the prototypes. The engine mounts
upright, which may not be the most appealing, but it certainly is practical.
Circus Hobbies will be marketing these kits through hobby
shops. The F-16A kit sells for $49.95, while the Eagle retails
for $89.95. Available through

dale Ave., Sparks, NV 89431.

16 scale r/c modeler

Circus Hobbies, 1247

E. Glen-

FOURMOST BOMB RELEASE
The Fourmost Bomb Release is a very simple gadget. A
spring-loaded stainless steel pin sits inside a molded nylon
housing. Two screws secure it to the model. Attach a piece
of thread or thin cable to the actuating pin, and let a servo
do the work. The devise is so simple that it can't fail. Because
it's spring loaded, you can attach the bomb without turning
on the radio. By adjusting the tension of the string, the release mechanism can have a delayed actuation, so that it can
be ganged to another function.
The unit weighs 1/10 ounce, and is available in hobby
shops. As manufactured by: Fourmost Products, 4040 24th
Avenue, Forest Grove, OR 97116. Price $2.50.

KWIK-LOCK SPINNERS
At last, a spinner that has no visible backplate, no nonscale screw for pulling the nose cap down, and which can
be removed with relative ease. Du-Bro's Kwik-Lock Spinners
are the most novel approach to the old spinner locking mechanism that we've seen. Essentially, the backplate, which
nestles inside the spinner cone, has four holes, which align
with locating pins in the spinner cone. These four pins slide
through the backplate's locating holes, then are engaged
(when a keyed ring is rotated) by a locking ring behind the
backplate.
Two small tabs, which protrude slightly from the backplate
inside the prop slots, are the key to opening and closing the
spinner. Slide a screwdriver or knife blade behind the prop,
move the locking pin in its slot, and the ring behind the
spinner is engaged. Nothing shows externally, and the prop
can't slip off the backplate. Even when the prop loosens up
from a backfire, the spinner still stays engaged. Only moving
the small locking tab will again release the nose cone.
The locking mechanism works great with electric starters,
and the clean unbroken lines of the spinner look great on a
scale airplane. The units are molded of polycarbonate, which
will withstand distortion up to 30,000 rpm. It is also a very
temperature-stable material, so the spinner should remain
concentric in all climates. There are four adaptor rings, to
suit any given engine shaft Size, The Styling Of these spinners

is what you'd expect on most military type models (like the

P-51), and it should adapt to many civilian aircraft also. The
spinners are available in the usual four colors (matched to
Monokote), and they are available in seven sizes from 1~/z
to 3 inches.
Check out these spinners at your local hobbyshop. They
range in price from $2.50-$4.00. Manufactured by Du-Bro
Products, Inc., 480 Bonner Rd., Wauconda, IL 60084.

HI THERE, BIG BOY!
Midwest Model Supply has a very well-detailed ~/a-scale
pilot figure available. This is afull-length representation, which
comes with its own seat chute. The figure comes fully assembled and ready to paint. The molding is done in a warm
flesh tone, so that the face and hands look correct just as is.
All the harness straps, and flight suit details are molded in.
The figure represents a civilian pilot, but could probably be
modified into a military configuration.
Because of the size and amount of detail in this pilot figure,
the retail price is about $40.00. Once you see it, you'll see
that the price is reasonable. Distributed by Midwest Model
Supply Co., . 1354 Naperville Dr., P.O. Box 518R, Romeoville, IL 60441.

QUADRA DAULEXHAUSTS
Quarter Headquarters is now manufacturing two new muffler
variations for the Quadra engine. Both styles have dual exhaust ports, which are great for either in-line scale subjects
or scale applications like the twin-stacked Pitts. The QM-TT2
is designed for inverted applications, such as under a Pitts or
Cessna type cowl. The QM-TT3 is designed with side exhaust
stacks, which are ideal for in-line applications.
These mufflers are cast aluminum, and mount to the engine
with two screws. Each unit comes with two lengths of heatresistant neoprene tubing, to route the exhaust gasses out
the cowl. Nylon hose clamps are supplied for securing the
pipes.

Check your dealers for these mufflers, or order directly
from: Quarter Headquarters, P.O. Box 12321, San Francisco,
CA 94112. Price is $19.95 (plus $1.50 postage when ordering
direct).

IM RETRACTION
Circus Hobbies is now importing the IM Products retracts.
These are a quality item, essentially based on the over-center
actuation principle used on retracts like the Southern R/C
units and the D & B system. The difference is that these units
use a metal mechanism, instead of nylon. This greatly enhances the wear characteristics of the system. The frames are
metal, and they are designed to be actuated by any retract
servo. There is aspring-assist to help aid the up-cycle mode.
The main gear units are available with either 5/32" or 1/8"
wire struts (specify when ordering). The nose gear unit, which
is purchased separately, comes with a standard 5/32" wire
strut. The struts are black anodized. The nose gear steering
is via aself-centering tiller arm, which will accept either a
pushrod or cables.
The main gear housings measure 1-5/16" in height, which
should fit easily into most wings. All bearing surfaces are nylon
shimmed, to minimize wear and friction. What is most surprising about these retracts is not merely the quality, it's also
the price. A set of mains goes for $39.95, while the nose gear
unit is $27.95.
The units will be available in hobby shops, as distributed by:
Circus Hobbies, 1241 E. Glendale Ave., Sparks, NV 89431.
R

f

4

DIESELIZED FOX
Davis Diesel Developments now has a conversion head
available for the Fox .45 BB R/C engine. According to the
manufacturer, this conversion will deliver 12,000 rpm on a
12-6 prop, or 9,000 rpm on a 14-4. The idle is about 2,000
rpm, with a fuel consumption of 2-3 minutes of running per
ounce of fuel (depending on prop size). You'II also find that
the engine will run cooler, because diesels inherently generate
less heat in combustion, and diesel fuel has more lubricity.
Conversion takes only minutes, requiring only the change of
the engine head.
Hobby shops carry the diesel conversions, as well as the
diesel fuel. Manufactured by Davis Diesel Development, Inc.,
Box 141, Milford, CT 06460. Price $40.00 (plus $2 postage if
ordered direct).
cr.ala rlr. mndeler
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AQUA BLUE LINE
Don't feel locked into black neoprene fuel lines in your
quarter-scale projects. Aerotrend makes a translucent blue
fuel line that allows you to see where the gasoline or diesel
fuel actually is. This line has been especially fdrmulated for
1 /4-scale applications. It has a high tolerance to heat, and it
won't get brittle and hard. It comes in either 3/32" I.D. or
1 /8" I.D., and is sold in pre-packaged 3-foot lengths or by
the roll (at 43¢ per foot).
Check for this fuel line at your local hobby retailers, as
manufactured by: Aerotrend Products, 44 West Prospect Street,
New Haven, CT 06515.
ZENAIR TRI-Z
The Zenair TRI-Z CH300 is an attractive two place Canadian homebuilt, with racy. wheel spats. J-5 Enterprises has released a kit of the Zenair, in ~/a-scale. With a~ wingspan of
79.5", the 18-22 pound model is designed for engines in the
Quadra size.
The kit is most unusual, in that fiberglass is used extensively, not only for the fuselage, but also for items like the
skins for the wings, fin and stab. The ribs are 1/8" ply, and

A
LIMITED
PRODUCTION KIT
• Five piece canopy
Each section moulded
separate for exact scale

the landing gear, and preformed canopy are also provided.
Check at your hobby shop for this new kit, as manufactured
by: J-5 Enterprises, P.O. Box 82, Belmont, Ontario, Canada
NOL 1B0. Price $139.50.

ACE'S TRAYS
Lots of scale radio installations use the miniature Bantam
servo, from ACE R/C. Now there's a servo tray specifically

JEMCO "MASTER SCALE SERIES" R/C KIT
Designed to satisfy the most demanding scale buff!

SPECIFICATIONS
Span
64
Wing Area
780
Length
51
Engine
60-.90
Channels
4-8
Weight
9-121bs.

SBD-5, "Dautless" Dive Bomber
or A-24

• Flaps and dive brakes
have all 318 holes made
for you

OPTIONAL FUNCTIONS
Send $3 for informatbn
pack-includes 1 framed
5x7 cdor picture, three
3x5 color pictures, a
four page catalog and
other neat Items!

• Scale cowl w/dummy
engine
• Molded 1000 Ib.
bomb w/die cut fins
• Dle cut dash w/gauges
• Pilot chair
• Machine gunners chair
• Complete plans for
making the twin .30
CAL M.G.'s

+ Retracts
+ Flaps
* Dive Brakes
* Retracting Tail Hook
* 1000 Ib. bomb drop
+Z-.100 Ib: bomb drop
,t ~ding canopy
R = =r
.-storage
pärtment
* QOperaling bomb yoke
--~'"* All of the above are fully
illustrated, on the plans

• Scale Wma. Bros. M.G.
belts
• Four color, three views
• Black Ilne three views
• Four 36"x48" blueprints
show how to do It all

AVAILABLE DIRECT ONLY PRICE:
Send Check or Money Order. $165 00

• indepth instructions
• Foam core with sheet
• All balsa construction
• Built up ailerons and tall
feathers. Parts are all
die cut
• JEM LOC construction
• Beautiful decal sheet

18
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1st PLACE
6th ANNUAL WESTERN
SCALE NATIONALS
August 16th-17th

JEMCO
1305 Foothill Drive
Vista, CA 92083
(714) 724-3242

(we pay shipping)

CREDIT CARD
CUSTOMERS...
ORDER BY
PHONE
(714) 724-3242
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MASTERCARD-VISA
BANKAMERICARD WELCOME
We pay postage
Calif. residents add 6%
Sales Tex

engineered for these servos. The trays will also fit many of
the smaller size servos from other brands of radios. Available
in either athree-across of 2-plus-1 style, these trays retail for
$1.98. No mounting hardware is furnished, and a separate
package of mounting screws is available for 98¢.
These items are available at all hobby retailers, or they can
be ordered directly from ACE R/C. Check ACE's catalogue for
order numbers. ACE R/C, Box 511, 116 W. 19th Street, Higginsville, MO 64037.

LARGE LIBERTY SPORT
Wendell Hostetler's successful giant-scale Skybolt (featured
in Giant Scale Models, Vol. II) is now joined by another large
airframe, the popular Liberty Sport. Another biggie, this biplane hasa 77" span, offering 1700 sq. in. of area. At 22-26
pounds, the Liberty Sport has a wing loading in only the 30
oz./sq. ft. range, which makes for a good compromise between
a floater and a model with solid generation.

The Liberty Sport does make a feW concessions for superior
acrobatic performance, by subtle deviations from exact scale.
In the construction department, the airframe is mainly balsa,
with plenty of basswood and ply. Super Coverite is recommended for strength. Optimum performance is based on the
choice of engines, with chain saw types in the 2-3 hp range
recommended.
The detailed plans come on two 42 x 82" sheets, with a
complete 18-page instruction manual included. The manual has
sketches, photos and lots of invaluable information which relates to any giant-scale aircraft. The optional cowl, wheel
pants, cabanas and landing gear are also available.
The plans are available directly from: Wendell Hostetler's
Super Scale Plans, 1041 Heatherwood Lane, Orrville, OH
44667. Price $21.50 (postpaid).

PICAGOODIES
Included in Pica Product's new line of nylon hardware
goodies is a nifty 90 degree angle bracket, which is ideal
for mounting a cowl, or even for mounting a servo. Drill and
tap them to suit your particular application. They are molded
of virgin nylon, for maximum strength and durability.
Check for these, and other quality nylon accessories, at
your local hobby shop, as manufactured by Pica Enterprises,
2657 N.E. 188th Street, Miami, FL 33180.

IS YOUR MONSTER MODEL
OVER —BUDGET
and UNDER —FINANCED ?
Save some bucks with the

"SILVER SEVEN"
Super Transmitters
THE FOLLOWING FEATURES ARE STANOARD ON ALL SILVER SEVENSI
•Servo Reversal Switches
•Independent Throw Adjust
on all Channels
•Independent Center Adjust
on Throttle, Aux I, Aux II
•Retract Channel Full Adjust

•Trim/Aux Loration Variables
•Trim Authority Programmability
•Dual Rates on Three Channels
•Plug-in RF Deck Option
•650 MW Output
•9.6V Ni-Cds

•All U.S. 27, 53, 72 Freq. Available
•Open Gimbal Sticks
•Battery ESV
•Full Adjurtability Range for all
Brands of Flita Packs
•Eery Buildability

STANDARD GIMBAL TWO STICK TRANSMITTER KIT
11G207 $159.95 Complete Systems start at $284.95
STANDARD GIMBAL SINGLE STICK TRANSMITTER KIT
11G237 $174.95 Complete Systems start at $299.95
DELUXE METAL GIMBAL TWO STICK TRANSMITTER KIT
11G227 $239.95

Complete SYrtems start at $364.95

DELUXE METAL GIMBAL SINGLE STICK TRANSMITTER KIT
11G217 $209.95 Complete Systems stan at $334.95

•PROGRAMMABLE PUSH BUTTONS--move the control
surface to an in-flight programmable location at the push
of abutton. For one or two functions. (11G510-One
Function $8.95) 11 G511-Two Function $11.95)
• EXPONENTIAL RATE on three channels gives a "soft"
neutral forsmoothar flying. (11G500 $17.95)

"ATLAS "Heavy Duty Servo

ATLAS SERVO
Size:.937" X 1.09" X 1.75"
Weight: 1.82 oz.
Thrust: 8 lbs.
14G20A Atlas Kit, $28.95
14G20AC Atlas Assy., $36.45
81K22 Atlas Ball Bearing $3
81K21 Atlas "O" Rings $1

THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE SILVER SEVEN
• MIXER-mixes any two channels together either bi-directionally
or uni-directionally. (11G505 $11.95) Note: Currently,
the Exponential and Mixer can't be used at the same time.

and the new

NOTE: All servos come less connectors.

For more info, send $2 for our 80/81 Catalog.

(S(E R/(.Inc.,
BOX 511 1 , HIGGINSVI LLE , MO. 64037 816 584-7121
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The 1981 U.S. Scale Masters program wil l continue the tradition started last year of selecting the best in Scale from around the country. This year's expanded regional selection
meets wi ll ensure a better representation at the big finale in August.
Both classes in Sport Scale will be recognized, as well as Precision Scale. Only the top
five in the Sport Scale classes will be invited to the Masters Fly-Off, as well as the top three
in Precision Scale.
For more information on the U.S.S.M.C. program, contact the co-chairman in your area:
East Coast Chairman:
Dale Arvin
3428 Charlestown Pike
Jeffersonville, IN 47130
Phones: (502) 588-9109 (0)
(812) 283-5719 (H)

~ ~ ~ * * * * * S~H~`Mp`oNSH1Ps
* ~ * * * SCALE

West Coast Chairman:
Harris Lee
c/o Scale Squadron of So. Calif.
24672 Seacall Way
Dana Point, CA 92629
Phones: (714) 760-9466 (0)
(714) 493-8083 (H)
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REGIONAL FLY-OFFS
TANGERINE (December 27-28, 1980)
MINT JULEP (April 25-26)
Dale Arvin, C.D.
3428 Charlestown Pike
Jeffersonville, IN 47130
Phones: (502) 588-9109 (C)
(812) 283-5719 (H)
EAST COAST REGIONAL (June 13-14)
P.G.R.C. (Washington, D.C.)
Bill Hinnant, C.D.
2103 Lakeshine Drive
Alexandria, VA 22308
Phone (703) 360-3424
SPOKANE SCALE INTERNATS (June 13-14)
Barons Model Club
Dick Carson, C.D.
3029 W. Hoffman
Spokane, WA 99205
Phones: (509) 327-4579 (H)
(509) 747-1644 (C)

WESTERN SCALE NATIONALS (June 20-21)
So. Calif. Scale Squadron
George Kileen, C.D.
23261 Del Lago Dr. #9
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Phone: (714) 855-4061
TEXAS SCALE AIR GROUP REGIONAL (June 27-28)
Charles Viosca, C.D.
3804 Wooded Creek
Farmers Branch, TX 75224
Phone: (214) 241-1172
THIRD ANNUAL ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATURAL LITE CLASSIC
(July 11-12)
Jerry Bible, C.D.
1909 Beechwood
Pueblo, CO 81008
Phone: (303) 542-1856
AMA NATIONALS
(Check with AMA for official dates)

PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED AT ALL MEETS —CONTACT THE
APPROPRIATE REGIONAL C.D.
PROGRAM ENDORSED BY N.A.S.A.
(National Association of Scale Aeromodelers)

ALL EVENTS WILL USE THE 1980-81 AMA RULE BOOK

The fixture will accommodate structures up to four feet
Tong. Check your local retail outlet for this unit, or order
direct from: Fourmost Products, 4040 24th Avenue, Forest
Grove, OR 97116. Price $29.95.

MUSEUM SCALE HANRIOT
After six years of research and work, Jim Kiger has completed his 1/5-scale Hanriot H.D.1. The drawings for this
model are so accurate that they virtually could serve for factory drawings. Details such as the control system, guns, engine and instruments are included. The three rolled sheets
(30 x 77") are packed with details. The model spans 70", and
is intended for .60-.90 engines: For those in need of documentation, there are also 46 color photos available (assumedly of a replica aircraft).
The plans sell for $35.00 (postpaid) direct from: Replicraft,
1400 Gomes Rd., Freemont, CA 94538.

FOURMOST FUSELAGE FIXTURE
Fuselage jigs vary in quality (and accuracy) from the very
good, to the totally inaccurate. This one falls in the topquality class, for it offers a lot of versatility, along with selfalignment and good accuracy. Naturally, only slab-sided fuses
will work, but it's simple to slide the alignment pins to the
correct location to align a firewall, bulkhead or tail area. Once
in position, the rubber bands pull the alignment pins accurately to the correct distance, so that the centerline is always
accurate.

STREAMLINED SLIM LINE
The ever-popular Slim Line Sport Scale II muffler has
undergone a complete face lift. The objectives behind this
streamlining were to give the muffler more efficiency, to
permit an easier flow of exhaust gasses, and to add more
beauty to the aircraft.
In order to achieve these objectives, the plugs at the ends
of the exhaust tubes have been eliminated. This creates an
even more "slim line" appearance and reduces the restriction
of the exhaust flow. The front tubing radius has been changed
to conform to the i.d. of the straight tube, again to allow more
efficiency. The black anodized finish stays neater looking
longer, -runs cooler, and tends to look less conspicuous on
scale installations.
The muffler strap has also been upgraded. There are no
longer any spot welds, so that the strap ends are now much
stronger and less prone to breakage. The Sport Scale II
silencer is a major improvement over the previous style, and
we're sure that they will be even more popular in scale circles.
Hobby shops stock the Slim Line brand, and prices vary
according to the engine and size required. Manufactured by
Slim Line, P.O. Box 3295, Scottsdale, AZ 85257.
REPLA-PHOTOS
Another service from the ever-expanding documentation
source of Repla-Tech International is the availability of documentation photos. These are a compilation of rare National
Air Race photos, combined with shots of the latest in aerobatic airplanes. Not to be confused with photo services which

NOW AVAILABLE!
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craft showing you exactly where and
what to paint! Think of the unlimited
accessibility of having a reference
work that allows you to remove or

add pages as you need them or as
new material is published. Suppose
you had at your finger tips page after
page of authentic lacquer paint
chips for all the OFFICIAL and

~
..1 L

Imagine a book containing high detail
painting diagrams for nearly 40 air-

_ _

% J ~i:~..mx:.y`~f•.~(Slciccr~%

MONOGRAM AVIATION PUBLICATIONS
625 Edgebrook Drive Dept. 200
Boylston. Mass. 01505. U.S.A.

• Sturdy 10 in. x 11'/z in. (254mm x 292mm) vinyl binder.
• 144 Stiff coated pages.
• 116 genuine lacquer paint chips (each 2 in. x 2 in.).
This definitive work is now ready
for delivery. Rush your check, bank check,
money order or postal money order
today (U.S. funds only), S39.95 (+ $2.25 Shipping)

UNOFFICIAL colors used by the
German Luftwaffe in WW II? Suppose
you had a clear and concise text to
sort things out coupled with 200 high
quality photographs... many in full
color and never before seen? Suppose too, that you could use this
book in conjunction with two other
outstanding published works
(LUFTWAFFE COLORS and
GERMAN AIRCRAFT MARKINGS)
and, that all of this was printed on
stiff, coated pages and bound in a
heavy-duty, attractive waterproof ringbinder with laminated covers? Look
no farther! Monogram Aviation
Publications announces the
release of a publication unlike
anything currently available at any
price!
sC8/e
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fuselage is epoxy/glass, which doesn't surprise anyone, but
the wings, stabs and every other component are made with
an epoxy/glass over foam method. What this yields is a hardskinned, fuel-proof model, that's almost ready to paint right
out of the box. All that's required is to put everything together
with epoxy, paint, install the radio and engine (a Quadra),
and go flying. The manufacturer states that you can have this
model done, less equipment and paint, in 30 hours.
Naturally, you say, such an airplane would weigh a ton. But
that's the pleasant surprise. The 1,220 sq. in. model comes
out at 17 pounds. At that weight, it is capable of almost ver. just like the full-size CAP. At a scale
tical performance
of 3t/a"=1', this aerobatic model qualifies for both Q.S.A.A.
and I.M.A.A. rules.

offer military aircraft, this is a specialized service. The prices
are very reasonable, with black-and-white shots costing 25¢,
and color prints are 75¢ (postage on each is 50¢). All photos
are standard 3 x 5" format.
Write for more details on this photo documentation service:
Repla-Tech International, 48500 McKenzie Hwy., Vida, OR
97488. $2.00 brings their complete aircraft catalogue.

The kit also includes an impressive assortment of hardware.
a thick (125 mil.) canopy is included, preformed landing gear,
C.B. tailwheel, hinges and control horns, plug-in wing hardware, and even 3-views and paint documentation. This is one
never
building experience that you won't want to miss
has agiant-scale model come so complete.
Higgins Aero Comp, Inc. has recently changed its address.
Direct all inquiries to them at: 635-3 North Twin Oaks Valley
Road, San Marcos, CA 92069. Phone (714) 744-6867. Price
$329 (Introductory Special $289).

t/a -SCALE CHIPMUNK
The Chipmunk is a nearly ideal subject for modeling in
giant-scale. It has flowing lines, a minimum of drag, a reasonably low scale airspeed, and good possibilities for basic
structural engineering. It's no wonder that R/C Kits has
jumped on the bandwagon with their version of Art Scholl's
famed air show mount.
The Chipmunk spans 8 feet, with 1,800 sq. in. of area. With
an al l-up weight of 18-20 pounds, this Quadra-powered machine should have plenty of performance. To facilitate construction, the kit contains a foam wing and stab, with 3/32"
balsa sheeting. The fuselage is a unique 1/64" rolled plywood
structure. No planking is required on the fuselage. The model
includes a canopy, and a set of complete plans.
Price of the big Chipmunk is $179.95, and it is available
through hobby retailers, or direct from: R/C Kits, 706 Easton,
N.E., North Canton, OH 44721.

_~.
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CAP 20-L
Space-age technology makes possible one of the most
unique pre-fab airplanes on the market. This giant-sized
CAP 20-L is huge, with an 81" span. But it isn't its size that
makes it impressive, it's the way this model builds. The

R.T.F. CHIPMUNK
Model Rectifier Corporation's Ready-To-Fly de Havilland
Chipmunk is a really cute little package. Admittedly, it's all
foam, but it does come prepainted, with decals installed. It
looks realistic in the air, and is powered by an Enya .09TV

HAWKER SEA FURY FB Mk II
1/6-SCALE
77" SPAN
1120 SO. IN. AREA
FUSE LENGTH
69.5"
DESIGNED FOR .90 OR .60 MAXIMIZER DRIVE UNIT
THREE LARGE 3 x 7' PLAN SHEETS (INCLUDES 3-VIEWS AND
CONSTRUCTION NOTES). PRICE $25.00 (SENT IN DELUXE MAILING TUBE).
ACCESSORIES: FIBERGLASS COWL $27.00; CANOPY $9.50; WING AIR
SCOOPS $6.50.
COMPLETE PACKAGE $58.00 (INCLUDES PLANS &ALL ACCESSORIES)
(ENCLOSE $2.00 SHIPPING)
Hawker Sea Fury F.B. Mk II,
as featured in December '80 Scale R/C Modeler.

VITO TOMEO

Y O50 Alabama Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33812

Phone (305) 792-8591
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COMING SOON!
AVAILABLE IN FEBRUARY 1981
HAWKER TEMPEST Mk V
1/6-SCALE

83t/z" SPAN

1140 SQ. IN. AREA

FUSE

LENGTH 68"
THREE LARGE 3 x 7' PLAN SHEETS (INCLUDES 3-VIEWS AND
CONSTRUCTION NOTES). PRICE $25.00. Florida residents add 4 /c sales tax.

engine, which is already installed, along with the fuel tank
and throttle linkage. The elevator and rudder are pre-hinged,
and the pushrods are made and installed in the fuselage. Even
the little items like wing dowels, canopy, muffler, prop, spinner
and wheels are factory installed. Virtually all that's required is
to drop the MRC 3-channel radio in place and go flying. The
experienced flier might prefer to use all the parts supplied to
connect the ailerons, to get even better performance from this
aerobatic machine. There's even a pilot figure and instrument
panel . . .again, all installed and ready to use.
Check out this little model at your local dealers, as manufactured by: Mode Rectifier Corporation, 2500 Woodbridge
Avenue, Edison, NJ 08817.

ft~[sCt'*u[ri

to just chuck them into the trash, the smart thing to do would
be to simply sharpen them. The new Sharpy, from Peck Polymers, certainly makes that job a bit easier. This sharpening
block is easy to use, and we were surprised that blade sharpening wasn't such a deep dark mystery.
The board has two sides, a "sharpening side" which serves
to get the dulled edge back into shape. Then turn the block
over and use the "honing side" to get a dazzlingly sharp edge.
We found that after the first half dozen blades, we could get
an edge comparable to the original
. and it only took a
minute. The Sharpy comes with complete instructions, and it
can also be used for scissors and fish hooks.
Available at hobby outlets, as manufactured by: PeckPolymers, P.O. Box 2498, La Mesa, CA 92041. Price $1.95.
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GIANT 180 PARTS
Bob Morse's exceptional scratchbuilt Cessna 180 was first
featured in Giant Scale Models (Vol. 1, 1979). It was an instant success, and now those who want an easier way to
build this ~/a-scale model can order custom-made components.
You still are scratchbuilding, but the hard-to-make comHONE THOSE BLADES
We can hardly imagine the dollars we've thrown away on
X-Acto blades that have become dulled. While it's convenient

ponents can now be ordered, which saves a lot of time, especially in locating the more esoteric materials.
There are five different parts packages available. Package

_BADGER
THE Ally-BKUSH .. .
THE BOOK
Two from BADGER to giue you professionally finished_
models.
BADGER's Model 200 air-brush is ideal for serious
modelers. This internal mix air-brush gives you
smoother and more uniform coverage because paint
and air are combined inside the head assembly. Two
paint tips are available which allow a spray width from
1/16" to 1-1/2". The 200 is simple tö operate and easy
to handle. Prices start at only $35.00
The HOBBY &GRAFT GUIDE TOAIR-BRUSHING
is packed with tips on air-brushes, paints and techniques. Included are sections on weathering, camouflage, mixing paints, preparation forpainting, plus
much more. Thirty-two full color pages will help you
improve your air-brushing techniques plus giue you
ideas for fots of other hobby projects. Still only $4.95.
Look for them at your local hobby, art, hardware or department
store, or write Dept. 822

TM

BADGER AIR-BRUSH CO.
9128 W.BELMONTAVE.•FRANKLINPARK,ILL.60131

Dist. in Canada by: HOBBY INDUSTRIES• 24 Ronson Drive • Rexdale,Ontario
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#1 consists of the foam tail surfaces. These are wire-cut cores
for the entire empennage group. The stab and elevators sell
for $14.00, while the ,rudder and fin assemblies sell for $6.00.
The landing gear package consists of 3/16" 6061-T6. These
are shipped pre-bent, and you can specify to have the axle
holes either drilled or undrilled. The 3/16" axles are $2.00
extra. The gear legs sell for $25.00.
The third package is the 3/ 4 " diameter oval struts for the
wings. These are also formed from 6061-T6 aluminum, and
the 24" long struts sell for $5.00 per pair.
The fourth package is a set of parts templates, to help
minimize wood waste and allow for easier building. The ribs,
bulkheads, doublers, etc., are all ready to cut out and glue
in place. The templates sell for $5.00 a set (no postage
necessary).
The final item is the aluminum wing tongue for the plug-in
wings. This will be available in the Spring of this year, and
will sell for $10.00.
Add $2.00 shipping on all orders (except templates), and
order these items direct from: Frank Costello, 27 Kearney
Street, Dover, NJ 07801.

BEEFY ENGINE MOUNTS
With 1/5-scale catching on, the need for beefier motor
mounts for the .90-sized engines has arisen. Sig has expanded
their motor mount selection to include an "extra heavy duty"
set for engine in the .60-.91 class. The firewall legs measure
only 2", making it easy to fit these units within any cowl. The
beams are extruded from an aluminum alloy which is formulated to withstand stress and vibration. The engine mount
comes with 6-32 self-tapping machine screws for securing
the engine.
Check for these at your hobby retailers, or order directly
from Sig Manufacturing, Route 1, Montezuma, IA 50171. Part
#SH-626 sells for $2.25.

!OMAK PR~UCTS
MOREL NO ~
POS ~
NEG.
SEi31AL NO.~

SHRUNKEN C.A.R.
The Jamar coupled aileron and rudder system (C.A.R.) has
been revamped into a new, smaller format. Originally designed
for those big T/a -scale ships, which almost always require the
~

Cleveland's Giant Plans
6z

GIEZEN~ANNER
DEPT A
MODE ICING PRODUCTS 1 NC
P.O. BOX 818 • POTTSTOWN, PA 19464 • (216)337-1231
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ELECTRIC RETRACTS
GIEZENDANNER

(Two Time World Champion)
REGULAR RETRACTS
5/32" For Pattern- (Up to 10 lbs.)
HEAVY DUTY RETRACTS
3/16" For Scale - (10 to 18 Lbs.)
The only retract with a Slip Clutch to
prevent jamming or stripping of gears.
CHARGE IT

Fantastic 17 lbs. F-4 by Tom Cook of K.C.
MO. 1980 Nat's Best Ducted Fan and Scale
Masters Best.Military Award. Tom's beautiful
F-4 features Heavy Duty Electric Retracts.
Ideal for beginner as well as Master Ftier.
ELECTRONIC DIGITAL TACHOMETER
• Large'/:" liquid crystal display
•Space age I-C circuitry reliability
• Range 100 to 40,000 RPM
• Accuracy and temperature stability
• Accuracy ±50 RPM over entire range
• Sensitive optical pick-up
• Over 50 hrs. battery life (battery incl.)
• Black rugged case
•Size 5-5/8" x 3-5/8" x 1-1 /8"
• 1 year limited warranty

Our Digital Tachometer model no. GMP2000
a

must

for

every

modelers

flight

box.

Prices do not include tax or shipping cost
Prices subject to change

$129.95
Yes, we have Giezandanner Wipers
Products sold direct for better value
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102 Bristol Fsr. F2-B E40.
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63 $kyrocker XFSF-1 E20.
56 Cvr. Worhk. P-40 $24.
56 Gm. Wilda. F4F-3 524.
56 Rep. Sea-Bee Am. $24.
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70 Piper 1.3, Cub
530.
106 Piper 1.3 Cub E4?:
. 98 lock Hudson Bom E36.
- 53 Grum F6F Hellcat E28.
63 Lindbergs L. Eirivs 520.

76 Ford Trimtr. 4-AT E36.
114 Ford Trimt. 4-AT $d8.
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78 Grumm J2-F Duck $48.
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-AFTER PftICF. 1\'DtCATES On AETP.ft SIZE CIAYT PLA\' '

Over 250 Other Plans of ~ MASTER MODELS PLANS' Gas Medel Size-ond ~ LIST-S.A.S.E. OR 25<
1000 of Smaller Size ~ PICTORIAL CATALOG 60c
--~~li.'1E~i~Add 10% fe All Orde.s o
UnderE 100. for bhi &o lnr. .
e.

Cleveland Model BIL Supply Co.

- Catalog Available l,
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GIANT SCALE BUFFS!

World's Largest Gas Plans Assortment
INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS C-D QUALITY
90 GIANTS OF ABOUT Most Plans Nor Available
Anywhere Else
5 TO 10 FT. SPANS
70 Bayles Gee-Bee $32- 77 Boeing B-17G fors b29.

Edward T. Packard-Aviation's Bes[ Friend-"Since 1919"
103075 DETROIT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44102

ailerons to be coordinated with rudder in the turns, the new
smaller format of the unit makes it practical for even smaller
models.
The new unit measures 1-9/16 x 2-1 /2 x 9/16", and it weighs
just a tad under 3 ounces. The module is installed between
the receiver and servos (no connectors supplied). In use the
movement of the aileron stick will give coupled aileron and
rudder (rate adjustable on the C.A.R. unit). When the rudder
stick is deflected, the unit automatically disengages, so that
the rudder can be used independently for spins, etc. This is
all done electronically, and the unit is potted in epoxy to
eliminate damage. The unit carries a 1 year guarantee.
Order the C.A.R. system direct from: Jomar Products, 2028
Knightsbridge Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45244. Price is $44.95.

SIG'S 172
Hank Pohlmann has done very well during the last year,
proving the contest worthiness of the prototype of the Sig
Cessna 172 kit. With several firsts under his belt, the model
was declared fit for kit release, and the Cessna is now on
hobby shop shelves.
With a 65" span, the airplane has nice relative size, being
big enough to detail well. As one might imagine, the 645 sq. in.
wing area makes this 7t/z-8 pound model a lightly loaded
machine.
The Cessna is designed as one of the Kwik-Bill models, with
a balsa and ply keel in the center of the fuse, and the ex-

YOU ASKED FORIT!
YOU GOT IT!

ternal fuselage being nothing more than a molded ABS plastic
shell. This makes for a really fast building job, and the outside
always looks perfect. The use of ABS plastic also permits
authentic corrugated flying surfaces and lots of other realistic
scale detail.
As with most Sig kits, the 172 comes complete with extensive hardware. The wing is molded foam. There's even an
authentic factory 3-view for scale documentation. These Sig
Kwik-Bills have proven to be an ideal blend of fast building
and good flying. The beginner to scale will find the Cessna
just the right speed for their skills. For the pro, Hank's record
of first places in such meets as the Mint Julep make the
Cessna a good contest candidate.
Check out this one at your local retailer, as manufactured
by: Sig, Montezuma, IA 50171. Price $89.95.

DETAILED INTERIOR
Royal Products has expanded its line of scale cockpit interior kits to include one for almost every kit they make
(they are also compatible with other comparably-sized airframes). Currently, there are cockpit kits for the Corsair
(three sizes), B-17, P-38 (illustrated), P-51D (four sizes), Spitfire, B-25, Bearcat, FW-190 and Zero (four sizes).

A FUNCTIONAL SCALE
EXHAUST SYSTEM!
AT LAST!

gpM6

REDESIGNED EXTRA HEAVY DUTY
LATCHING INSURES BOMB ASSEMBLY
WITH A "CLICK."
BRIGHT ORANGE JUST FOR FUN.
EASY TO SEE AND FINDIN THE GRASS.
INADDITION TO CHROMATE GREEN
EFOR SCALE.

KEMI ~„
"LOMIE

THANKS TO YOUR RESPONSE WE CAN
NOW OFFER THE SINGLE PAK BOMBAT:

$498

$998

EACH

WAS 55.98

2 PER PKG.

RELEASE MECHANISM 54.98
PUT SOME EXTRA FUN ON YOUR NEXT MODEL.
DROP A VORTAC
REUSABLE SIMULATED
EXPLODING BOMB

VORTA C MFG. C0.
P.O. BOX 4fi9 OAK LAWN, ILL. 60453

It looks right, and
works just great!
If you're building a model of a prototype
which used an in-line engine, such as the
Allison or Rolls-Royce, you'll thrill to the
authenticity of these new custom-made scale
exhaust systems. Specifically designed for .60
engines, they'll fit fnost popular kits and/or
sciatchbuilding plans. Available in three or
six stack versions!
They really work! These scale stacks are
efficient, quiet, and they make the engine
söund better. Realistic exhaust smoke adds
realism to the model in flight.
Because these are handmade items, please
send a photostat (Xerox copy) of the top and
side views of the nose area of the model
you're building, and specify the engine you are
using. Although these can be retro-fitted to an
existing model, we suggest that you fabricate
the nose area around the exhaust stacks.

Model of MiG-3 built from Seale R/C Modeler
plans by AI Casey (1/8th Air Force) and
featuring the Slimline scåle exhaust system.
(J. R. Naidish photo)

AVAILABLE ON A DIRECT
ONLY BASIS:
PRICE $35.00

sLIMLINE "'~'~'MuFFLERs
• WE MAKE OVER 75 MUFFLERS . . .
ONE IS JUST WHAT YOU NEED!

P.O. BOX 3295
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85257
(602) 946-7423

• WRITE FOR OUR NEW, PHOTO-ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE— IT'S FREE.

Each kit comes complete with instrumentation, appropriate
radio and navigation consoles, floor panels, stick and even a
detailed seat ensemble. Everything needed to deck out the
pilot's office is included, as well as complete instructions on
how to assemble and decorate all the equipment.
One look at these kits leaves the impression of a thoroughly
researched project, with even the minutest details clearly
molded into the vacuformed panels. Each subassembly is designed to go together quickly, and the addition of a little paint
makes for a truly outstanding cockpit interior.
You'd think that such scale accessories would be rather
costly, but the Royal cockpit interiors range in price from
$6.95-$9.95. Available from local hobby outlets, as manufactured by Royal Products, 790 W. Tennessee, Denver, CO
80223.
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AXIFLO ACCESSORIES
Midwest Products has their ducted fan development program in high gear. Their A-4 Skyhawk is already in the hobby
shops, and they are now in the process of updating the original RK-049 fan. All three of their fans now have molded
urethane inlet cowls available as optional accessories. These
are intended for applications where the fan is externally
mounted on the airframe, such as in their Heinkel kit for the
RK-40. They really go a long way toward increasing the efficiency of the fans. Prices range from $5.95 to $6.95.
Their RK-20 fan now has a larger capacity fuel tank available as an extra item. The capacity is increased to a full 6~/z
ounces, which greatly improves flight times. Price of the tank
is $3.95.
Order these parts through the Customer Service Department at Midwest Products, 400 South Indiana Street, Hobart,
IN 46342. While you're at it, enclose 50¢ for their new fullcolor model catalogue.

BIG DIALS
Gas Model Products has released their 1 /5-scale and 1 /4scale instrument faces. These are photo printed, to insure
the optimum quality, and we found the reproduction quality
very good. All of the most commonly used instrument faces
are included, and each package not only contains the dial
faces in both sizes, but there is an instruction sheet that tells
how to make your instrument panel look right. Considering
that you get both the 3/4" and 1" instruments, the $1.49 price
is a good deal.
Get these at your retailers, as manufactured by: Gas Model
Products, 8773 Russet Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45239.

GIANT COCKPIT KITS
A full line of 1/4 and 1/5-scale cockpit interiors is being
marketed by Jim Messers Quality Model Products. These feature vacuformed instrument panels, seats, etc. Everything is
included, such as dial lens material, control wheel, seat belt
materials, etc. You get a full and complete cockpit in each kit.
There are cockpit kits available for most popular giant scale
models, including the Concept Fleet, Godfrey's Stearman, No=
sen Cub, Ziroli F4U, Platt Me-109, and the J-5 Cub and Stinson. Prices are in the $15.00-$18.00 range.
Jim carries a very extensive line of scale plans, kits, and
. all in giant scale sizes. Write for more
lots of goodies
information to: Jim Messers Quality Model Products, 106 Valley
View Drive, Allegany, NY 14706.

BIG STAKDUSTER BIPE
An almost 1/4-scale version of the ever popular Stolp Starduster biplane is available in plan form from R/C Kits. Just
slightly smaller than true quarter-scale, the bipe hasa 7~hfoot top wing, and offers some 3,000 sq. in. of area. Designed
to accept a chain saw engine, the finished model -will weigh
about 25-30 lbs.
The plans call for rather conventional cohstruction, with
balsa used throughout. The fuse builds in two half-shells, and
the empennage is solid sheet. Even the cowl and wheel pants
are balsa fabricated. The plans come rolled in a shipping
tube, and all the parts needed to build the model are clearly
illustrated on the three large plan sheets. According to the
designer, the big bipe proves to be highly aerobatic when the
proper pore plant is installed, and the large areas provide a
very light wing loading, for good stability and easy handling.
While the plan set is only available now, there are tentative
plans to introduce afull-blown kit later this year. The complete plans sell for $30.00 (plus postage), and they can be
ordered directly from: R/C Kits, 706 Easton, N.E., North
Canton, OH 44721.

Las Vegas again showed itself to be the mecca
of monster models, as the Quarter-Scale
Association of America hosted the world's
biggest bi
weekend.
J. R. Naidish photos
Staff Repo
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1. The "Best of Show" model was Dick
Enos' magnificent Curtiss Goshawk.
2. Attractive Fresca paint scheme applied
to Joe Zimmerman's rendition of Don's
Custom Hobbies' Piper Tomahawk. 3. Bill
Hunt from Florida got Best Finish with
this K&8 SuperPoxy and Imron finished
Miles Sparrowhawk.

T

he annual Q.S.A.A. (QuarterScale Association of America) FlyIn has certainly become a tradition.
In just a few years, the event has
gone from very humble beginning,
with a handful of dedicated modelers
trying to organize a show out in the
middle of the Las Vegas desert. Today, the meet has become one of
those "must attend" institutional

events. If you're a modeler, you
simply must .attend Toledo each
year, and ranking perhaps second
would be the Q.S.A.A. affair. They
come in droves, not necessarily to
fly, but to enjoy the camaraderie
these large models seem to breed,
and to learn about giant scale aircraft.
Actually, there's a lot more going
for this meet than enjoyment and
education (although those are cer-

1. The team of Meyer, Meyer and Krentz
showed up with the biggest model of the
meet. Hughes H-4 spanned 16 teet, and
was powered by eight K&8 .fils. 2. Dick
Enos' second entry was a magnificent
Curtiss Pusher. It has 88" span and flies
with an O.S. .60 four-cycle. 3. Bert Ayers
flew this beautiful Trave/air "R." Quadrapowered at 21ila lbs. 4. The prototype of
_the Parker Planes Cessna 172 was on
hand. If flew well

tainly enough, in themselves). The
fact that it takes place in Las Vegas.
certainly adds to its appeal. The
bright lights, shows, fine food and
"casino fun" (commonly known as
gambling) all add a dimension to
this modeling meet that can't be
found anywhere else.
In truth, this writer is slightly
shocked. As this report is being
written, the headlines are reading
bizarre horrors of the big MGM
Grand fire. It's hard to believe that,
just a short time ago, we were actually there for the better part of
a week. The idea of a place filled
with
much excitement and gaiety
turned into an inferno is appalling.
The' official headquarters of the
Fly-In was the Showboat Hotel/Casino. This huge facility is off the
famed "strip," but it was much more
accessible to the flying field. The
hotel was much more practical for

the Thursday static exhibit, since airplanes had been officially registhe convention area could easily ac- tered. Weil consider that a pretty
commodate 200 models, and some strong vote of confidence in the
three dozen manufacturers' displays. philosophy and policies of the
In comparison to the facilities of the Q.S.A.A.
previous year, the space was doubled
The turnout was so large that it
. . .and every square inch of it was exceeded all expectations. Not only
needed.
were there large numbers of men and
Probably the biggest question in machines, but they came from even
everyone's mind as they arrived in farther afield than they had in years
Las Vegas was how many aircraft past. A large contingent came from .
there would be this year. There was France, even chartering a plane to
some concern about the potentially deliver them and their aircraft. Al
detrimental effects the advent of the Grey and the German group again
new I.M.A.A. organization would presented themselves, with a new
have on the Las Vegas group. Would B-17 even better than last year's.
the Q.S.A.A. lose support and, if so, We all remembered with some sadhow much? No one wanted to see ness of the failed stabilizer which
any harmful effects result from this caused the seudden demise of their
. . .the better interests of the large big bomber last year, and all hopes
airplane movement was uppermost were that they would have better
in everyone's thoughts.
luck this year.
One merely had to walk into the
Entries were on hand from Sweconvention area at the Showboat on den, Australia, South Africa, Brazil
Thursday to find the answer. That and England. The true international
huge hall was a veritable sea of scope of the Q.S.A.A. was never möre
tables, atop which were more air- obvious. One could immediately tell
planes than one could see from any how anxious these people were to
one vantage point. They seemed to exchange information, to learn of
go on forever, and the more one our technologies,•and to enjoy the
.walked, the more airplanes one dis- mutual enjoyment of flying big aircovered. Last year's tally was 166 planes. We saw them devouring
aircraft, anal it looked as if this year whatever merchandise was available
would easily match that. By the time with abounding enthusiasm. They
the weekend was over, _some 191 bought retracts as if they we're not

The German team again showed up with
their 8-i7. It flew this year with no dire
consequences.

going to ever be available to them
again (which might have been the
sad truth). A few manufacturers had
to surrender their only samples of
engines and hardware . . .they were
even willing to ask manufacturers to
take the merchandise out of the
models the representative was flying!
And what merchandise they had
from which to choose. There were
prototypes of improved engines, Cosmocon's tuned pipe, samples of soonto-be-released retracts, and hardware
of all types. Taking an overview of
what we saw, it was pretty obvious
that quarter-scale has reached another plateau, and that yet another
quantum leap in technology is on
the horizon.
In comparison to last year's meet,
this year's Fly-In showed how truly
far the whole state-of-the-art in giant
•models had progressed. The biggest
breakthrough had to have been in
the power plant department. In particular, Bob Seigelkoff's introduction
of the Kawasaki engines under the
C.B. Enterprises label has opened up Just a few of the many Byron Pitts
whole new vistas. The Kawasaki 3.1 Specials which flew at the meet. Very
c.i.d. engine made last year's under- popular design, and clown with numerous
powered dogs into good performers powerplants.
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1. Ken Runestrand demonstrates the
proper way to mane an emergency
landing after losing a wheel . . . no
damage. 2. One of the many J-3 Cubs

flown at the meet. Sorry we didn't catch
the pilot's name. 3. Charlie Parker does
a fly-by with his 172. 4. Mel Santmeyer
does ally-by with his Piper Tomahawk . . .
an aerobatic performer. 5. A nicely
decorated Grumman Tiger. One of these
developed wing flutter and destructed.
6. Burnis Fields tows a banner welcoming
the TV show, but for nothing, because
they never showed up to do any taping.
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this season. The Kioritz has also
offered the same increases in available power. Quadra has improved
their product, as has E.W.H. (Super
Hustler).
Last year, Darrel Cline's P-51
(modified Nosen kit) barely got off
the ground with a Quadra under the
cowl. This year, re-engined with the
big Kawasaki, the model not only
flew around in a most reasonable
manner, but pilot Larry Routh did
some- spectåcular maneuvers. The
model got top honors in the Standoff Scale category, which shows
what an engine change can do to
an airplane.
We predict that this new generation of power plants will breathe new
life into the large model movement,
with new vistas of available aircraft
to be explored. This will especially
apply to the World War II military
birds. As these machines begin to
fly with some semblance of performance, the

retracts

(which are

soon to be available from several
manufacturers) and ancillary hardware will invariably follow. When
practical WW II aircraft are flying,
there will be a new surge of modelers
responding to these exciting war machines.
The rules for aircraft which could

1~5-SCALE
WARNAWK

P-40 IN GIANT SIZE
This 8'/z -foot span P-40 is true 1/5scale. All built-up construction, with
optional fiberglass cowl and spun
aluminum spinner (available
separately). Super Hustler engine
recommended for maximum
performance.

$175 (Introductory Special)
Reg. price $199.95
(Price is F.O.B., Quincy, IL)

Ralph Brooke's Tiger Moth flew very
well, but met an untimely end. Ralph
imports this superb kit under the Brookes
Models Products name.

participate were that models had to
be either Scale or Stand-Off Scale,
which meant that a reasonably accurate scale outline had to be observed. To meet the size definition,

the airplanes had to be within 5°J of
true quarter-scale (3" =1"). There
was no minimum span, so that even
.60-sized airplanes could enter (such
as the Bridi Minnow kit). On subjects like the B-17, where true 1/ a scale would be impractical, a minimum wingspan of 96" was required.
Of course, aircraft larger than quar-

No other prop pulls
your biggie like a
DYNATHRUST
Now experience full motor potential
with Dynathrust's 100% accurate pitch
and airfoil. Costs less when you
buy and when you fly because of
its unequaled durability.
15" with 6" pitch $ 7.00
18" with 6" and 8" pitch $10.00
20" with 8" and 10" pitch $14.00
(Prices include UPS charges.)
MC ❑VISA ❑ C.O.D. ❑CHECK ❑ M.O.
"For eHlclency, you have no competltlon:
Don Godfrey, Presldent.IMAA
Designed In collaboration wkh
and recommended by Dave Matt.

See your dealer or order direct:
DYNATHRUST PROPS, INC.

aster

it

3&28 Maine
Quincy, IL 62301
DEALER &DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOME

_

2541 NE 11th Court
Pompano Beach, Florida 33062
1-305-941-9119
Dealer Inquiries Invited
scale
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Lou Proctor came to fly his Nieuport
28-C1, which is the prototype for his
successful kit. O.S. Max twin provided
the power. One of the best aircraft on
the field.

ter-scale, such as the Byron Pitts,
were qualified.
There were some monster-sized
models on hand. The German B-17
spanned slightly over 12 feet, and
the design group of Meyer and
Krentz from California brought a
10'9" span Hercules flying boat,
equipped with eight (!) K&B .61s.
Even Bud Nosen flew a 1/3-size
F4U Corsair.

Olfe Bergquist and his wife pose with
their Hiperbipe, which they brought all
the way from Stockholm.
But, the most monstrously sized
model on the field was the halfscale 1928 Heath Super Parasol, entered by the design team from Rual
Engineering. This 150" span beast
weighed about 100 pounds, and used
a 60cc Honda 4-cycle engine for
power. The model had been flown
just weeks prior to the meet, and it
was planned to have the model enter
the "Marathon of Flight" duration

event. With a capability of over 20
hours of non-stop flying, the model
looked like a winner. The ship had
two rådins, one for control, which
wasanormal Futaba 8-channel rig,
and another unit which telemetered
such data as engine head temperature, rpm, etc. back to the ground
crew. Unfortunately, radio problems
kept the model from competing in
(Continued on page 66)

TWO MAXIMIZER ANNOUNCEMENTS
1: We have been hit hard by price increases from our vendors, especially our
exclusive high-quality castings. This cost inflation would have. required a large
increase in the prices of both the .60 and .90 Maximizer units. In order to
keep the price affordable, our new policy will be direct sales only! Direct sales
will also give you the best possible service available, since you will be dealing
directly with the manufacturer.

2: The long-rumored .90 Maximizer
is a reality! The units are in stock
and available for $115..00 (shipped
free with prepayment, or UPS
C.O.D.). The .90 Maximizer has
performed two Vertical rolls in a
Byron Pitts, and has looped from
takeoff in a scaled-up Astro-Hog.
How's that for performance!
Several leading designers are
specifying the .90 Maximizer as
the recommended power unit in
their new aircraft. The .60 Maximizer is also recommended by Dave
Platt for his 1/5-scale Messerschmitt Me 109G.
(LOOK HOW COMPACT IT IS!!!1

PRICES
.60 Maximizer (standard ratio 3:1)
Hi-Per .60 Maximizer (standard 3:1 ratio, recommended for
high-performance .60s)
.90 Maximizer (standard ratio 2.4:1)
Pulley (2.4:1 ratio)
Pulley (2.4:1 ratio) includes required belts
All belts

$ 85.00
$100.00
$115,00
$ 10.00
$ 17.00
$2.50 each

As published in the October 'SO issue
of Scale R/C Modeler.

1911 SOMMER
MONOPLANE
PLANS
For .29-.45 engines. this antique tulie flies
like a dream.

Complete plans:
$6.0'0 (postpaid)
WRITE FOR FREE ESTIMATES ON INKED
DRAWINGS OF YOUR FAVORITE MODEL
AIRPLANE DESIGN.

PREPAID SHIPPING WITH CASH; OR UPS C.O.D.

Stewart Aircraft Corporation
~
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11420 State Route 165
TELEPHONE:

SALEM, OHIO 44460
21 6/332-0865

Wally Zober Plan Service
P.o_ E;oX sis
Rocky Point, New York ~ 1778

~ THE GREAT REVOLUTION *,~
STAND OFF SCALE
FULLY AEROBATIC

CAP 20L

KIT INCLUDES:
Hand laminated epoxy glass fusilage, wings,
stab, elevators, rudder, cowl & wheel pants
Preformed 1/4"
125 Mil. acrylic canopy
Glass filled
C.B. tailwheel unit
landing gear
Centre section
H/D hinges and control horns
8 oz. and 2 oz. seam cloth
assembly kit
Illustrated assembly
Plug in wing hardware
Three view scale &paint documenmanual
tation •Plywood and hardwood parts.

REVOLUTIONARY molded epoxy
glass & urathane process (pat. pend.)
guarantees light, high strength, precision parts for the ultimate in a
deluxe A.R.F. 1/4 scale kit.
Twelve years of developement by the aero
space industry have resulted in this unique state
of the art, construction method. This produces,
a hard skinned, gas &chemical resistant aircraft
within 30 hours, less equipment & paint. Nothing to frame or cover, just assemble with epoxy
glue, paint &fly. Ideal for the newcomer to big
scale, and the expert with limited building time.
All surfaces are factory prepared and primed in
an automotive lacquer primer. •'An unbelievable
building and flying experience."

~. - H:-" 'wr~~
_ä '~
,'~,,,..

Wing Span : 81"
Length : 68-1 2"
Engine: 1.5 to 3.6 cu. in
Wing Area: 1220
Scale:3-1 4"=1 foot
ready to fly—
Wieght: 171bs.

--

WE CHOSE — lif
"„
THE FINEST RADIO CONTROL
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE, FOR
THIS "STATE OF THE ART AIRCRAFT."

CORKY HIETMAN V.P. I.M.A.A. SAYS

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

"THE HIGGINS AERO/COMP CAP 20L
IS THE MOST IMPRESSIVE, YET
STABLE AIRCRAFT I HAVE EVER
FLOWN. THE KIT IS WELL DESIGNED AND AT 17 lbs. OFFERS NEAR
VERTICAL
PERFORMANCE.
A
TRULY FINE AIRCRAFT"

o

2

ö ~ •o
R$329 O T
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
~
V/SA

Name
Street or RFD
City

master charge

Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

APt• #
State
I have enclosed check or money order for S
Please charge to MC#

VISA#

~~/GGIti,~

Phone
— -Zip

AERO

Exp.___

18 Highland Drive

ExP ---

Middlebury, Indiana 46540

COMP. INC.
(219) 825-9284

TWO SUPERSCRATCHSUILT
P-40
KITTYHAWK
One of England's leading scale designers
discusses his scratchbuilt version of the P-40.
Lots of good ideas here.
By Brian Taylor Photos by the author
I suspect that most of us, certainly those interested in warbirds,
have a mental list of aircraft which
they would like to model. To be perfectly honest, the P-40 was never
anywhere on my personal list. However, Ifound myself looking around
for something a bit out of the ordinary. Ihad built all the Spits, P-51s,
Corsairs, and the like, but there had
to be more 'to WW II than these
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same trite aircraft. It was then that
I "noticed" the Kittyhawk . . .and
the more I studied the moment arms
and areas, the more I liked the plane.
Although the Curtiss Kittyhawk
(or Warhawk as it is known in the
U.S.) is not one of the real glamour
aircraft of the War, it did serve an
important function. We should give
it not only a place in scale modeling
because of the adventures of Chen-

nault the famed Flying Tigers, but
also because this trim little fighter
did yeoman's duty until more efficient fighting machines could be produced. It held the line when there
simply were no other stop-gap airplanes available.
Many of you modelers may tremble at the thought of scratchbuilding
but, believe me, it's almost as easy
(Continued on page 58)

SCALE P-4os
TAKING TOP FLITE'S
TIG1~R BY THE TAIL
Some simple-to-do modifications which turn the
pussycat P-40 kit by Top Flite into a real Flying Tiger.

By Jerry Antzak
Photos by the author

~

Under the designing talents of
Dave Platt, Top Flite Models was
one of the first U.S. kit manufacturers to make a firm commitment
to the then newly-formed concept

of Stand-Off Scale. This was over
a decade ago, and one of the first
kit designs to appear was the P-40
Warhawk. The shark-mouthed machine was an instant success, and
today it is probably one of the most
modeled aircraft in their kit line,
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The Warhawk is a kit with plenty of age,
yet it has endured fo remain one of
today's best scale aircraft.
aside frorn the ever-popular P-51
Mustang.
The success of these designs is no
great secret. Dave designed a lot of
göod lines into the models, and he
also added generous amounts of stability and easy handling. Asa matter of fact, .my introduction. to R/'C
Scale was with the Top Flite P-51.
I flew .the model for some four
years
. and then traded it for
a kit and a set of retracts! A model
has to be good to command that kind
of long-lived performance.
But the Warhawk is the subject
of this kit modification article. The
stock kit is a very satisfying item,
36
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with reasonable scale outline and
very predictable flight performance.
The thrust of this article is to show
you a half dozen or so easy modifications which can be done in order
to make the 'P-40 a totally ~contestcaliber aircraft.
The primary areas affected by the
modifications are:
1. Built-up tail surfaces
2. Clear plastic rear cockpit windows
3. Tailivheel relocated to scale location
4. Wing fillet lengthened
5. Installed correct retract system
6. Installed split flaps
7. Added appropriate belly fairing
You'll find the basic Top Flite
kit a real joy to work with. That box

art isareal turn on, and I'm sure
that alone has helped make the Warhawk a popular kit in the hobby
shops. In general, the balsa is of
good quality, but I felt that the
quality of some of the die-cutting
left a bit to be desired (especially
the fuselage formers and most of
the "die-crushed" plywood). (We
have been informed by Top Flite
that they are in the process bf revamping most of their scale kits,
and that the cutting dies are being
refurbished. PHP) I was very impressed with the hardware package
in the kit, and the molded plastic
cowl is very nice. This is quite a
rugged cowl, and it will handle a
lot of abuse.
Before construction begins, you
will want to have the engine of your

choice on hand, as well as the appropriate P-40 style spinner. I opted
for the O.S. Max .60 Schneurle front
rotor for my project. C.B. Associates
makes a fine spinner to fit the P-40.
This one has a metal backplate, so
that the spinner will track true. I'd
suggest buying an extra nose cone
(available separately), so that you
can have one for the three-bladed
static prop.
Those all-balsa tail surfaces supplied in the kit were probably all
right for Sport Scale when it was a
fledgling contest activity; but today's
contest scene dictates t'he more authentic built-up empennage Use a
profile section that has the highpoint
of the camber at about 33°Jo of the
chord. The maximum thickness
should be about 3/4-1". This is mostly
an eyeball airfoil, and the determinants for correct sizes will be the
available wood for the leading and
trailing edges.
Remember to use the lightest
wood grades available to construct
the stabs and vertical fin. Even
though the P-40 has a long nose
moment, excessive weight in the tail
group will necessitate ballast under
the cowl. The elevators and rudder
are solid balsa, but lots of i/2" lightening holes were drilled to cut
weight (it may sound like nit-picking, but it all pays off). The fin and
stabs are sheeted with 1/16" balsa.
The rudder and elevators were covered with silkspan, to save weight
and to give that fabric feel. At the
time, Top Flite's new FabriKote
covering material wasn't available,
otherwise I would have used this
iron-on fabric.
Fibre Glass Evercoat, of CincinThat long nose moment helps keep the
C.G. within limits, but it's very prudent
to keep the built-up empennage light.

nati, Ohio, makes a good lightweight
filler, which I use for such areas as
the fin fillet. The same company
makes a variety of epoxy glues, resins, microballoons, etc. Many hobby
shops handle these items, and some
are even available through major
paint outlets.
The wing goes together in the conventional built-up fashion. Be sure
to allow for the plumbing and hardware for the retracts. There are several companies which make rotating
retracts for aircraft like the Warhawk. Iselected the Rhom Air units,
mainly because they have a proven
track record of trouble-free performance. They are a pneumatic system,
which can be slowed down by using
the Hydralock conversion cylinders.
The 90-degree rotation is achieved
by an over-center working pivot arm.
This ball-link will protrude slightly
when the gear are in the folded
position.
When installing the retracts, be
sure to use a 1/4" ply mounting
plate, and tie this into two supplemental W-3 and W-4 ribs cut from
1/8" ply. This forms a solid box in
which to mount the retracts. Because
the wing tapers quite abruptly at
the gear location, the landing gear
will actually leave the balsa sheeting
on the top of the wing exposed
through the wheel wells. I used a
piece of 3x5" card stock to cover
the area„and I applied some droplets
of white glue to simulate panel detal. Remember that the retracts fold
back, and that means that the retracting gear will change the Center
of Gravity. Always, check for the
proper C.G. with the wheels up in
the wells.
The kit supplies a set of alignment
wedges, which are used to verify the
proper amount of washout. The one
situation where a warp might be
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Plenty of wing area and a comfortable
amount of dihedral (plus some washout)
make the P-40 a very stable machine.

is quite thin and fragile. Robart
"horny point" hinges were used, and
a torque rod system was used to
actuate the flaps. Be sure the flaps
accidentally introduced is during the can be lowered at least 30-40 degrees.
When the wing is assembled to
sheeting process. Be sure to lock the
wing firmly in place when applying this point, sand everything down
both the bottom and top sheeting. to a fine finish. Use polyester filler
iUse the supplied shims to key the or spackling compound to fill all
trailing edge, and make another set dents and dings. A coat of clear dope
of similar devices to shim under is applied, then a light sanding to
the leading edge out near the tips. take off the "fuzz." I then silkspan
I rely heavily on the Robart Inci- the entire wing, using a 20°J thinned
dence Meter to verify the washout solution of clear dope to adhere the
in both wings. Make sure the glue paper covering. Once dry, another
used to hold the wing skins in place coat is added to insure proper adis thoroughly dried before removing hesion. Keep the silkspan away from
the assembly from the building the fillets, for it will form small
board. I took the time to hollow out bubbles over the non-porous fillers
the wing tip blocks, after they were used there.
every little bit helps.
shaped
The ailerons are done last, with
You just can't expect to be com- 1/8" wide strips of card stock cut
petitive with an aircraft which from a 3x5" card. Glue these on to
doesn't have flaps. The Warhawk simulate ribs. Cover the entire strucused a large set of split flaps to ture with a light grade of silkspan,
give it good short-field performance. and seal with several coats of thinned
The kit-supplied flaps area little dope.
too flexible, so I substituted 1/16th"
Once you've gotten to this stage,
plywood. This was reinforced with the hardest parts are done. The fuse1/8" hard balsa ribs to strengthen lage requires only minor modificathe trailing edge of the wing, al- tions. Iadded a Vortac bomb rethough these may not have been lease mechanism in the belly fairing.
The fairing shown on the plans is
necessary_ A strip of hardwood was
added along the top edge of the far too small, and it must be exwing's trailing edge, since this area tended approximately 23/4" aft of
38
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the wing trailing edge. Discard the
plastic piece supplied in the kit,
and make a new one from a lightweight balsa block. Hollow this out
once it is shaped, and fill with
polyester filler. You can also use
the supplied plastic fairing, then add
to it with wood.
The plans show the wing fillet
ending about 2" behind the wing's
leading edge. I extended the fillet
all the way to the leading edge,
which is more accurate. To accomplish this, add on an extra piece of
the plywood fairing base that's supplied in the kit. The actual fillet
extension was made out of a small
balsa block. Feather it in with polyester filler and spackling compound
until it looks like one flowing line.
The solid window at the rear of
the cockpit detracts from what is a
crucial area of the model. A clear
plastic window looks better, and it's
a simple matter to cut out the existing one and glue in a piece of butyrate. When making this modification, plan ahead by scalloping out
formers F-10 and F-11, so that they
don't show through the new window.
I used light carboard stock to conform to the curves created by scalloping out the formers, as the fuselage side behind the window.
I happened to. have an old D & B

cockpit interior kit around, so I used
that. Since this company is defunct,
other options would be to check out
the interior kits made by Royal
Products, or the ones available from
Dave &AI's in Ohio. Afull-blown
interior isn't essential, but it certainly couldn't hurt your contest
score.
When working in the aft area of
the fuse, don't forget that the builtup fin and new rudder will necessitate shimming the fuselage sides out
about 3/16" (approximately). The
tailwheel was relocated forward
about 2 1/ 2" from the position shown
on the plans. I decided not to make
it retractable, but that is strictly
a matter of personal choice.
Just as with the wing, the fuselage
is also covered with medium silkspan. Once the entire model is covered, two more coats of thinned clear
dope are applied (always sand between coats to level the surface),
then four coats of sanding sealer,
.which is clear dope mixed with generous amounts of talcum powder. I
find that this gives a very light and
easy finish, with much less effort
than using resins.
Inspection hatches, doors and panels are simulated with the old 3x5"
card stock. Glue in place and seal

MORE PROP
POWER ON
LE55 ENGINE
WHY FUSS WITH PROP DRIVES,
WHEN AN EFFICIENT DIESEL
WILL CONVERT YOUR .60 INTO
A BIG PROP SWINGER.
If you're looking for a way to swing a
50% larger prop on your .60 engine, for
more scale realism and more authentic flight
speeds, then this diesel conversion kit is
the answer.
Tired of running out of fuel before
finishing an entire flight sequence? This
diesel conversion will double the flight time
on your .60 engine.
Our tests on the O.S. .60 FSR
conservatively show that it will swing a
16-4 prop at 10,000 rpm . . .and that's
power to spare!
Don't forget, Diesels run more efficiently,
swing bigger props while using less fuel . . .
and they sound quieter, too.
Conversions currently available for:
Cox .020, .049/.051, .09; Fox .15
.Schnuerle; K8B 3.5; ST .35/G.21 .35;
O.S. Max .10, .40, .45, .60, .61
Schnuerle. More to come.
From VaA to Quarter Scale
Send three dimes
plus..a self-addressed
stamped envelope for
literature.

Davis Diesel Development Inc.
Box 141
Milford, CT 06460

with a couple of coats of clear dope.
When all the detailing is done and
the surface is smooth and filled, a
coat of silver dope is applied over
everything. This serves two purposes.
The silver makes any surface irregularities very easy to spot. Secondly,
the final coats of color can be sanded
through in places to simulate weathering.
Mark off the rivet positions with a
felt tip pen. The rivets are applied
by injecting a drop of a mixture of
Elmer's glue and 20% water through
a hypodermic needle. Since the P-40
had flush rivets, I knocked the tops
off the rivets with a swipe or two
of sandpaper.
'
Once you start covering a model
with dope, you have to stick to it,
since little else will apply over it.
I finished the model in Pactra's dope,
but I had to darken both the gray
and Olive Drab to make them conform to the color chips. Spray the
gray undersides first, then blend
into the Olive Drab upper surfaces.
All markings were painted on, with
stencils made from paper and held
in place with rubber cement. Spray
lightly, for you don't want the marking or insignia to appear raised. I
have found that reds and yellows
seem to have poor covering qualities,

so I spray a coat of silver on before
applying them.
Once everything is painted, highlighting the panel lines is done with
a light spray mist of flat black.
Mask the area adjacent to the rivets,
then. make a quick ,pass with the
spray gun, so that just a mist is
applied. It works best . if the paint
is cut with about 80% thinner, so
that the color is more like a wash.
Don't do each and every panel line,
for that will look grotesque, but
highlight only about 30-40% of them
. . . just enough to give the illusion.
•While you've got the black wash
in the gun, give the gun areas a blast
to simulate burns. Exhaust stains are
best achieved with a wash of 80%
thinned gray, with a mist overcoat
of black wash. Weathering is further
carried out by sanding through (with
wet, very fine paper) the skin paint,
so that the silver undercoat is exposed. Do this on areas of logical
wear, such as around the cockpit
and near the inspection panels, guns,
etc. Take a small brush and dab it
almost dry with silver paint; then
use this along edges too small to
sand.
Take the spray gun again, and
load it with that 80°Jo thinned black
wash. Stand back a bit, and let a

NOW, THERE'S A PRIMER
RECOMMENDED FOR COVERITE.
New Primex solves a nagging problem. Now you
can be sure, for the first time, of getting great
adhesion. Now, when you remove the masking
tape, the paint job, will stay down! Primex is
ultra-light, smooth, and
very quick to dry. Easy to
apply with a brush,
-—extremely sandable. Primex is
now the only primer to use on Coverite
(Super, Permagloss & Silkspun).
It is equally great on wood,
tissue, silk, nylon or dacron.
Look for the bright yellow
can at your
R/C dealer.

C

420 BABYLON ROAD, HORSHAM, PENNSYLVANIA 19044, U.S.A.

Modifying the cockpit is a piece of cake,
with the rear windows replaced by
clear butyrate.

fine mist of black fall over the entire airplane. This may sound drastic,
but it does wonders in making the
markings and insignia stand out, and

All of the modifications will do
nothing to change the basically
sound performance of the Warhawk.
The term "pussycat" is an understatement. It must be kept in mind
that this kit was originally designed
for an event which placed a high
premium on flight performance. It
was expected that all the guys who
were hooked on Pattern flying would
go wild about planes like the P-40.
That prophesy came true, and the
a
P-40 still has a reputation
good Pattern machine.
Since you have established the
C.G. with the wheels up, be prepared
for a noseheavy feeling on take off.
A friend of mine who had a P-40
experienced trouble with it always
pulling to the left in maneuvers. I
don't know if that was because of
a warp, but the cure was to add 2
degrees of right thrust. I built that
into my machine, and it flies fine,
but I don't know if I built in the
same warp or not. I'll leave that
it keeps the model from looking too decision to you.
Those big flaps really are effecfactory fresh.
1VIy finished plane came out at tive, so use them with discretion
eight pounds. This is very amazing, until you get used to them. Especonsidering that there are seven cially on landing, learn to carry
servos aboard. Remember to check enough power to give solid penethe C.G. with the gear in the re- tration. If you built the wing with
tracted position.
(Continued on page 74)

Chennault's Flying Tigers

The First American Volunteer Group
EXHIBIT
THE LARGEST COLLECTION IN THE WORLD OF AUTHENTIC FLYING TIGER
MEMORABILIA TO BE EXHIBITED FOR THE FIRST TIME FEBRUARY 21-22, 1981
AT THE CIVIC CENTER IN BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA BY LARRY PISTOLE—THE
AUTHOR OF THE SOON TO BE RELEASED BOOK—PI(;I URTAL HIS7bRY OFTHE
FLYING TIGERS ADVANCED ORDERS FOR THE BOOK WILL BETAKEN AT THE
EXHIBIT. THERE WILL BE SEVERAL FLYING TIGER V)Jl'l',RANS AT THE
EXHIBIT TO GIVE AUTOGRAPHS AND ANSWER QUESTIONS.
SPECIAL
EX LIBRIS BOOK INSERT WITH AUTOGRAPH POSSIBILITIES OF THE FLYING
TIGER VETERANS WHO ARE PRESENT AND THE AUTHOR, WILL ONLY BE
AVAILABLE AT THIS EXHIBIT.
BANQUET
A BANQUET IN HONOR OF CHENNAULT'S ORIGINAL FLYING TIGER
VETERANS WILL BE HELD FEBRUARY 21, 1981 AT THE CIVIC CENTER IN BIRMINGHAM,ALABAMA. FLYING TIGER V>!;1'!•,RANS W ILL BE THE SPEAKERS.
PUBLIC WELCOME
THE EXHIBIT AND BANQUET IS BEING SPONSORED BY THE ALABAMA GUN
COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION. EXHIBIT AND GUN SHOW ADMISSION TICKET IS
$3.00. ADVANCED TICKET HOLDERS WILL BE ADMTITED BEFORE THE WALKINS. BANQUET TICKET IS $20.00. DUE TO THE VERY LIMITED NUMBER OF
BANQUET TICKETS AVAILABLE THEY WILL BE SOLD ON THE BASIS OF FIRST
COME—FIRST SERVED. FOR RESERVATIONS, TICKET'S OR INFORMATION CONTACT: VIRGINIA MCVAY. P.O. BOX 321. NORTHPORT. ALABAMA 35476. REMrfTANCEMUST ACCOMPANY REQUESTS. MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO A.G.C.A.

4 WAYS BETTER IN POWERING
LARGE SCALE AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
The quadra engine, at 3.7 lbs.
with a capacity of 35 cc
develops over 2.0 H.P. at
8,000-10,000 RPM. Part of
the credit for this impressive
performance to weight ratio is due
to Schnuerle porting
combined with piston
port induction.

QUALITY
Precision machining,
continuous testing
and a run in of
every engine at the
factory has made
Quadra No. 1 in
the world. In every
component and detail of design,
Quadra provides the ultimate in
quality and reliability.

Quadra.
A large scale aircraft engine
that delivers 4 ways better
for you with performance, quality,
serviceability and economy.
VI/e have thousands of
enthusiasts flying with Quadra...
more than anyone else.

SERVICEABILITY
The simplicity of
the design
provides the most
accessible and
maintenance free engine
on the market.

4

ECONOMY
Quadra offers
you more value
for your money
than any other
comparable engine.

After you've flown with C~uadra,
You'll never be satisfied with
anything less.

TML Manufacturing Ltd.
Huron Industrial Parit, Canada Avenue, Huron Park,
Ontario, Canada NOM 1Y0
Telephone: (519) 228514 Telex: 064-7181

T2-48/80

Complete Kit Concepts
BYRON ~
..ORIGINALS ~1
rodurt

Industries, Inc. Ida Grove, Iowa, 51445

Ph.

authentic 1/6 Scale

111-364.3165

~1 eechcraft Bonanza V35~
SPECIFICATIONS:
Wing Span- 67"
Wing Area- 700 sq. in.
Lenght- 53"
Weight- 8-9 lbs.
Channels- 4-6
Power- .60

~.~`,

Suggested
Retail Value
$162.44
,.

~"_

i

Special scale effects L,
also included:

Factory
Direct Price
$129.95

-

•Louvered inspection panel
•landing light •grill •scale
nose gear strut &wheel doors
•towel flaps •engine exhaust
& removable towel.

(Include 58.00 for
shipping & handling)
Sorry, no C.D.D.s

Scale features include
wingtip nav/strobe detailing.

~~
s•. ~. y,.
Scale,'~å~uumed-formed
details for stabs and all
control surfaces included in
kit.
^`i~~, .

Optional cabin and instrument panel kit available soon

Thirty-four years have past since the first V-tail Bonanza was type certi
the CAA. During these years, the Bonanza became a legend in its own time,
earning an outstanding reputation for unmatched performance, beauty and
handling. For the Bonanza enthusiasts of today, it's easy to see why no other
airplane has been in production as long as the famed V-tail Beech Bonanza.
For the R/C enthusiasts of today, the new V356 Bonanza from Byron Originals
promises plenty of scale realism, performance and value. Visit your dealer today
and see why the new 1 /6 scale V356 is more than just ancther model airplane kit.
Kit highlights of Byron Originals' new V356 Bonanza include:
•Scale detailed fiberglass fuselage •injection molded foam wings, stabs and control surfaces •wheels
•landing gear •Robart scale nose strut •spinner •scale, vacuum formed detail for all control surfaces •decals
•antenna &beacon •one-piece, vacuum-formed window insert •hinges •pushrods •towel flaps •wingtip
navistrobe detail •plus all necessary hardware and die-cut materials to complete model.

BYRON ORIGINALS - P.O. Box 279, Ida Grove, la. 51445
(712) 364-3165, Telex: 439012
i

Scale Pitts Special
Suggested Retail
Value
S 292.80

i~ge; tivifhDut ttAtice:i
MiG-15
Suggested Retail Value
5170.68 ,;.

Byro-Drive for .60s
Suggested Retail Value
i ~~lf S 13 5.44

~~ m•
~

rJ,t~

Factory
Factory Direct Price
5234.24
(Plus S 12.50 shipping)

Direct Price
S '108.3 5
S 2.50 shipping) .

Factory Direct Price

S 136.55
(plus 58.00 shipping)

n The Classic Byron Originals Tradition.
1/5 Scale

P-51 ~- Mustang
Actual photo of model on final with operational
flaps and scale retracts extending.

SPECIFICATIONS
_

-

WING SPAN
85"
WING AREA. . 1300 sq. in.
~ ~ LENGTH
76"
Ready-to-fly weight . . 22'h lbs.
CHANNELS
4
(6 for flaps &opt. retracts)

w~. Retract System

Sug~e led Retail Value . .5169.94
Maih der Price
S 135.95
plus S2.65 shipping

P-51 Kit
Suggested Retail
Value
Mail Order Price
plus S 13.00 shipping

~®
®®I

5699,95
5559.96
Sorry, no C.O.D.s

Sorry, no C.O.D.s

Complete
Power Package
Included in Kit!

Optional Pneumatic Retract System!

Consists of:

(Includes all necessary hardware)

—Complete drive unit &mounting
—Scale 24x 1 5 four•bladed prop
—Quadra's latest Schnuerle ported
engine
—SY~"spinner

—Sequencing gear &wheel doors
—Operational scale Oleo struts
—Scale tires &wheels
—Single servo actuation
(Fully illustrated in plans)

Complete Kit Concept!

dldup ~

Prices subject to change without notice.
Byro=Jet.Fan Unit
Suggested Retail Value
S 62.44',:
~~. . .r-,

This deluxe, super scale kit, complete with factory-installed Quadra engine and
prop reduction system, is unquestionably the most sophisticated and realistic
scale reproduction ever made of this famous WW II fighter. Kit includes: detailed
fiberglass fuselage, injection molded wings and control surfaces and all necessary
hardware to complete model as shown. Four deluxe decal schemes, three view
and detailed plans and isometric drawings also included. NOTE: Pilot, paint,
covering material and radio gear not included. In order for you to better appreciate
this superb kit, we are offering a detailed information pack, complete with
materials list, owners manual, parts price sheet and a miniaturized set of assembly
plans and isometric drawings. Simply send us 52.00 along with your name and
address and we'll forward your pack immediately. Once you review it, you'll understand why the P-51 from Byron Originals is being heralded as the greatest
engineering achievement in modeling history.

F-16 Kit
Suggested Retail Value
5270.26

~r:v Factory Direct Price
549.95
Iplus 52.00 shipping)

Factory Direct Price.
5216.21

Byro-Jet Tuned Pipe System
Suggested Retail Value
567.31

(plus S 10.50 shipping)

Factory Direct Price
553.85
(plus S 1.75 shipping)

This big, light floater makes a very stable flyer. Top speed might hit 40 mph! (J. R. Naidish photo}
The inimitable Fokker Eindecker
has been modeled many times, and
no wonder, for it's one of Anthony
Fokker's early successful designs,
and it was perhaps one of the most
stable WWI fighters. The airplane
was actually somewhat of an enigma,
for it was designed before the war
as a basic utility, plane . . .merely
to get someone from point A to
point B.
What turned this pussycat of a
monoplane into one of the most
treacherous aerial combat machines

of the early war had little to do with
the design of the aircraft. True, it
was maneuverable, and the 100 hp
Oberursel gave sufficient power to
enable Max Immelmann to perfect
his famous evasive maneuver of the
half loop with a half roll on top. But
the E III wasn't a thoroughbred
.all it really had going
f fighter
for it was the simple advantage of
a machine gun which fired through
the propeller arc.
Fokker did not invent the idea of
eccentric cam gears to synchronize

the machine gun's lethal slugs with
the whir of the prop, but he was the
first to convince the military minds
of the practicality of this technique.
So the lowly Eindecker suddenly
found itself labeled the "Fokker
Scourge," as it menaced the poorly
armed Allied machines. Maybe it
was more the inadequacies of the
machines against which it was pitted
that made the E III a legend. The
Eindecker had to rely on the element of surprise. No Allied observer
suspected that a German plane could

reE ••F08~ER SCouRGE"
The Eindecker E-III gained quite a reputation as
a fighter, and this quarter-scale model has
earned a reputation asareal scourge on the
contest circuit.
By John Lockwood

Photos by Jack E. Hancock
scale r/c modeler 45

fly either head on or directly astern
and shoot away. Immelmann loved to
dive out of the sun to further heighten that element of surprise. The unwary Allied fliers would expect the
plane to either climb above (to shoot
downward) or drop below them, to
get a shot upward from a wing or
cockpit mounted machine gun. So
the shock of hearing the slow-paced
chatter of machine gun fire from a
plane directly behind must have
been a real surprise, indeed!
Take away the "secret weapon"
(pilots were told to not` fly over
Allied territory for fear of being
downed), and the Eindecker was a
rather mundane aircraft, looking
every bit like the contemporary Morane-Saulnier machines of the day.
Lateral control was from wing warping, afeature which has been faithfully duplicated on the model. The
wing spars were, by definition, rather
flimsy so that the fabric covering
could flex when the cables were
pulled. It's frankly amazing that
Immelmann was able of perform his

favorite maneuver on so flimsy a

wing structure!
Other than that, the E III was a
typical steel-tube structure in the
fuse, with a wooden wing. That characteristic horseshoe shaped cowl was
done to avoid any fuel build ups
from the leaking bottom cylinders
. . . it was simply a way of avoiding
the fliers' most feared enemy—fire.
The author and his favorite Precision
Scale model. The plane has won almost
every contest it has entered.

Young Hermann in his cockpit is raring
to go. Note profusion of rigging wires.
Cables which operate the wing warping
actuate from the pylon below the
fuselage. (J. R. Naidish photo)
46 scaler/c modeler
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But, the "Fokker Scourge" lives
some 65 years later! In the form of
a 1/4-scale model of the Eindecker,
again panic was wreaked on the field
of combat. This time it was a more
civilized form of combat, where the
gladiators flew without malice. Because of the model's inherent size
and design, it has extreme versatility, capable of being flown in Sport
Scale, Precision Scale 'and Giant
Scale classes.
The E III cleaned up in the 1970
WW I Jamboree (where it was
Grand Champion), the Canyon
Crosswinds contest (where it again
was crowned Grand Champion), the
Tucson Winter Nats (winner of the
Mammoth Scale class), and the 1980
Western Scale Nats (first in AMA
Scale) and a very close second in
the U.S. Scale Masters Championships. Ipersonally feel that I actually won this last meet, but that's
a matter for others to dispute or
discuss. Having a model that will
fit whatever classification is available really extends the limits of one's
contest

participation.

Naturally,

I'm

not advocating that you jump around
from class to class, but this_ is a
model design that can be built any
number of ways, so simply construct
and detail it to the limit of your
talents.
If you are into AMA Precision
Scale, don't let the simple, clean
lines of the Eindecker fool you.
There's plenty of room for detailing,
both on the exterior (especially if
you like turnbuckles), and a cockpit
that affords plenty of attention to
details. AMA Scale seems to foster
the selection of basic-looking models,
without too much complexity. The
Eindecker can be well documented,
is reliable and rugged enough to not
look shabby after a season of flying,
and can be built with a perfectly
scale sub-structure. I have found
that I tend to give up a few static
points to the other- airplanes, but
those points can easily be made up
in flight points . . .and the E III is
a very good performer. It even has
a unique bomb drop option, which
we'll discuss later.
As mentioned, this is a quarterscale machine. The Fokker has a
99.5" span, which makes for some
very good impression points from
the judges. Also, the big format
makes detailing much easier- The

It's bombs away! The ordnance is
released from the pilot's hand, which
protrudes through a hole in the wing.
Light shining through the hole is visible

on the fuse. (J. R. Naidish photo)
cockpit on my machine has an altimeter, fuel pressure gauge and fuel
flow bowl, airspeed indicator and
three valve handles. There is also a
map holder in the middle of the control panel. These details can all be
seen without the need of a magnifying glass and, even better, they were
built without the need for one. The
control stick is easily fabricated from
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S TAT/S T/CS: L en th 60"/ Win9 sPan 45" /Win9 area 706 s9. in. /Win9 Loadin9 30 oz. / 5
channel with retracts. Designed for Turbax / & K&B 9100. FEATURES: Light weight epoxyglass /use, air inlet ducting &engine cover cap / mo/ded drop tanks, contro/ horn fairings,
di/fusers /clear plastic canopy, drawings /wing plans &templates. Complete line of
accessories and component parts required to complete kit are availab/e.
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brass tubing, a piece of welding rod
and a couple of wooden blocks. The
pilot's seat is a construct of balsa
and 1/32" ply. The entire seat is
covered with woven bamboo from
a fruit bowl found at a local import
shop . . this adequately simulates
wicker.
With some 1,790 sq. in. of area,
the Eindecker tends to be a floater at
the typical 11-12 pounds of weight.
A Webra .91 is more than ample
power, and most of the flying is done
at about 3/4 throttle (or less). The
wing loading comes out to a scant

100"—$49.95

HOLDS 5
2M NATIONAL RECORDS
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Can be built with the 78" or 100"
wings, 4.5 to 12.0 oz/ft2 wing loading.
Kit is super complete with sanded ribs
and formers and all hardware.

Gale's, Janes, James

'

-

Championships Qualifications

Grand Champion
1st Military Scale

$2. @
$20.
$25.—$50.

1979 MACS

F9F-8 COugar

$99.—$149.

$ ~ 39.95

Photos by P. H. Potega

STAT/ST/CS: Length 56" /Wing Span 47" /Wing area 755 sq. in. /Wing loading 23 oz. /
Designed for Turbax / & K&B 9100 / Rhom retracts. FEATURES: Light weight epoxyg/ass
fuselage /epoxy inlet ducting system /engine cover cap /clear plastic canopy / Fu/l size
p/ans,w/temp/atesand comprehensive photo illustrated construction book.fuel-proofdecals
available 59.95
'
DEALER /NOU/R/ES /NV/TED
V/SA / Mastercharge /American Express /Check or Money Order

$10.
$10.
$15.@

SASE +$1. for complete catalogue
of supplies, JIM EALY, Box 120,
Pottstown, PA 19464 - 215/326-8814/
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Slxth Place:
U.S. Scale Masters

ALSO
300+ 3-views Scale Glider
50+ 1/4 or 1/5 Scale Plans
8 Different H ighstarts .
4 Scale Kits
Custom made Parachute
TR I STR P
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12554 Centralia Rd., Lakewood CA 90715 (213J 860-7612
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The tail skid also serves as the bottom
hinge for the comma-shaped rudder.
Shock absorbing via a rubber band.
15.5 oz./sq. ft., which qualifies this
as a sailplane! If you are usually
subject to windy flight conditions,
you might want to consider a removable weight at the C.G., so that
you can add 2-3 pounds when the
breeze comes up. This will greatly
. remember that
improve control
we're dealing with a wing warping
system for lateral control.

C&D

nounced side slip results.
The real airplane used pulleys up
on that pylon over the wing center
section. Pull on cables strung
through these pulleys, which ran
out to attachment points behind the
spars, and the wing warped. The
model faithfully duplicates this system, and all the hardware can be
had from any hobby shop which carries Proctor fittings and hardware
for model boats. Futaba 5-15 servos
easily handle the task of deflecting
the wing. I always make it a practice
of demonstrating the wing warping
system in front of the flight judges
before flying. They inevitably are
really impressed by the "gadgetry,"
which hopefully puts them in a good
frame of mind to judge the model.
No .model is perfect, of course.
The Eindecker does have one inherent flaw, at least as far as an AMA
Scale is concerned. The Fokker tends
to be such a simple design that the
only real places where the judges
can nit-pick are the cöckpit and
engine areas. The cockpit is pretty
easy to make presentable, given a
bit of building skill. But that semiexposed 9-cylinder engine is a real
bear to do well. The cowl is made
from a 12 quart aluminum sauce pan,
which I picked up at K-Mart for
(Continued on page 72)

That wing warping system is distinctive. Many may be skeptical of
the feasibility of such a method of
lateral control, but I can assure you
that I've been flying it now for over
a year, and it works great. There
is a slight lag in response, but you
quickly learn to compensate for it
(don't forget that you're putt-putting
along at about 30 mph). The need
for rudder is always there, and all
that happens if you continue to lean
into the "ailerons" is that a pro-
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"The C & DGlo-Driver and Start-Pac take the worry
out of starting inverted and cowled engines in scale
competition." Jerry Ortega
"Whether in sport flying or in competition, I find
the C & DGlo-Driver and Start-Pac to be an
indispensible combination. In addition to sure starts
under all conditions, the C & DGlo-Driver provides the
added confidence for the competitor of knowing that
his plug is good before going to the flight line."
Joe Bridi

PATENT PENDING

The Glo-Driver and Start-Pac are available at
your local hobby dealer.

C & D ENTERPRISES, 10042 Merrimac Drive, Huntington Beach, California 92646 (714) 968-6474

~~HOT STUFF"

WORLD CLASS ADHES/ VES FOR EVERY MODELER
'/4 oz. $2.25
'/2 oz. $3.95
2 oz. $12.00 (saves 24 to 33%)
ORIGINAL

HOT STUFF OR SUPER `T'

i
ae

GAP FILLING

AVAILABL IN THE BEST HOBBY SHOPS WORLDWIDE
E/ ~

~G~~~~~(/~
scale r/c

mode/er

P.O. BOX 836, SIMI, CA 93062 • (805) 522-0062
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"Mission To Mile Square"
ITo the tune of
"Wabash Cannonball")
Fountain Valley Tower, 1/8th Air
Force here,
Requesting landing clearance . . .
Hide the women—hide the beer.
We've heard that there's a mighty
meet,
Biggest of the year.
With all the best in U.S. Scale
invited to appear.
We've brought our very best pilots,
To share in all the fun,.
And you know we'll do our damndest
To come out Number One.
here's Captain Kent,
and Colonel Bob,
i hey've armed their birds of war . . .
~ 1' Dan from Albuquerque,
And listen up, there's more!

The first-ever Masters Champion is crowned in a
weekend of highly competitive flying among the
best fliers in the country. Staff Report
Photos by J. R. Naidish
50

sca/e r/c modeler

These lyrics, written especially for
the occasion of the first annual U.S.
Scale Masters Championships by
Phoenix's Al Casey, proved to be
the highlight of the Saturday night
banquet. But to start the story on
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We've brought-our mån from ~ ~ l
.
Texas
He's new to the Mile Square scene.
Ted White's his name—
. from Dallas—
And watch him boys, he's mean!
The ground support crew's present,
.
Pit lizards, callers and all
And we have come prepared- to really
Have ourselves a ball.
Refrain:
Listen to the rumble,
The rattle and the roar,
As the Y/8th Air Force scrambles . . .
Climbing from the Valley floor.
We'll do our best to beat your best,
And if that's not to be,
We'll know that we have flown
against
_ _ __ _,_ _

Saturday. night would be to get
ahead of the tale; however, it's
worthy of note that the mood of
the song properly expresses the feelings shared by all the contestants
. . . it wås "the best meet in history."

The best ~ we ve ever seen.
Our thanks to the Scale Squadr
Harris, Bob, Bert, Denny and : °Shane . . .
And you can bet your goggles
That we'll be back again.
You've treated us so royally;
Year after year,
That there's no place we'd rather fl''
In all the .West than here . . .
(Except, of course, for Phoenix)>:
Refrain:
Listen to the rumble,
The rattle and the roar,
As the 1 /8th Air Force scrambles :':
Climbing from the Valley floor.
We'll do our best to beat your best,
And if that's not to be,
We know that we've atte e e s
The best meet in history:.'

"firsts" in anything always seem
to generate their own excitement . : .
philatelists -drool over afirst-issue
stamp, and numismatists go crazy
over those mint coins. We always
revere the "first-to-complete-any-
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1. The Grand Champion of the United
Ståtes in Sport Scale is Arizona's
"Cowböy" Kent Walters. 2. Earl
Thompson's Focke Wult FW-44J took a
hotly.disputed first plåce in AMA
Precision Scale. 3. The jets took their
share of trophies, with Bob Violett (right)
taking second place with his A-4D; and
Tom Cook finishing. fifth with his F-4
Phantom. 4. Jemco's Jim Meister had the
highest static score with his SBD-5, but
he could only fly to third place because
of mechanical difficulties. 5. Ted White
came lrom Texas to pin down a fourth
place with his M.B.-5.
ia~l:" wntlronu~: I'irtit. to cliruki Mounl,
h;var~~al, to the South for Norlhl
Pole, cic. Flow Homy of us re:~lly
I:now (or really care about.) the tiecond man who crossed the Atlani.ic'?
Ileing fi~:5t. is always newsworthy,
and t:he U.S. Scale Masters ('hampionships was the- first national competition generated, promoted and
organized by the scale fliers,. themselves.
Maybe it wasn't just the fact that
this was the first time that the scale
fliers got together to select their own
champion that. made this an important weekend of . .flying
. the
fact that it was one of the best
weekends of head-to-head. competi-

tion certainly is important. The
Southern California Scale Squadron
—who hosted the first "invitational"
finals—set out to run one of the
smoothest scale contests ever. We'll
see how well they succeeded (or
failed) .
The concept of a Masters is nothing revolutionary or new. It's been
done in Pattern for years, and the
system of eliminations is used in
everything from baseball to bowling.
It was originally decided to have a
group of regional qualifying fly-offs
to narrow down the field of potential
entrants in the big finals. There
were originally five events slated,
each in a geographic area (Florida,
Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Indiana,
and California). This would give
most of the fliers in the country
a chance to qualify. Later, the AMA
graciously agreed to cooperate by
designating the AMA Nats as a
qualifying event. This meant that
30 pilots (five from each region)
would be coming to California in
October.
The thrust of such a program is
to not only keep the big final fly-off
closely controlled, so that each flier
can receive the maximum in services
and attention (good quality control),
but also this eliminations system
helps to ameliorate the element of
luck in selecting a national Scale
Champion. Lady Luck still has some
influence, as this report will show,
but an eliminations system lessens
the chance that some rank upstart
could manage a few good flights and
win all the marbles.
While all of the glory seems to
go to the "firsts" in this world, the
very fact that no one has set any
precedent or plowed the acreage
before means that the going might
be a little shaky the first time
around. The planning that goes into
a contest of this size is staggeringly
monumental. Not only are you trying to make all the plans for the
actual Masters fly-off, but you are
faced with the coordination of all
the regional events. Harris Lee virtually tackled this job as a one-man
dervish, making phone calls, writing
letters, etc. The Scale Squadron
chipped in, but it soon became apparent that it was the typical -case
of "the few doing too too much."
Those clubs who inherit the task of
running the Masters in the future
(the finals is passed from club-toclub on a rotating basis, with the
1981 event scheduled for the Mint
Julep crowd in Kentucky) will have
to be cognizant of the amount of
work involved, and be prepared to
have the spirited teamwork of every
club member.

Kent Walters' Dauntless flew so flawlessly
that his average score for the contest's
six flights was over 90!

Thus, while the desire for achieving aperfect meet was there within
the Squadron, there were some details which fell by the wayside. The
invitations to those who qualified iri
the various regionals didn't go out
as promptly as they should have,
and many fliers found themselves
invited to a contest without sufficient vacation time remaining.
Then there's always the cost factor,
and airline prices for crosscountry
flights were exhorbitant. A few fliers
wiped out their first-line aircraft
only days before the event, as it
all turned out, there were only 21
Sport Scale entrants on board in
California for the three-day event.
However, when the word gets out
of the success of the first Masters,
we have a feeling that next year's
event ,will have a full attendance.
The Scale Squadron was very
aware of the difficulties inherent in
having a West Coast site for the
first Masters. Through various fund
raising efforts, enough money was
raised to pay half fare to the judges
and officials. It was believed that
the only way to conduct a fair and
impartial contest was to avoid any
suggestion of local favoritism. Each
of the regional events was asked to
send two representatives, one to act
as a static judge and the other to
flight judge. As it turned out, some
last minute cancellations made this
impossible, but there were still representative judges from several other
states.
Speaking of fund raising, that was

one of the most difficult areas of
the event. It was decided early in the
game that sponsorship would be
solicited on a cash-only basis. The
idea of having to hand out packages
of clevises, covering materials, etc.,
would somehow not be fitting of the
stature of a Masters event. While
major contributions by Futaba, Byron Originals, World Engines, K&B,
Bridi Hobbies, Jet Hangar Hobbies,
Ellr_o Plastics and several other manufacturers were a big boost to the
event, it is hoped that next year
will see a more supportive role from
the industry which always profits
from major events of this sort.
Because of ,field restrictions at
the flying site, direct solicitations of
money are prohibited, so it was difficult for the Squadron to get much
benefit from the tickets that were
available from the national raffle
which was going on. Scale R/C
Modeler had contributed two Caribbean cruises for two people each
as prizes for the r' affle. These were
valued at about $1,000 for each prize.
Tickets were sold at Toledo, and
hawked by the major clubs in the
regionals. As it turned out, the big
drawing revealed both winners as
living within 50 miles of the contest
site!
Scale RlC Modeler also donated
the first and second place trophies
in AMA and Sport Scale. By a special arrangement, the magazine donated 25 beautiful bronze eagles as
recognition trophies to all the fliers
who achieved the honor of qualifying for the Masters. Even these trophies were valued at $40 each, so
there was definitely no lack of hardware, and everyone went home with
scale r/c modeler
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The look of determination on Violett's
face tells the story. He went without sleep
in order to rebuild . . .and earned a
second place trophy.

a trophy. The Masters also received
significant exposure in all the magazines. Numerous ads appeared in all
the hobby publictaions, and the cooperation of the modeling press was
a contributing factor to the success
of the meet.
Actually, it was one of the prizes
that evolved into one of the numerous human interest stories of the
meet. "Cowboy" Kent Walters who,
as the song says "armed his bird of
war" for the contest, had expressed
a need for a new radio. He was building ahuge B-17, and he had often
said that he'd love to get a Futaba
radio for the monster bomber. As
it turned out, Futaba offered a deluxe 8-channel rig as one of the
prizes for the Masters. You could
see the motivation in Kent's ,eyes
from the beginning of the first flight
. . . he had his mind and heart set
on that radio!
Because everyone knew that the
contest would most likely be decided in the air, it was agreed that
there should be three days set aside
for the contest. Friday would be
54
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strictly for static judging, and also
give the fliers and their families
a chance to get to see a bit of
Southern California (the headquarters was across the street from Disneyland) . With this system, Bert
Baker the contest C.D., would have
Friday evening to check all the
scores, and to correct any apparent
deficiencies prior to the first flight
on Saturday.
The wisdom of this was obvious
when the static scores began appearnig on the toteboard. By having an
eliminations system, the one problem would be that only the best-ofthe-best would be in attendance. This
meant that the scores would be very
close. No one realized how close
until the scoreboard revealed a 6i/2
point spread in static scores among
all 21 contestants. This would have
been even less, had not Frank
Tiano's P-51 been possibly misjudged. The Mustang was the first
model into the circles, and it was
an issue as to whether the judges
started out scoring a bit on the low
side. Aside from that incident, the
judging was very consistent, with
all the points ranging from 90 to
96.5. Jim Meister led the league,
with his SBD Dauntless grabbing
the highest static score. This was no

surprise, since he had virtually walked away with his regional event.
The cast of demi-gods who attended this Olympian event was impressive. From Florida came Bob
Violett and Art Johnson. Bob was
campaigning his A-4D (wait till you
hear the story of this man's battle
to gain a trophy
. it's truly one
of the human sagas of the weekend) . From Missouri came Tom
Cook, with one of the most spectacular machines ever. His huge F-4
Phantom was the biggest model
there, and it was powered by twin
ducted fans.
Ed Izzo and his charming wife
traveled from Massachusetts to campaign an immaculate Focke Wulf
FW-190. Ed is an old Pattern flier,
which may have been his nemesis,
for his model didn't rely heavily on
any "trick" gadgetry
. and one
of the real lessons of this event
was that just having a spectacular
scale model isn't enough, nor will
just flying well-executed maneuvers
do the job. You need a competitive
edge . . .whether it be bomb dropping, or a drogue chute, there has
to be that certain extra which elevates your model above the rest in
the judges' eyes.
Let's face it, ån a contest of this

calibre, all the models are essentially
identical in quality, and it takes a
better-looking banana to whet the
judges' appetite. At the Masters, the
second, fourth and sixth place machines were ducted fans (a trend
that was echoed at this year's Nats).
As a matter of fact, the only "stock"
machine to place in the top five
was Ted White's Martin Baker
M.B. 5 (Ted's superior flying is
what accounted for that trophy).
Anyone who says that WW II
is dead better change their thinking.
Except for the ducted fans, all of
the machines in the top ten were
WW II fighters. There were the
usual P-47s, F4Us, Spitfires and
P-51s in the crowd. What separated
them from the models you usually
see at contests is that they were
either from scratch, or so modified
that to call them a kit was to pay
the manufacturers an unnecessary
compliment.
Frank Tiano, from New York, and
Phil Sibille from Virginia, rounded
out the East Coast contingent. Garland Hamilton came from Denver,
with a superb Corsair. As mentioned
in the song lyrics, Ted White was
there from Texas, and Dan Parsons
came from Albuquerque. Of course,
we musn't forget the group from

This shot gives some perspective of the
size of Tom Cook's big Phantom.

approach it with a "go for broke"
attitude? It was pretty obvious that
Phoenix, who travel in such num- no one was viewing the weekend with
bers that they generated their own any caution, for they all knew tha ` it
crowd.
was strictly aput-up-or-shut-up c~nIn a contest so closely scored, test.
what kind of strategy do you use?
Out of such an attitude came some
Do you play the conservative role, true stories of the thrill of victory
waiting for the other guy to make and the ,.gony of defeat. What tales
that critical mistake? Or, should one there were of the fickle finger of
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FOURNIER RF-4D
TWO WINNING
DESIGNS BY '78
WORLD CHAMP
MICK REEVES

Big, '/. Scale Model for 4 to 6 function radio and •40 to ~60 engines.
The kit is a slightl~sirnplified version of.Mick's WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP winning model.
WING SPAN - 110in (2.8m)
LENGTH - 59%in (1.51m)
$175.00
WEIGHT - 7 to t01bs 13. to 4'/,kg) WING AREA - 1045in2 (70dptZ )
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TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
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ONE MAIN STREET TOLEDO OHIO

APRIL 10,11 &12,1981
SATURDAY gam-6pm

SUNDAY gam -4:30 pm

presented by WEAK SIGNALS R/C CLUB
P.O. BOX 5772

TOLEDO, OHIO 43613
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available In the U.S.
.977 Sritlsh Nets winner, tleslgned Dy Mick Relives, n
oeluse kit of mia w^ ovan renler loautlee: mstel engine m ont, loam Cores with
veneer skins, loel Ienk, molded Darts (Cowl, sDlnner, tank onetch, radiator, wing
color references Intludad.
lillels end pilotl. Eight page constraclion book ana ev
For Sport Scale ar AMA tontest work. Flies greet on only a .60.

PONTCHARTRAIN DIST. 901 Veterans Blvd., Suite 208 Metairie, LA 70005

C
/ V
TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL
~
RADIO CONTROL EXPOSITION

$195.00

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

That drogue chute deployment upon
landing was certainly a crowd pleaser,
and it helped get Tom a fifth place
trophy.

fate, as engine problems plagued Phil
Sibille's gorgeous Spitfire, or when
Jerry Ortega's radio problems continued to haunt him (even after
getting a virtually handmade radio
for the contest). Then there's Art
Johnson, who drove all the way
across the country to compete with

his big F-82 Twin Mustang. On
Sunday, Art wasn't anywhere to be
found, and we were told that he
had gotten ill during the night, and
had decided to drive back to Florida.
We thought no more of it, but later
learned that he spent three weeks in
a California hospital, with a bad
case of pneumonia!
But maybe the real saga of sportsmanship which typifies the spirit
of this contest was Bob Violett's
struggle toward victory. Bob's first

landing with the A-4D was a real
bouncer, and the jet finally got into
a pogo situation from which Violett
decided to try a go-around. He
poured the coals to it, but the model
was hanging with the nose straight
up. The inevitable snap really tore
up the airframe, but Bob had no
intention of calling it quits. Larry
Wolfe, proprietor of Jet Hangar
Hobbies and a business competitor
of Violetts, offered the use of his
shop. With John Brodbeck Jr, to
assist, Bob set out on an all-day
repair session.
Such sportsmanship between rivals
seta definite upbeat tone for the
whole contest, and Bob's determination underscored the importance all
the fliers placed on winning this
meet. Violett did successfully complete the repairs and managed to get
in a flight in the last round on
Saturday
.but the story doesn't
end there. Bob again smacked the
A-4 on landing, and Larry's shop
was again pressed into service, as
Bob settled in for an all-night repair
session. Bob showed up on Sunday
with a really scarred and battered
looking model, but he then proceeded
to turn in some of the highest flight
scores of the meet, with a 92.5 and
(Continued from page 61)

~~~ MORE POVU~R for your QUADRA!
The QUADRA-CHARGER TUNE!) EXHAUST SYSTEM has been
matched to the proven ~uadra Engine to give you:
• HORSEPOWER BOOST of 26.2% at only 8,000 RPM
• MUSCLE to swing LARGER PRC'PS at HIGHER RPM with a BROAD POWER
BAND (MINIMUM LOAD 20 x 6)
• THRUST INCREASE UP TO 4 LBS. (weight 34 ozs.)
. Significant REDUCTION in EXHAUST NOISE LEVEL
. REDUCTION of specific FUEL CONSUMPTION by 25.7%
• TWO MODELS WILL FIT MOST FUSELAGES: #11003 (shown) AND #11004
(extended version)
• QUADRA-FACTORY APPROVED
IF NOT AVAILABLE LOCALLY, ORDER DIRECT.
COMPLETE SYSTEM STILL ONLY $79.50 (U.S.) PLUS $2.00 POSTAGE
(based an $68.80 F.O.B. Toronto)
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JACK STAFFORD MODELS 12111 Beatrice Street.
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QUADRA-CHARGER (Patent #4186819)

COSMOCON LTD., R.R. 2, UXBRIDGE,
CANADA, LOC IKO
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
(416) 852-7710

COMANCNE

72" SPAN
.49-.65 ENGINES
$89.95

Bo: top uselage assembly jig for a straight lusetage. Wing assembly keys for a properly washed out wing.
A big boxlul of ALL the necessary quality ^achined ape d ~sandetl balsa, r plyr and • hardwootl. Formed
and
Culver City, CA 90230. mottled cowl. Full-size plans and instruction m ual, wilt, o t nal nap and ra .ac
st nal on. Sena 25e ror gcaaa log.

1. Phil Sibille's Spitfire was very
impressive, but mechanical troubles kept
him out of the trophy running. 2. Larry
Wolfe's Jet Hangar Hobbies Cougar just
missed a trophy, and wound up in sixth
place. 3. Garland Hamilton had one öf
the nicest Corsairs we've seen in a long
time, with which he captured seventh
place. 4. Tom Cook's phenomenal jet was
the talk of the contest. 5. John Lockwood
clew in both Sport and Precision Scale.
His Eindecker took a close second in
AMA.

won't have to evict the kids in order
to make sufficient building room
available. I'm not at all into the
Giant-Scale movement which is the
rage today, for I've seen the vans,
(Continued from page 34)
trailers, campers and what not that
are being used just to get a model
airplane to the flying field. As of
y, et, I'm not convinced that "big is
best," 'so ,I'll stick to the established
parameters for a model. You'll find
that this airplane doesn't buzz
around the sky as if it had been
stung by the bluetail fly.
The Kittyhawk has a span of 65",
and it's obvious that to achieve those
prototypically realistic slow flight
speeds, it's important to keep the
weight down to a reasonable level.
The prototype weighs .9 lbs., 3 ozs.
ready to fly. That's a fully equipped
airplane, with flaps and retracts, so
you can be sure that the woods are
all on the light side. One very. nice
feature of that shark-mouthed nose
on the ~P-40 is that it is a long moment arm up front. This helps minimize the need for extra ballast, and
the radio gear can effectively be
used to get the correct balance. My
receiver and battery pack are right
behind the fuel tank, while the servos
sit directly under the pliot.
Finishing the model is probably
the most likely place for weight
build up. My finishing techniques
are a bit unorthodox, especially in
this' age of miracle coverings and
resins. I have always gotten the
best results with banana oil (nonshrinking dope) and talcum powder
(the talc makes for a sealer and
filler). Since I've never tried any.
other method of finishing, I can only
assume that my method is lighter
than most. For example, I åm building a Messerschmitt Bf-109F. I
weighed the fuselage before beginning my finishing techniques. I then
gave it my usual two coats of sealer,
tissue covering and three more coats
of the sealer mixture. The final
weight,. ready for the color coats,
was only 1 ounce heavier than the
untreated fuse. .
The one characteristic of the P-40
is that big spinner. I was tempted
as d~uilding a kit. In some respects, low, accurate and well detailed with to reduce the outline dimension
it's easier, since you don't have to building hints. The hard parts, such somewhat, because the prop had
waste time interpreting whåt the kit as the canopy, spinner and tigerglass hardly any area left. But to alter
designer had in mind. Most often I cowl, are all available from Bob that distinctive nose area would be
find that kit builders spend more Holman, P.O. Box 7415, San Ber- a dead giveaway. I resorted to using
time modifying the kits . . . it would nardino, CA 92402. Even you rela- a 13" prop, and I'd suggest that you
be far simpler to cut out the parts tive beginners out there won't be keep that in mind when selecting
yourself, and be guaranteed of get- disappointed if you tackle this proj- an engine. I'm using a Merco .61,
ting exactly what you want. As the ect. Iuse the word "beginners" to which is not .the most powerful enold saying goes: "If you want some- mean those who have some solid kit gine in the world. It does a good job
thing done right, do it yourself." building expertise, not a newcomer of swinging both -the prop and big
My plans, to those who have work- to R/C.
spinner, so I can only assume that
This isa .60-sized model, so you any engine with a high torque curve
ed with them before, are easy to fol58 ~ scale r/c modeler

will perform equally. There is no
practical way to get a commercial
silencer under that tight cowl, but
it wouldn't be too much work to fabricate your own (or just let it hang
out, as they say).
While the model shown here has
retracts, the plans show only fixed
gear. The units I used were custom
built by friend of mine who needed
some relief from his usual hobby of
making live steam railroad models.
The rotating motion is achieved by
a set of beveled gears. These worked
just great, until I damaged one on
an ill-executed landing. I was going
to repair them, but Fred Coulson
offered me a set of the commercial
units he manufactures. Since these
required no major alterations to the
wing, I installed them.
I'm not familiar with the retract
units sold in the U.S., but I suspect
that almost any of the commercial
units which rotate 90 degrees will
work satisfactorily. Remember, since
you are scratchbuilding, you aren't
locked into using the pieces that
come already cut in the kit box!
The retracting tailwheel is a homemade affair. It uses a simple folding
arm mechanism, which is the same
principle the Robart unit incorporates (believe me, I had built my
tailwheel long before Robart released theirs, so don't accuse me of
cribbing the idea). The tailwheel is
steerable, and the control horn disengages from the pushrod when the
gear retracts. To ensure that the
parts reconnect when the wheel
comes down, a light centering spring
is used.
The gear doors on the mains and
the tailwheel are functional, and it
will actually take you longer to get
these installed and operational than
it does to put the retracts in. Many
modelers cheat on the P-40 and
simply eliminate the doors altogether, or else they fix them permanently open
. both are considered sacreligious by the pros!
When you do a low fly-by with all
the doors neatly sealed shut, all the
cursing and fiddling you had to go
through to achieve the effect will be
worth it.
The general construction of the
Kittyhawk is relatively standard for
most WW II fighters. There's little
to caution you about, other than to
emphasize the importance of getting
that big wing straight. Get that
washout correct, with hopefully the
same amount in each panel! I use
a system of building tabs, which
are shown with each part. By indexing the tabs for each rib properly
with the building board, you wind

The shark-mouthed Kittyhawk features
functional gear and doors, as well as a
droppable belly tank.

The P-40 is a big machine, with a 65"
span, and it flies nicely on an overpropped .60 engine.

up constructing a very simple eggcrate structure for the wing. The
sheeting is initially only applied
back to the spar, so the structure
is very flexible at first. Be careful
at this stage, for the wing won't
stay true until the lower sheeting is
applied. I suggest making two jigs
—one for the leading and the other
for the trailing edges, to lock the
wing until the lower sheeting is applied.
The flaps on the P-40 work very
well, and they are large enough for
even the most shortsighted judge to
see. In calm air, full flap will de-

liver very slow and realistic landings.
In windy conditions, I have found
that a slight degree of flap (about
10-15 percent) will' offer better control than with no flap at all.
I have yet to find the perfect
material from which to construct the
split flaps. No matter what is used,
there seems to always be some distortion becaiice the flaps are so
large. Being split flaps, there's not
too much material available to get
a rigid structure. On the prototype,
I made my own fiberglass sheet
stock, from which the flaps were
cut. This is done by making a laminate of cloth and resin, which is
sandwiched between two pieces of
window glass (use Saran Wrap or
scale r/c modeler
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you take off, then you won't find proves the consistency, and it renders the finished piece less brittle
this method very sound.
Those twelve exhaust .stacks can and easier to carve. You might want
be a real nuisance to fabricate by to consider making two rubber molds,
hand. After carving the first two, to expedite the entire operation.
you'll be fishing for a shortcut. What You'll undoubtedly find countless
I did is to make one master stack other applications for this homemade
from hardwood. Paint this with mold molding system, and I put it to
release (or wax) and gob on a thick good use for the dummy engine
coat of silicone bathtub sealer. This cylinders on my BT-13 Valiant.
I also understand that Slim-Line
makes a perfect rubber mold. Now
all that's needed to do is paint in Mufflers now custom make scale exa layer of fiberglass resin and you haust systems for the in-line engines.
can duplicate as many exhaust stacks While I have aot seen these, they
sound like the perfect solution to the
as you need.
I find that mixing in a bit of Kittyhawk's problems, since you
talcum powder with the resin im- would get the correct exhaust stacks,
eliminate the problem of not being
able to get a muffler to fit under
the cowl, and wind up with a functional scale exhaust in the bargain.
From what I understand, you have to
send a copy of the fuselage plans (a
Xeröx of the nose area should do)
to Slim-Line, and also specify the
engine to be used.
There is really no shortage of data
on the P-40 series, so you should
have no difficulty finding a suitable
color scheme. The Kittyhawks saw
service on all fronts and there are
many versions which don't sport the
typical shark mouth. I decided to
do a machine from the R.A.F. 112
This shot really captures the authentic flavor of the Kittyhawk.
Squadron based in North Africa. I
It could have been taken from a WW 11 scrap album.
have always admired the desert color
scheme, and who could resist that
colorful shark's mouth? The two
Aircam books on the P-40 come highly recommended. Originally printed
in England, they are distributed in
the U.S. under the Arco-Aircam designation. Volumes No. 6 and No. 7
deal with the P-40, and these books
are packed full of photos and drawings.
The Kittyhawk turned out to be
a very good flying airplane. With the
light wingloading, it can be slowed
With those big split flaps lowered, the Kittyhawk drags in for a slow landing.
down nicely for realistic performance. Swinging that big prop also
helps to avoid building up excessive
speed. All I can say about the flight
performance, without getting into a
lot of flowery rhetoric, is that there
were no surprises. The P-40 did
everything I thought it would, which
includes a full array of maneuvers.
Because the P-40 was designed so
early in the war, it has a lot more
inherent stability than some of the
latex fighters. I urge you to try
the Kittyhawk
you won't be
disappointed.
❑
put mold release on the panes first).
This makes for some pretty straight
flaps, but they do come out a lot
heavier than I would prefer.
The P-40 also features a bomb or
belly tank drop. Since I only had a
6-channel radio to work with, I
interconnected the bomb release mechanism with the flap linkage. This
proves to be a workable compromise,
and the slight flap movement is
hardly visible when making the
bombing pass. The one drawback,
of course, is that the flaps can't be
used for take off, and if you are the
type of contestant who like to show
the judges how the flaps work before

As a scratchbuilt project, the P-40 otters basic construction and fine performance.
scale r/c modeler
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FULL-SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE FROM
BOB HOLMAN, P.O. BOX 741S, SAN
BERNARDINO, CA 92402. WRITE FOR
PRICES ALSO ON ACCESSORIES, SUCH
AS THE CANOPY, COWL AND SPINNER.
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GRAND
FINALE
(Continued from page 56)

a 91.5. Combined with his very good
static score of 94, Violett garnered
a well-deserved second place. The
ultimate irony was that, by being
able to use Larry's shop to complete
the repairs, Bob was able to bump another ducted fan model out of finishing in the top five . . .Larry Wolfe's
F-9-F Cougar wound up in sixth
place!
As mentioned, it was to be a real
contest of flying skills. In that department, there's none with a
smoother touch, none with a more
proven reliable airframe, than Kent
Walters with his SBD-3 Dauntless.
With the taste of that Futaba radio
in his mouth, he posted the two
highest flights of the contest (95.5
and 96.5) to show that he can handle
even the toughest competition. He
flew like a demon, with an adroit
touch seldom seen at contests. His
bomb drops were even perfection, as
he consistently made those 70-degree
.
diving attacks on the runway
and each time the bomb hit within
feet of the white line. He exhibited
precision when none was called for,
and he put a certain something extra
into each maneuver, which the
judges were quick to detect and
reward.
Actually, in the middle of the
contest, things were so close that
no one wanted to predict who would
walk away with hardware. Young
Jerry Kitchen was in contention .for
third place after the fifth round,
only to find himself in tenth place
once the sixth round was completed.
Places were changing hands with
each maneuver. Ted White didn't
even realize that he had a prayer at
getting a trophy, until someone
pointed out to him that he was
almost tied for first place with only
one round to go in the contest. Ted
just loves to fly low, and he put on
some maneuvers with his M.B.5
that would have set any pilot's teeth

Talk about jet-like performance, Tom
Cook's F-4 was a rocket with its twin
ducted fans. The model weighed 17 lbs.

Frank Tiano's P-51 was a very controversial model. Some minor disagreement
about its low static score.

Ed Izzo came from Massachusetts to
compete with his FW-190. Lack of
razzle-dazzle gadgetry may have been its
downfall. Finished 13th.
scale r/c modeler
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The Bobsie Twins: Ted White and Dan
Parsons tly together a lot, so that's why
they both tly Martin Baker M.B.-5s,
which Dan designed.

on edge
this man has nerves
a little stronger than piano wire.
He really earned the fourth place he
eventually achieved.
Jim Meister was expecting to do
better than third place. He had beat
Kent Walters at his own game just
a month before at the So. California
qualifying event. His SBD-5 was one
of the few kits there, being the prototype for the Jemco kit of the Dauntless. It was a magnificent machine,
.acknowledged by all who saw it as
one of the finest Sport Scale kits
ever to have been modeled . . .and
it justifiably deserved the 96.5 static
score it received. But Jim was
plagued with engine problems, and
the fact that he still didn't have
much flight time on the plane was
noticeable. Still, his third place honors were nothing to sneeze at.
Perhaps the most significant aircraft at the meet was Tom Cook's
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exceptional F4-J Phantom. This
huge brute of a jet was six feet long,
with a 60" span, and it weighed
17 lbs. The two Turb-ax fan units
were powered by modified K&B 7.5
engines. Boy, did that motor scream,
as the model did the full complement
of flight maneuvers. What a sight
to see a model that large flying as
if it were a .60-sized machine. The
piece de resistance was that drogue
chute, which deployed immediately
after the big jet touched down. If
there was a favorite of the crowd,
it was the Phantom, and we had
numerous people approach us to ask
when it would next take wing.
Speaking of crowds, we've never
seen the Mile Square facility so
packed with onlookers. A conservative estimate was that there were
some 3,000 spectators on Saturday,
with perhaps double that on Sunday.
They were a supportive bunch, and
a continuous narrative over the P.A.
system kept them all involved and
well entertained. We wonder how
many of them really appreciated
what they were seeing and if they

really understood that never before
had two dozen fliers of such exceptional skill been gathered in one
place?
But there was no stopping the
lanky Arizonan, and Kent's fervent
dream of getting a new radio for his
big B-17 was realized
. the guy
was smiles from ear to ear. Everyone
concurred that he deserved the honor of being the first ever U.S. Scale
Masters Champion
it couldn't
have happened to a more competitive and friendly guy. But everyone
knew that, had it not been for the
tweak of a needle valve, the adjustment of a clevis, the nudge of a
transmitter stick, that it could have
been anyone's victory . . .that's how
close the whole contest was.
The judging was considered very
good by all of the contestants. Admittedly, there was the usual case
of having one set of lenient flight
judges, while the other line was
harder to score. But, in perspective,
even this divergence was a mere
point or so difference. No one, except
Fankie Tiano, had any beefs about

the static scores, which is usually
the crucial area for scale contests.
One of the objectives of the Masters
concept was to get the leaders in
scale from around the country together to see how each area of a
contest was handled. This was to be
a learning experience, and many
modelers went home with new ways
of doing things. This is a giant step
toward unifying scale judging, for
unified judging can only grow out
of a sense of unified thinking.
Some of the subtle differences
were pretty apparent. Ed Izzo, for
example, was a little surprised to
see models getting consistently better flight scores for mechanical options, while he used his flying expertise to impress the judges with
aerial maneuvers. Ed's FW-190, with
only flaps and retracts, was probably
very competitive back on the East
Coast, but the judges were looking
for other things at this contest. Also,
the emphasis on scale speeds and
maneuver placement seems to vary
from area to area. Only time will
tell if the Kent Walters approach
can win in Kentucky next year, but
at least we have begun to make significant inroads into getting Scale
into a contest format where you can
expect the same scores no matter
where in this country you compete.
It seems that, in the past, the
AMA Nats has suffered unnecessarily at the hands of critics who
didn't appreciate the regionalism of
scale contests. Differences in interpretation of the rules book on such
matters as scale speed can be traced
to local emphasis (or lack thereof)
on such matters.
Also, the Editor was quick to point
out, in his brief remarks at the Satur-

Bob Frey demonstrates the perfect
maneuver to execute when the gear tails
to come down. No damage.

day banquet, that the concept of a
Masters inherently allows a more
practical and honest method of
selecting an FAI Sport Scale team.
He noted that any number of the
models at the contest that weekend
might, given the opportunity, have
been just as competitive in the FAI
arena as those which flew in Canada
last year (as an interesting aside,
not one of the qualifiers who flew in
international competition even showed up at the Masters).
By the way, that Saturday night
banquet was only surpassed by the

hospitality suite the Squadron had
on Friday evening. The song reprinted at the beginning of this article was first unveiled by AI Casey
at the Saturday banquet, in the middle of a power failure. Needless to
say, the tin eared modelers failed to
appreciate the intricate musical complexity of the piece, which was obviously influenced by Rach's Brandenburg Concertos.
In recognition of Harris Lee, who
coordinated the entire Masters, the
fliers presented he and his wife with
a lovely silver s@ruing platter in
commemoration of his distinguished
service.
The final day of the contest was
almost anti-climactic. There were

TWO
GREAT
SPORT
SCALE
MODELS
for
.60
Engines

SPINKS AKROMASTER
Span: 64 in.
Area: 580 sq. in.
Channels: 4
Engine: .61
Material: Fiberglass fuselage, foam wing
Suggested Retail Price: $99.50

QUALITY ENGINEERED

STEEN SKY BOLT
Wingspan: 49.5 in.
Area: 825 sq. in.
Channels: 4
Engine: .60
Material: Fiberglass fuselage, balsa wing
Suggested Retail Price: $114.50

1255 Del l Ave. Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 379-9820
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Art Johnson drove from Florida to
compete, only to have to leave in the
middle of the contest; and he then spent
three weeks in the hospital.
lots of back-and-forth place changes
among the top fliers, yet it was apparent to everyone that no one could
even come near to Kent's scores.
Even worse, it looked as if a few
protests might blot the clean record
of the meet. As mentioned, Frank
Tiano's static score was the object
of some discussion among the contest
officials. The judges were reconvened,
and the decision was that the score
must stand as it was originally recorded. In the opinion of this humble reporter, the whole issue again
seemed to be the type of rules in-

terpretations we have found to be
more regional than universal. Frank's
documentation had some areas of
ambiguity, and it was this "gray
area" which caused the misunderstanding.
Worse than that was the situation
with John Lockwood in AMA Scale.
There were only three entrants,
which came as a major disappointment to all, since. there were more
trophies than contestants. One has
to wonder if all the hassles and
expense of supporting AMA Scale
at this and other events is justifiable.
The Scale Squadron would be the
first to admit that their expertise
in AMA Precision Scale is limited,
for the very reason that you can't
get good at something unless you
practice, and you can't practice if

there is no one to practice on. This,
essentially, was the causal force
which resulted in a very sticky
situation.
A little mistake started it all. The
score sheets for AMA had only one
line designated to show both Landing Perfection and .the Spot. The
judges had to remember to score
these as two separate maneuvers. In
the heat of the late Sunday afternoon, the tired judges overlooked
the irregularity in the score sheets,
and they forgot ~to record Earl
Thompson's last landing with his
immaculate Focke Wulf FW-44J.
Did he hit the spot or didn't he?
Not only was a 32" high trophy at
stake, but the winner was to receive
a Byron Originals F-16 kit, complete
with the ByroJet fan system.
John Lockwood, who had flown
the pants off his Eindecker in order
to make up the tremendous deficit
between his and Earl's static scores
(64.5 points difference), was shocked
to find that the judges hadn't recorded the landing that would have
made the difference between first
and second places. The flight judges
were reconvened behind closed doors,
and the consensus was that they
could all accurately agree that Earl
had made the landing. John did not
file an official protest, although the
look of disappointment on his face
at missing the big one by so little
was obvious. As in any sport, the
judges' decision is final, of course.
It's too bad that the first Masters
had to have this blot on its record,
but it's a situation which would have .
been difficult to avoid.
We can guarantee one thing . .
coming in dead last in a contest of
(Continued on page 76)

SPECIFICATIONS
Wing Span — 980 sq. in. . .55 3/a "
24 ounce square foot loading
Power .Any Good 60 to 90 Engine
Over All Weight
10 pounds
Construction:
Epoxy Glass
Fuselage, Wheel Pants and
Cowling •Clear Canopy • Preformed Landing Gear •All Balsa
and Hardwood Parts •Assorted
Hardware and Accessories

$169.95
EAGLE DECALS AVAILABLE

CHRISTEN EAGLE 1
BOB DIVELY MODEL AIRCRAFT INC.
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28001 Chagrin Blvd. Suite #206
Woodmere, Ohio 44122
(216)292-6926

"THE 1 />Bth AIR F©RCE"

proudly presents:

THE 9~hBIANNUAL

SCALE
R/C
FLY-IN

ART BY, Dan Witkoff

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

FOR:All Sportscale Aircraft
DATES: Saturday &Sunday

March 21 & 22, 19$1

LOCATION: A.R.C.S. flying site. On 163rd Avenue
3/4 of a mile north of GRAND Avenue
(Take a right at milepost 138 on Grand)

REGISTRATION: 7:00 AM

STARTING TIME 8:00 AM — (both days)

HIGH LIGHTS: • NO

Entry Fee (the best things in life must be free!)

• Lots of open flying
• Awards for flying and static comp~etitian
• Airshow style flight demonstrations

• A.M.A. membership required
• Saturday evening banquet
SPONSORS: SUN VALLEY FLYERS, ARIZONA MODEL AVIATORS, ARIZONA RADIO CONTROL SOCIETY
and Local Hobby Shops
948-8513
KENT VtiIALTERS
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
AL CASEY
942-3179
A.C. 602
993-5175
BOB FREY

Q.S.A.A.
FLY-IN
(Continued from page 32)

One of the French entries was this
CAP-21, which featured a homemade
gear-driven set of .60s. Model by
Christian Bossard.

Bill Hunt shows how to transport a
giant-scale model . . ,with the help of
a friend!

One of the biggest losses at the meet was
the demise of the Satellite City "Hot
Stutf" Concept Fleet. Needless to say,
none of the glue joints were broken in
the crash! Built entirely with Hot Stuft,
of course.
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the Marathon. Rual also showed a
75" span version of the Parasol,
which is intended as a future kit, for
.60 engines.
The Marathon originally had four
entries scheduled, but only the
Pahlow/Bridi "Spirit of St. Louis"
entry (last year's winner) and Leo
Hooper's entry actually got airborne.
An interesting entry, with its own
ground-to-air refueling system, via
a long tube, couldn't get airborne
because of mechanical difficulties.
The Hooper team gave up rather
early in the game, so Pahlow again
sailed to another victory, this time
pressing the record to 4 hours, 47
minutes in the air; covering a distance of 208 non-stop miles. When
they landed, they admitted that they
hadn't even fueled up for a complete
tank-capacity flight, and that they
could have kept going if they needed
to. The Marathon really proves the
reliability and performance of today's equipment.
One notable manufacturer who
was conspicuous by his absence was
the crew from Byron Originals. Always staunch supporters of the big
aircraft movement, they did not attend this year's activities because
their current product line only had
one airplane which qualified for the
rules (1/3-scale Pitts), and they
would not be permitted to demonstrate the ducted fan models. Since
their P-51 also didn't meet the size
requirements, it was not eligible. It's
too bad that they couldn't be there,
but at least there were numerous
example of their Pitts Specials flying throughout the weekend.
The three-dåy weekend out in the
desert revealed several things. First,
there was much more flying activity
this year than last, but we still feel
that to call this event a "Fly-In" is
somewhat of a misncmer. The majority of aircraft were there strictly i~r
static display. That being the case,
to put them on display out in the
middle of a desert makes little practical sense. We're willing to acknowledge that there will always be a
certain number of models at any
get-together which haven't flown, for
one reason or another. But, when
five of the 13 aircraft which received
trophies haven't even tasted flight,

1. Messr. Bossard's entry from France
does a slow roll. The CAP-21 used two
geared :60s for power. 2. One of the
many impressive Nosfin 310s on the
field. While very over gross, they tend to
handle well. 3. Palmer Cramer's DR.1
really flew
a storm. Scratchbuilt
model uses a .91 for power. 4. Spinks
AkroMaster, by Keith Schrader, Jr.,
really did all the maneuvers. 5. Bob
Seigelkotf (C.e. Associates) put the last
flights on his Ag-Cat, then it was put into
retirement. 6. Aeronca C-3, by Manny
Casqualho, flew with an O.S. 4-cycle
engine. Acrylic enamel finish. 7. Bob
Shutt/eworth's Sopwith Pup uses a
Quadra for power . . .very authentic.
sca/e r/c mode/er
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Ken Runestrand brought both this 1/3sca/e Sopwith Pup with his 1/4-scale
L-48. Both are great flyers. .

then we must say that the theme and
spirit of a "Fly-In" is being misapplied.
Naturally, we're not advocating
that only flying aircraft be perthat would be crazy.
mitted
But, maybe it's time the people who
make the rules realize that by continuing to reward aircraft which are
obviously not even flight-worthy,
they are promoting a static display
event comparable to Toledo and
other trade shows. Let's not confuse
the issues—either we fly radio-controlled models, or we area group
promoting museum-quality hangar
queens. There's nothing wrong with
having some exceptional models to
gawk at, but the question remains
as to whether rewarding non-flying
models with trophies is in the true
spirit of a Fly-In?

Bob Baker looks on while George Johnson tries to get the carb adjusted
on the Honda 60cc engine which powered their Heath Parasol in halt-scale.

Larry Routh's superb flying helped get

Darrel Cline's P-51D the "Best Stand-Oft
Scale" award. Sure looks real here . . .
68
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. . .and even the ditching looks authentic!

The big stunt of the weekend was going
to be a special inverted landing with
Chuck Fuller's Fleet, so the wing walker
is removed, a low inverted pass is lined
up, and the final photo tells the result
. . . he might have made it, except for the
fire ruts in the dirt.

But there were more airplanes in
the air at all times, which avoided
the awkward lulls of last year when
spectators started asking if everything was over. It's probable that
the overall increase in flying activity must have been, in part, accountable for the higher number of
crashes. Even though stringent safety
measures were observed, and all airplanes had to have been flown before the meet, there were still a lot
of destroyed airframes. A frequency
scanner was on site, and there were
a few times when discernible interference was observed.
Of course, if you're going to have
an airplane go in, there's no better
site than the middle of a dry lake
bed out in the desert. There was
never any danger of any harm to
either participants or spectators. But
the carnage was devastating. We saw
wing flutter on a Grumman Tiger
(what a surprise that was!), wings
peel off. on other models, radio failures, and all other imaginable sorts
of prangs.
In our opinion, much of the damage could have stemmed from the
desert conditions. We saw aircraft
sitting for hours out in the baking.,
sun, only to crash with mysterious
radio failure. Heat and electronics
aren't very compatible, and most of
the pilots who have never had to
come to terms with the desert conditions probably never experienced
receiver drift, battery drain and the
thousands of other gremlins that can
spring up mysteriously from the
heat. Also, the dry air tended to
loosen fabric coverings, thus opening
up the potentials for structural failures, flutter, etc. The smart fliers
took precautions, and kept their airplane covered, or at least in some
shade. Equipment which monitors
battery conditions and radio performance should be in every largescale flier's flight box.
Overall, the weekend was a spectacle of flight and~fun. The airplanes
just get better and better, with workmanship never before possible on
model aircraft. These big airplanes
have spawned a whole new generation of building skills and talents.
Dick Enos' "Best of Show" Curtiss
Goshawk was a prime example of
that. From the moment we entered
the auditorium on Thursday, the
only model on everyone's lips was
"that spectacular Goshawk." When
we found out it was Dick's handiwork, we knew it had to be something special, for we have long been
familiar with the craftsmanship of
this talented modeler.
One just had to set eyes on this
scale r/c modeler 69
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Klaus Novak, of Cosmocon, demonstrates with a thrust stand what performance gains are accrued from using his tuned
pipe. The results are impressive, as the scale shows.

superb biplane to know that it was a
cut above the ordinary. The attention to detail was apparent in the
skin detailing, with beautifully executed rivets and rib stitching. But
the character of this model went
deeper than that. The 94" span
lnodel, which had taken a year to
build, featured such luxury details
as working navigation lights, an
operational auxiliary fuel tank, onboard starter, etc. The real coup de
grace was the cockpit. The map light
worked, and there was an accurate
map. The fuel gauges actually registered, and they could be set up so
that the gauge would read half full
on takeoff, then read 1/4 -full
upon landing! This model did more
than capture the flavor of the full-

size machine . . . it was a veritable
miniature duplicate of the famed
Curtiss pursuit ship. The 25 pound
model had a Quadra installed, but
Dick was planning to switch to a
Kawasaki before trying the first
flight.
Another miracle of the builders'
art was Geoffrey Way's Fieseler Fi156 Storch. The 112" span model
featured an ingenious system of wing
folding, which was judged as Best
Mechanical Achievement. The Webra .91 engine had been converted
to ignition, and the 17 pound model
took six months to complete. Since
the model had not been flown, there
was no way to tell whether the wing
folding mechanism was pråctical. Another nice touch on this airplane

1~~~
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Fun To Bvild, A Thrill To Fly
SEND 6~¢ FOR
NEW
LI1"ERATURE & CATALOG

FLIGHT TESTED•CUNTEST PROVEN
Delaifed Full Size Plans —
guilding InslruLlions
Formed Cowl —Formed Wing Fairing
Madlined and Die •Cut wood Parls
Ulili zalion of Hardwood for Slrenglh
Hardware
Full Size Uezals
SCALE: 2"= 1'
WEIGHT: 5 k lbs.

SPAN: 47"
ENGINE: .60

SOPWITH CAMEL -Coming Soon
Scolo 2 in.-

1 ft.

Flying Wgt. 5-1 /2 lbs.

VK MODEL.. AIRCRAFT C0.
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NO BALANCE WE7GHT REOUIREDI

12072 Maln Rd., Rt.#5

Akron, N.Y. 14001

from British Columbia was that the
oleo struts in the undercarriage were
fully functional.
One must speculate on the future
of these large models. There are such
fantastic strides being made in perfecting the construction and detailing of these large models, that it
appears as if there is an endless
rainbow of possibilities on the horizon. By definition, these larger
models are easier to detail than their
smaller counterparts. We have seen
what has happened to the models
at the trade shows, with every conceivable detail in place. If they
can reach near perfection with a .60size airframe, then what is to happen
on a model designed for a Quadra?
It's not the ultra-detailing that
concerns us. No, it goes beyond that.
Once the detailing has become popular or stylish, then can competition
be far behind? Unfortunately, modelers have a penchant for trying to
outdo each other, or themselves.
Someone will try to make Dick Enos
airplane look simple, then another
tries to outdo them both. Because
there is already an established reward for doing that, i.e., a trophy,
then the desire to compete is stimulated.
Well, you say, there's nothing
wrong with that. Intrinsically, there
is nothing wrong with some friendly
sportsmanlike competition. But, the
way the technology is moving along
in the giant scale sector, it's only
a matter of time before these luxurious models are fully capable of
flight. You suddenly have a different
ball game. The philosophy of a "FlyIn"

without

competition

will

be

in

direct conflict to the type of models
(Continued on page 75)

With lines reminiscent of the famed P-51, the Russian MiG-3 fighter makes a distinctively different
Sport Scale model. A big airplane, the MiG-3 builds to 2~/a" = 1' scale, with a 71 3/a " span and 855 sq. in. of
area. Even with retracts and flaps, this sleek and rakish design builds at 83/a lbs., which gives a very light
wing loading of 23.5 oz./sq. ft.
The October '78 issue of Scale R/C Modeler carried the complete construction article on the MiG-3,
including two pages of color 3-views suitable for documentation. Copies are available for $2.50 each from:
Back Issues Dept., Scale R/C Modeler, 7950 Deering Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304.
The plan sheet is enormous, being almost 10' long (!), and it is packed with construction hints and
scale references. Plans are sent third class .mail for $10.00 a set (add $1.00 for first class postage) from:
Hal Osborne Plan Service, 1932 Conejo Lane, Fullerton, CA 92633.
Dave Platt presents . . .

THE ULTIMATE

The legendary beauty and efficiency of the Spitfire has
always made it an attractive choice for an R,~C model. Happily,
it proved to be agood-flying subject, with performance equal
to its aesthetic appeal. Consequently, there have been many
kits for Spitfires. Some were better than others, but none
was truly right.
Now the emergence of I!5 scale has enabled us to design
"the ultimate Spitfire". Accurate to the last subtle curve. Magni(icient indeed just sitting, i[ is simply awe-inspiring in (light!
Powered with a .90 [0 1.20 glo engine (or a Maximizer)
for realistic Dying speed, our ultimate Spitfire will provide an
intense experience for the sophisticated R C modeler.
Scale 1/5 full size o Span 88" Length 76" e Weight 15 to 201bs.
Kit Includes: 2-sheet full-size plans show everything -- installation of retracts for mains and tailwheel, details of sliding
canopy, etc. Cut and machined wood parts; wire; nylon goodies;
fiberglass cowling; functional scale spinner; formed canopy
and exterior details.
Optional extras: Retracting L.G. System, li5 scale tighter pilot
figure, scale non-Dying prop.
KIT PRICE $249.00
All Dave Platt products are available from the manufacturer
ONLY. Send check, money order, or charge number. C.O.D.
and foreign orders accepted. We pay freight (U.S.A. only).

Dave Alatt nnodels Inc
6951 N.W. 15th Ave., Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309
(305) 587-4861 Evenings

rClipped-wing verslön shown -- plans also show Jull wing)
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iNE "F~RRER SCOIIB6E"
(Continued from page 48)

Our friend Hermann shows off his pilot's
garb, all custom tåilored especially for
him. (J. R. Naidish photo)
about $7.00. It is perfect in scale
outline, so no judge will dock you
a point for it. But that darned engine is a nightmare to make authentic. I took the easy way out and
used a set of Williams Bros. 1/4scale cylinders. The judges in Precision Scale seem to frown on using
fabricated components, so the only
way you can expect to really clean
up in static points is to diligently
make a complete engine from scratch.
Personally, for the extra bother, I'll
stick with the semi-prefab system.
I previously mentioned the unique
bomb drop available with the Fokker. In the 1915-16 era, bombing
was nothing more than throwing a
stick of dynamite or a hand grenade
overboard. Having no observer/
bomber, the pilot was at his own
wits as to how to attack an enemy
hangar. Because of his position over
the center of the wing, even seeing
the target was a problem, let alone
trying to hit it. The problem was
handily solved by cutting a nice hole
right through the wing. This served
as

a

window,

to

tell
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when

to

flare

on ladings, as well as an observation port for bombing runs. When
a bomb was needed, the pilot simply
held it out at arms length, and
dropped . it cleanly through the hole
in the wing.
Because the pilot in this size
model is so large, it's a simple matter of hiding a servo inside Fritz'
torso. A trip wire in his hand serves
as a bomb release. He must make
the whole flight with the bomb in
position in the hole, but the release action looks great, especially
if you come in low and slow, so that
the judges can see it up close.
I had a few doubts about the wing
warping system, at first. Would there
be control reversal? Would the airspeed be so great that the servos
would actually stall? These were all
mysteries, and I was pretty much
on my own. One of the pressing
questions was the actual covering on
the wings. Too tight, and the wings
wouldn't deflect enough; too slack
and there might be flutter or lack
of structural integrity.
I decided on Coverite. Ironically,
the one small shortcoming in this
material was the bonus I needed to
make the warping system work. Coverite

does

not

impart

any

diagonal

John does a tly-by for the cameras.
Only crock-steady machine makes
maneuvers like this possible.
or torsional strength to the structure
it covers. That's why the fabric has
å directional weave, and it must always be run spanwise. The material worked superbly. The wing has
enough inherent rigidity that flutter
is no problem, yet the Coverite gives
just enough to allow the control
cable to twist the wing along its thin
trailing edge.
The warping system works very
well. Immelmann's favorite maneuver
is very easy, as are regular rolls.
The control response stays solid all
the way down through the landing
flare. The big comma-shaped rudder
is also very effective, and you'll get
very used to using it in all the
turns and maneuvers. The full-flying
elevator doesn't take much control
throw (which is typical of the sensitivity of the full-size aircraft).
The Fokker monoplane isa joy
to fly: The löw lateral Center of
Gravity makes for very nice ground
handling. Don't get too cockey in
the wind, but in calm conditions,
you can taxi the Eindecker all over

R/C MFG CO.

. . .PRESENTS

Charlie's Angel

Piper Cherokee 180C

Cessna 150 Sport Trainer

1/3 Sport Scale

Span — 62"
Weight — 5-5'/z lbs.
Eng. — 35-45
Foam wing
Sheeted 1/16" balsa
Balsa construction
Fast construction
Formed gears, cowl
Acc. package
Very Stable

Span — 111"
Weight — 22-26 lbs.
Eng. — 2.2 or larger
Balsa construction
Foam core wing,
stab, rudder
Sheeted 1/16" balsa
Fiberglass cowl
Formed gears, canopy
Acc. package

Kit Price $64.95
Kit Price $325.00
Built-up Price
Built-up Price
(less eng. &radio) $175.00
(less eng. —radio) $800.00
COMING SOON! 40 Powered Mooney
To Order:
Dealer [nquiries Invited.

R/C MFG. CO.

211 Chase Avenue
Waterbury, Cf. 06704 (203J $74.1678

R~Ia,ENGINEERING COMPANY
.1521 CALLE VALLE

SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF. 92672

AAINIATURE ENGINE ACCESSORIES
"~/a-SCALE OUR SPECIALTY"
the place. I like to emphasize the
slow flight characteristics of the
model throughout the flight. I ease
the throttle open very slowly on take
off. The E III picks up speed very
slowly, with a little bit of rudder
dancing at the initial part of the
ground roll (very prototypical). Let
the tail come up by itself, as the
you'll
model picks up speed
probably be moving along at a
leisurely walking pace. The plane
is a pleasure to handle once its on
the mains, and you could drive it
around in this attitude for a full
tank of fuel. After a very long ground
roll, a touch of up elevator (actually, atransition from a touch of down
to neutral) and the big model is airborne.
Back off the throttle as much as
you dare, to play up the large size
and majesty of the model. Remember, the Fokker had a maximum
speed of 130, end it took a full five
minutes to get to 1,000 feet. Use
more power as needed for the chandelles, loops, Immelmann's, etc. I
like WW I because you can really
"talk" a good flight. Everything is
(Continued on page 8i)

•
•
•
•

Mounting Hardware
Prop Adaptors
Prop Drill Jigs
Exhaust Systems

•Fuel Systems
o Retract Systems
•Starting Systems
•Variable Pitch Systems

Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Welcome

PLANS
BEECHCRAFT BONANZA A36
25/a '~ SCALE—i36~~ WINGSPAN-1300 SQ. IN.
(3) 3~ x 6~/z~ SHEETS . . $17.50
ALL PLANS HAVE EASY TO READ
ISOMETRIC DETAILS AND COME ROLLED
IN A DELUXE MAILING TUBE. ADD $1.50
FOR POSTAGE. ALABAMA RESIDENTS ADD
ö% SALES TAX.

Beechcraft Bonanza A36
(As featured in April '80 Scale R/C Modeler)

CADELL-NOLLOCK

BEECHCRAFT BARON MODEL 58
27/z~~ SCALE-85'~~ WINGSPAN-1000 SQ. IN.
(3) 3~ x 6~ SHEETS . . $15.00.
BEECHCRAFT FIN INSIGNIA . . $2.00

1525 BADHAM DRIVE
DEALER
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35216
PHONE—AREA CODE 205-822-4312 or 205-870-5691

INQUIRIES INVITED.

scale r/c modeler 73

NEW!! ZENAIR TRI-Z
VISIT OUH BOOTH
AT THE TOLEDO
TRADE SHOW

TOP
ELITE'S
TIGER
(Continued from page 40)

ONE QUARTER SCALE OF THE ZENAIR TRI-Z CH 300
CANADIAN E.A.A. HOME BUILT
• FIBERGLASS WING SKINS • STABILATOR •FUSELAGE
• DESIGNED FOR QUADRA •OTHER 2 CYCLE ENGINES CAN
BE USED • 1/2 PLY MOTOR MOUNT • 1/8 MAHOGANY PLY
RIBS • 79.5" 1-PC. WING • 67.5" LONG
Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Ontario Residents add

7%

J - 5 ENTERPR15E5
P.O. Box 82 Belmont, Ontario NOL 160
Phone 1-519-644-0375

P.S.T.

U

R/C KITS MFG. —FOR THE BEST IN RADIO CONTROL

t/a -SCALE CHIPMUNK

F-100 SUPER SABRE

MA:(I-ACRO TRAINER
%" SCALE

/.

ACRO TRAINER .60 SIZE

THUNDERBIRDS T-38
-TALON

ACRD TRAINER .40 SIZE

F-7-F TIGERCAT

►
~~~;

`~

SUPER HUNTER .60 SIZE

RC Kits Mfg:
706 Easton, N.E.
Canton, OH 44721

DUCTED FAN F-106 DELTA DART

TWO NEW ITEMS FROM FOURMOST
The FOURMOST FUSELAGE FIXTURE is
designed to Automatically align fuselage
structures as they are built, without strings,
measuring or eyeballing. Simply slide four
centering brackets in the track until they
align with the firewall, tail joint and two
bulkheads. Clamp the fuselage together
l ightly with rubber bands. The structure
will then be as straight as the track.

BOMB RELEASE
An inexpensive and simple device for
dropping ordnance. Two screws secure it,
and a thread to a servo actuates the device.
Weighs 1/10 ounce.

PRICE: $2.50

The fixture will accommodate
structures up to four feet.

Price: $29.95
FOURMOST PRODUCTS
4040 24th AVENUE
FOREST GROVE, OREGON 97116
(503) 357-2732

the proper washout, the Warhawk
will be very docile in the stalls.
That wide-track landing gear
makes ground handling a joy. Because the tail wheel has been moved
forward, it won't need as much
throw to see a noticeable turning
movement. You'll have to keep on
the rudder as the airspeed increases
and the tail comes up. Don't let
the plane come off too early, for
that wing likes to be generating a
lot of lift before getting airborne.
I make it a practice to not suck up
the gear in the critical moments
right after lift off. The change in
C.G. could catch you unaware, with
a nose up pitching motion.
The P-40 was just made for aerobatics, and you'll find very few
maneuvers that it won't do. It's
stable about all axes, and has a very
smooth control feel. Having lots of
power under the cowl isn't too critical for Sport. Scale contest flying,
where the hottest maneuver you
might do is a loop. But, if you intend to hot rod the plane on weekends, then get the hottest power
plant you can find for those big
vertical maneuvers. Slow flight,
which is what the purist in scale
realism will be looking for, is delightful, with no wing dropping or
loss of controllability.
It's no wonder that the P-40 from
Top Elite has survived for over a
decade. It's a classic of good looks
and nice performance. With the modifications outlined in this article,
you can take a basically sound kit
and update it to the Flying Tiger
that is needed to win contests.
F,DITOR'S NOTE: For those who
are dyed-in-the-wool aficionadoes of
the Warhawk, there is a big memorabilia gathering at the Civic Center
in Birmingham, Alabama, on February 21-22. Z'his will be a seminar
on the Chennault Flying Tigers, with
the actual pilots as guest speakers.
7'he Alabama Gun Club, which is
hosting the affair, promises that
there will be numerous wartime
pilots who actually flew the venerable P-40. General admission is
$3.00, and banquet tickets are available for $20.00. Contact: Virginia
McVay, P.O. Box 321, Northport,
AL 35476, for reservations.
❑

Q.S.A.A.
(Continued from page 70)

that are being built. Right now, it

may seem like an academic discussion, but the writing is on the wall,
as was evident by the number of
aircraft that were most likely almost
expressly built for the "Best of . . ."
awards. Inadvertently, we're promoting the one thing we want to avoid
. . .open competition.

But it's a losing fight, because the
competitive spirit is indomitable and
ingrained into every modeler. Sure,
you may say, you have no personal
interest in competition at all, and
you never fly in contests. You may
not have any overt desire to compete,
but you do pit your talents against
yourself every time you build a

model . .you can't help but compete against yourself; otherwise
you'd never improve. Plus, competition, per se, with these bigger models
won't be like the high-pressure and
hot airplanes we normally associate
with contests. These big, lazy machines are the perfect vehicle for

New STAMPS
SV4B
Stunt
~
Plane

NEW t/a Scale —All Balsa — .60 or more power. Real scale model of
World Famous Stunt Plane (Similar to Tiger Moth). Comes complete with
all hardware, etc. Exceptionally nice. Manufactured by Precedent of
England. See your dealer first. To order direct send $169.95 for complete
kit plus $3.00 handling charge.
~—
—
NEW '81 CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE

CALIFORNIA HOBBY DISTRIBUTORS I Boats,' Air Planes, zits, Accessories,
415 S. Palm Ave.—Alhambra, Ca. 91803 ~ 'roofs, etc. Send sz.00 for your copy.

The Martin Baker 5
The Scale R/C Modeler
Award Winning Design

competition.

It's a two-headed snake. To do
away with the trophies right now
would possibly eliminate those beautiful aircraft we enjoy looking at—
it would slow down progress, for
these master builders are pushing
outward the horizons of the hobby.
We are all benefiting from the informal competitive spirit, so to stop
it would be a disservice to ourselves.
On the other hand, if we let it
continue, and if it reaches its inevitable and logical conclusion, then

82~~ Span - 68"' Long

Designed by Dan Parsons, and
flown in the 1979 HATS. Kit features
completely pre-fob fuselage and wing.
Just cover and paint..exact scale!

~.:.'•
Introductory Price!

$169

Specifications: Span: 55",
Fuselage: 60", Wing Area: 650 sq. in.,
9.5 Lbs All Up Weight, Retract Landing
Gear.

E.K. Logictrol Radio Repairs Now Available Through Brownsville
Wholesaler 3547 E. 14th St. Suite D Brownsville, Texas 78521

we will have done ourselves a disservice by allowing the competitive
spirit to destroy the low-key, fun
aspect of the quarter-scale move-

AEROTELEMAlYDO, II~IC.

ment. If the competitive edge ever

3547 E. 14th St., Suite D, Brownsville, Texas 78521 (512) 541-8281

becomes the guideing force behind
such activities as the Las Vegas
meet, we will have lost something
that is very important to our person-

al enjoyment of this hobby.
But what is the answer to the
dilemma? There really is no answer.
It's hard to underplay the trophy
winners. They are big news, and the
magazines tend to give them dis(Continued on page 80)

Great golden age flying models huilt up
from world's largest (1300) authentic plans
line. 6" to quarter size. Send SASE
for free master list.
Cleveland Models, 10307S1 Detroit,
Cleveland, Ohio 44102

Pre-Fab Kits Exclusively by:

WING SPAN
49"
LENGTH
50"
WING AREA . . .. ti16 in.'
WEIGHT
5.51bs.
(Featly io fly)

WING
LOADING . . . 22.8 oz./ft.'
ENGINE
40 cu. in.

I ~

a stand-off scai~ duct;ed ~
~ f.an. F-86 that P~RFO~R4M
~
.
.
_ ,

DESIGNED FOR
MIDWEST RK-40
FAN UNIT.
FIBERGLASS FUSE,
FOAM WING, ALL BALSA,
CANOPY, HARDWARE,
FIXED GEAR, PLANS,
FLYING TIPS.

•--~

~

AIR~-F4R~S

,F >w.. ~
~-~
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FA -770 ~

TERMS O EDEA ERS 6DfNSTRBfUTOS"

,201 W. Yucca .Clovis, New Mexico 88101
scale r/c modeler
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Many modelera have dreamed of reproducing this famous N,'W Ii observationplane, which hes
prolnptedSVENSON to bring out his Iateatkit. The model has the STOLand flying
characteriatica ofthe original and the kit shows a degree ofprefatirication.which hashitherto
heenrarelymetinscale-kits: besidesthehostofprefabricatedbalsa,andplywoodparts,the, ;
kit also contains thevacuum•formedcabinpanels,thedie-cut engine cowling parts, a,
steerable tailwheel, preformed wing-struts and an undercarriage which is absolutely true to.
the original with many die-cast parts, telescopic legs, spri ngs, fairings, plus wheelstank, enginc mount, etc.
IhIL4EDIATE DEIdVERY

(Continued from page 64)

SVENSON'S
TECHNICAL DATA'
Wing Span
Yuselage
Wing Arra
Empty Weight
Wing loading
Engine

93k in.
61Si in.
1320 59.in.
8?: Ihe.
s8.86 ozJsq.(t.
.50 to .80

Fi-156 STORCH
LARGE 1 /6-SCALE!

$275.00
ORDER UnIECT

DEALER INQUIRIES IYV17'EU

SVENSON MODELS

4941 Seaford Circle •Irvine, CA 92715 • (714) 552-1266

~••

~ WORLD'S ~
••'••• BIGGEST ••••••~
MODEL AND CRAFT SHOW ; •

STARRING 50,000 MODEL AND CRAFT ITEMS •
FEATURING RADIO CONTROL PLANE, BOAT, CAR AND
HELICOPTER DEMONSTRATIONS •DOLL HOUSE
MINIATURES •HUGE MODEL RAILROAD LAYOUTS IN
ACTION •NEEDLECRAFT, CERAMICS, MACRAME,
AND OTHER CRAFTS •FREE SHOWS •FREE MOVIES •
FREE PRIZES

MODEL AND CRAFT SHOW
APRIL 25-26
LONG BEACH CONVENTION CENTER
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA
EXHIBIT AND TICKET INFORMATION CALL:714-891-9559

y,
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this magnitude would be an honor!!
Most modelers only dream of a
match of their peers, with no "dead
wood" to slow down the contest.
They envision a gathering of competent fliers controled by the best
in judging, with sufficient time to
get in enough flights to prove the
best man. The Masters Championships was all of that, so to have
even flown in it was the fulfillment
of a dream.
Next year there will be an expanded format for the Championships program. More regional events
will be added, to allow for better
representation from the entire country, with travel getting more expensive, the idea of more regionals
makes more sense). Look for the
ad in this issue which announces
the complete schedule of qualifying
events. The Chairmanship will be
divided between Dale Arvin, who
handles all the events East of the
Mississippi; and Harris Lee will use
the experience he gained from last
year's meet to coordinate the West
Coast activities. The first fly-off
has already occurred, over the New
Year's weekend, at the Tangerine
meet in Florida. The 1981 Masters
schedule becomes even more important when one realizes that this is
an FAI Team selection year for both
AMA and Sport Scale. It remains to
be seen whether the pilots will shift
their emphasis from the Nats, which
has been the traditional event for
selecting the teams.
The first U.S. Scale Masters
Chalnpionships is now history, and it
has left a legacy of success that will
set a mark for future meets to equal.
The Southern California Scale
Squadron put together a superb
combination of judging and site capabilities, and the resulting contest
showed what a success the planning
was.
Perhaps the best 'way to sum up
the feeling of the meet is to quote
from one of the many letters of appreciation received from the contestants. The following remarks are
excerpted from a letter written by
Phil Sibille; "The overall feeling of
this contest was that one was watching an airshow of full-size aircraft
demonstrating how well they could
perform the maneuvers their designers had intended
.exactly what
❑
scale modeling is all about."

DAVEPLAtT ANSWEflS

AUTHENTIC BLUEPRINTS!

~~WE'VE EXPANDED:;

German WWII Fighters

SCALE DRAWINGS

,pPHOTOS -BOOKLETS

\~ ~

(Continued from page 70)
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The Rossi .90 is the most powerful
engine in its c/ass. Good throttle
response and top performance will
continue to make it the cherished
favorite in 1/5-scale.
were props in the 16-12 range, then
we might see some better performance.
But the .90 isn't the only logical
choice. Vito Tomeo's outstanding
Sea Fury (December '80 SR/CM)
shows what can be done with a .60
in a gear drive. Vito uses the. H.P.
.61 in the Stewart Maximizer, to
turn an 18-10 prop at about 7,200
rpm. With this 2.4:1 gear ratio, Vito's
plane flies beautifully in the 70 mph
range. At a scale of 1/6, this corresponds to 420 actual miles-per-hour
. .perfect for a scale Sea Fury.
Stewart announced that the .90sized Maximizer is available, and we
have already heard some rave re/s of this unit.
he choice of .90 engines . isn't
phenominal, but there are enough to
go around. The reliable O.S. Max .90
has met with favorable acceptance,
with its easy-to-set throttle and tolerance to overheating. Tlie H.P. 1.20
twin is another interesting power
plant. We gave this one the nod for
the 1/5-scale Spitfire which we will
be releasing as a kit any day pow.
The smoothness of this twin is a joy
to behold. We're still holding our
breath for the long-awaited SuperTigre .90 . . .but it is still merely
long-awaited!
The Macchi 202 which we have
been flying during the last year was
powered by the Rossi .90. This is
the thoroughbred of the class. It's
powerful, thirsty, has a beautiful
throttle and .has first class handling
characteristics. If you want the top
of the line in power and performance (and also price) you should
etrong)y consider

the Rossi -

P.O. Box

~

az31, Whittier, Calif. 90601

INTERNATIONAL

49600 MO KEN21E MWY.
VIGA, OREGON 97499

CATALOGS $2.00

REPUBLIC SEABEE

GRUMMAN WIDGEON

.40 power
70'y span
630 sq. in
Epoxyglass construction
PRICE 5769.95

.40-.60 power
81^ span
927 sq. in.
Epoxyglass construction
PRICE $219.95

Mr. G's Products
P.O. Box 161-5

1010 Gratiot

Marysville, MI 48040

KIORITZ
Deep Fins For
Optimum Cooling

21/4 in Flywheel
Small Magneto

1 5/bin SixBolt~
Aluminum Hub

Endorsed By

Don Godfrey
Phone
(607) 722-1765

Carb Needles &Throttle
Accessible Even When
Engine Is Running

(313) 364-8875

ENGINES
BY
GIBBS HOBBY &
RESEARCH

The Original Developer
Factory Trained And
Authorized Master Service
Points Sealed'In
Dealer
Rear Housing
SPECIFICATIONS
:2.42cu. in.(39.7cc)
:3.2HP at 8000 rpm
:Weight 6 1/2 Ib
~1$9 95
Bal I Bearings On Crank
:Caged Rollers On Rod
On Pre-Paid Orde rs
We Pay Shipping
And Piston Pin
: Walbro Pump Carb
Dealer Inquiries Welco me :3 Ring Piston
One Year
Limited
Warranty

Pre-Drilled Props Available

GIBBS HOBBY &RESEARCH

6195 Hillfield St.N.W.
N. CANTON, OHIO 44720
Phone(216)499-8854 (Afters:ooPM)

We Accept
Visa &Master Card

Ask About Our Custom Built KIORITZ Engines

SCALE-FLIGHT SHOWS
YOU HOW TO SCORE
A BIG ZERO!
FEATURES
A6M5 "ZERO" FOR .90 ENGINE$
An exact scale giant-sized version of the
famed Japanese "Zero".tighter, specifically
designed for the modeler who enjoys 1/5-scale
machines (model is almost true 1/5•scale).
SEE AIRWAY
RETRACTS AD
ELSEWHERE
IN THIS
ISSUE

SCALE-FLIGHT
(formerly Ellco Plastics)
15712 Graham #1
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Phone (714) 893-3364 (Eves.)

• SOyy span
• 1,100 sq. in. area
• All-balsa construction
• Vacu-formed canopy, gun covers 8'tail cöne
• Epoxy/glass cowl
• Scale split flaps ,(optional)
• Motor mounts included
• Details fdr retracts
• Two sets of scale drawings
• All hardware included
SUPER DELUXE KIT $179.95 (shipping pre-paid
with advance payment). Calif. residents add
6% sales tax
.cr.a/e

r/r.

mnrlraler
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Presents The
HANRIOT-HD 1
"MUSEUM,SCALE"
1 5 size, absolute scale from factory
drawings. Photo depicts actual
structure, not model. The (inest
information ever made available
on this ship. Controls, gun, engine.
instrument panel etc. A collectors
item - 3 rolled sheets - 30' X 77"

70"span
.60-.90 engine
$35.00 p.pd.
46 color photos available

1400 Gorries Rd.
Fremont, CA 94538
COMING IN MARCH:
DRAWINGS FOR
ROLAND D-Vla & b.

THE LATEST OFFERING FROM THE
PHOENIl1 HEAVY DUTY BUTT HINGES
For those larger and faster airplanes, a
safe hinge that will take over 90 lbs. p.s.i.
in pull tests. Five bearing surfaces eliminate
end play and slop. Large cut-outs permit
total glue penetration for better reliability.
Made thicker, to be even stronger.
Use these new hinges . . .and fly with
complete confidence!
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STOP AT OUR
BOOTH AT TOLEDO
AND SEE OUR
NEW PRODUCT LINE
FOR '81!

~`.~li'

~
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PHOENIH HOBBY
PRODUCTS

Dealer 8 distributor
inquiries welcome.

by Delp's, Inc.
P.O. Box 82
Perkasie, PA 18944

NEW! Q NEW! Q NEW! Q NEW!
INTRODUCING AIRWAYS SCALE RETRACTS
FOR THOSE BIG MODELS, HERE'S THE GEAR THAT WILL DO THE JOB
•
•
•
•
•

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR 1/5- AND 1/4-SCALE MODELS
ALL-ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION
AIR ACTUATED
POSITIVE UP AND DOWN LOCKS
SUPPORTS MODELS UP TO 35 LBS.

AIRWAYS SCALE RETRACTS
15702 Graham #2
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
Phone (714) 891-6948 (Eves.)

PRICE 5225

(postpaid) for mains only.

Airways makes each unit to order, so please supply an accurate drawing of the strut
you desire (front and side view's, showing all angles and bentls).

niovin
PLEASE LET US KNOW . . .
7o be sure you don't miss any
copies of your subscription, please
nobly us at least eight weeks before
you move to your new address.

(II label is not handy, print OLD address in this space.)

— Attach label here —

Attach an oltl mailing label in the
space provided and print your new
adtlress where indicated.
QUESTION ABOUT YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION?
WDen You write De su
ncluoe a IaOel.
Delps us
ve you ~m re promptly.

n unaD~c lp

eno leoel please ml in

name of magaiine

10968 Via Fronters
San Diego, CA 92127

If you've been a reader of Scale
R/C Modeler for any period of time,
you will recall that the April '78
issue detailed the parameters for a
liquid cooling system for model aircraft. I have been using a system
based on the principles outlined in
that article, and I have had amazing
results. One of the biggest advantages is that you can actually get
away with scale outlines on the air
intake and outlet areas! It has taken
the more spacious cowls of these
larger airplanes to really make this
idea practical. We have developed
our own system, which we hope to
be releasing soon.
Finally, there are retract systems
which will handle these heavier machines. Our own R.L.G. system has
been doing very well, and we now
make it with a 90-degree retraction
angle. Airway Retracts, from California, has just released a set of
retracts which look very substantial.
As can be seen, the promise for
continued growth of the semi-big
airplanes couldn't be better. More
and more new designs are coming
out, and the prospects for bigger and
better engines is very promising. The
most important factor in promoting
the new growth of 1/5-scale is its
track record, and these bigger airframes have been consistently winning contests. We predict
. and
that
it's a safe prediction, too
the 1981 contest season will see even
more of this class of airplanes in
❑
the winners' circles.

Magazine name

BE A NAME DROPPER
The next time you write to an
' advertiser for information, drop our
name—tell them you saw their pro-

Name

Mail to:
Subscriber Service
PUBLISHERS AIDE

The Max .90 is the faithful standby
engine for the i/5-scale set. Dependable
and reliable. (Photo courtesy World
Engines)

duct in Sca/e R/C Mode/er.
ragazine
But then, what Diner

Address

City

State

Zip

would a superior modeler like you
be reading except the only publication dedicated exclusively to Scale?!

MAMMOTH SCALERS
Fk naa have available a mrq~lete i;,,r. of
engine ~>nts aryl mLffless far mist .90 to
1.5 engines such as QIADFA, F1l~FIL arxi etc.
fibre goodies mnug soon.

Att Johnson's big P-40 is modeled alter
the actual aircråft he clew as å Flying
Tiger. Lots of scale detail måke this a
contest-winning machine. (P. White photo)

ö r~nce mlo.

A drvlslon•ol Tafone Pro ucts Cbr .
~1.0. t0i 12321 As ktoeltu. Cs. 94112 (su)

i~a-nu

New from ~'roetolr
1/4 SCALE
1918 NIEUPORT 28 C•1
For additional information on this W.W. 1 Classic and our.

Dave's Macchi 202 flies with lots of
performance with the Rossi .90 under
the cowl. Dave is building a revised
version, which will be even lighter than
the 18 !b. ship shown here. (P. White photo)
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Wn/e or call for cotc!oq

QUARTER HEADQUARTERS

Catalogue, send 51.00 to PROCTOR ENTERPRISES, CORP.
P:O. Box 96A1, San Di?go, CA 92109.
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SHIP MODELER

From working miniature submarines to waterline wargamer
models—from majestic R/C sailboats to the latest plastic ship
model kits, SCALE SHIP MODELER has it all! The ONLY
nationally distributed magazine for model ship builders, SCALE
SHIP MODELER offers full color pix, model plans, a host of
how-to articles, kit reviews, exciting model projects and Just
about anything and everything of interest to model boat buffs.
Published quarterly.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
Take advantage of this Special
Subscription Offer of one year4 big issues—for only $7.99.
You save $4.01 over the newsstand
cost of $12.00 ($3.00 per copy).
Order your subscription now!
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❑ Yes, I want to save $4.01 on SCALE SHIP MODELER.
Enroll me for one year at $7.99'.

PART 1~ BUILDM P~ N R
MINI:TURf
l5U LANDI
IM
VIMTAGf 5NGPS

CHECK ONE:

❑ Payment enclosed

❑ Bill me (U.S. only)

Name
Address
City/State

Zip

'For subscriptions mailed outside- the U.S. add $t.00 per year
additional postage. Delivery: Orders received by December t,
1979 will start with Spring 1960 edition (January delivery); add
three months for Summer edition, etc. Mail to: SCALE SHIP
MODELER, 7950 Deering Ave., Canoga Park, CA 97304.

~
Back issues available (except Vol. 1, No. 1) at $3.00 each.

SV41~
Order separately from Reader Service Dept., above address.

Q.S.A.A

G/ANT SCAiE P-40D

.: .~
Designed by
Nick Ziroli

,.
94" Wingspan — '1460 Sq. In. Wing Area
2112"
77" Length Overall — 20 to 30 lbs.
For Duadra or other large engines —
Full Size Detailetl Plans I with all Oarts shown

Plans for P-0OD
Plans for F4U~1 Corsair

-`~

= 1' Scale

525.00 p.p. U.SA
S25.00 p.p. U.SA

Canopies antl Fibeeglass CovAs are available. Send a
t5c clamp for more detail; on these Giant Scales.

NICK ZIROLI 29 Edgar Drive, Smithtown, N.Y. 11787
Your

SALE
Mail Order Headquarters.
• Most all scale accessories in stock
• Specialist in fan jet technology
• Free

consultation on your scale

finishing and detailing problems
• Write or phone Larry Wolfe
at
Jet Hangar Hobbies
12554 Centrailia Road
Lakewood, CA 90715
Phone (213) 860-7612

SCALE INSTRUMENTS

Photographic Reductions of REAL Ones !
PRIVATE•5sizes INCLUDING
1/4 Scale
3sizes in B&W or
WWII FIGHTER
•ILLUMINATE Green
HELICOPTER
lET 2sizes
3sizes
B&W only ®

®

PLACARD
~,..-~
■

or RADIOS

Rr 3 L, ILLINOIS 619!6
,PRODUCTS NARRI59UR
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER
Why pay a middleman when you can buy d~rec;?
Now any club or Organ¢a'ion can allord its oevn
d~st~nctwe emblem. Send us your present emblem or
sketch for a quatat:on and v will send iI back with
a Tree, Iuuy embroitleretl Blhe Air Force i segnia with
our compliments, or wide. for out design-a-patch
guile and price list.

D. HAEMMERLE & SONS, INC. P.O. BOX 711

578 52nd St., WEST NEW YORK, NJ 07093

80

scale r/c modeler

~/4-SCALE WRIGHT
WHIRLWIND ENGINE

■

(Continued from page 75)

Injection-molded polyurethane.
Ready to install

proportionate space for publicity.
We adulate the achievements of

AIRCRAFT GRADE CLEAR WHITE
PINE. All sizes available.

these winners, both as an example
to emulate (or beat, if you have
a competitive bent), and to admire.
Everyone likes to be a hero, so
why shouldn't the next guy try to
get some of the magazine ink? We
would all like to get our photo in
that's
the pages of the mags
only human . . .but the only way to

do it is to get competitive and outdo
the other guy.
We're sure that the leadership of
the Q.S.A.A. will keep a vigilant eye
on this matter, and take every precaution to insure that the Las Vegas
weekend remains aloes -key fun ac-

tivity. At the same time, they will
hopefully recognize their role in
fostering creative modeling and advancement of the state-of-the-art. We
all want to see more of the quality
work that fellows like Dick Enos
can produce, but we don't want to
have to accept it at the penalty of
losing the fun of flying big models.
The Vegas weekend was another
memorable experience this year. The
excitement of that "tinsel town"
makes for some real fun, and the
accommodations for so large a group
of modelers couldn't be better (this
city is designed for conventions).
The flying field might be a little
inconvenient, in terms of creature
comforts, but the catered hot food
and organized flight line makes it
acceptable. There were some wind
storms again this year, but for those
who came prepared and knew what
to expect, there was no discomfort.
What minor inconveniences there
were had to be weighed in the balance of having such a large flying
site within traveling distance of a
major metropolitan center.
When, some five years ago, Ed
Morgan had an idea about a major
modeling event with only large scale
airplanes, the critics were many. But
today, after four years of success,
the Q.S.A.A. has proven itself to
be the focal point of the giant scale
movement. That long Las Vegas
weekend has become an institution,
and we predict that each October
will see even further growth. One
look along a flightline that virtually
straddles the horizon, with spectator
cars parked six deep along rows almost a quarter-mile long, and you
know that you are standing in the
middle

models.

of

the

mecca

of

monster

❑

$19.95

MONSTER-SIZE PLANS
106" Fly Baby
Ya-Scale S.E.Sa

$18.00
$20.00

ddd $2.50 postage on any order.
SEND $1.00 FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION

AIR DESIGN
549 Appian Avenue
Napoleon, OH 43545

BARRONS SCALE CLASSICS
PLANS WITEI CONST b"ANUAL

~►

I/4 SCALE

♦22,50
30.00
30.00

AT ITS FINEST

CURTISS HAWK P6E
CURTISS GOSHAWK FI I
CURTISS GULFHAWK IA
94.5 INCH

WING

SPAN

STINSON RELIANT SR9
126 INCH

$25.00

WIN6~ SPAN

PLEASE ADD $2.00 FOR P/H
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 2 fN.SCALE
SEND $1.00 FOR COMA
INFORMATION TO

RICHARD G BARRON

1213 HOLLY SPRING LANE
GRAND BLANC, MICH. 48439

su~~o~N~
si~ ~s sEAUT~Fu~
54 Pages by Dick Phillips
MATERIALS
METHODS
SOURCES
$5.00 Postpaid From Dick Phillips
853 Reid Cr. Prince George
B.C. Canada V2M 3W6
with arsle doeumentation

~~
524.95

.\ ,._==
~

~

~~J
hurch Midwing
134" Scale

~~
sand 51.00 for Nsw 24 Page

BOX 687, MELVILLE, N.Y. 77747 (USA)

TNT "FO~HFR
„
~GOUBO~

MANUFACTURERS
Westlake Modets otters complete design and fabrication services. Specializing in presentation
and display aircraft, we are backed by years of active scale modeling and contest
participation. We can prototype desfptt and fabricate anything to your specs. Full machining
eapabllities. Consulting services to the industry.

(Continued from page 73)
happening .like in a slow motion

movie, so you can really have a
heavy monologue to deliver to the
judges while you're executing the
maneuvers.
Build up a small melodrama, about
how the furious Hun is going to
make a low strafing and bombing
pass with an initial dive out of the
sun. Tell how he'll cut the motor
during the first part of the glide, to
preserve the element of surprise. As
he approaches the airdrome, the pilot
hoists a bomb in his outstretched
arm, etc. The judges will love it,
and it describes faithfully the prototypical action the judges should be
watching for. Since everything is go-

ing so slowly, the judges can really
savor the entire maneuver.
In windy conditions, keep more
power on (and don't forget the trick
of adding extra ballast). Wind gusts
will make your flying look erratic
and imprecise, so get through the
maneuvers quickly. As long as you've
done a good job of rigging the wings,
they'll take any amount of stress.
The Eindecker is strictly a
scratchbuilders' project, and the fullsize plans are available froxp: Bob
Holman, P.O. Box 7415, San Bernardino, CA 92402. The price is $16.95,
plus $2.00 postage. You'll find the
plans very accurate and easy to folIow. There are no really tricky structures, and all the parts are big
enough so that there's nothing microscopic to come to terms with. When
you've finished the project, you'll
have loved the way it built and the
way it flies.
If I can answer any of your questions about the E III, please drop
me a line: John Lockwood, 1696
Griffith, Clovis, CA 93612.
❑
FULL-SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE DIRECTLY FROM: BOB HOLMAN, P.O. BOX
741S, SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92402.
PRICE $16.95 (PLUS $2.00 POSTAGE).

PRESENTATION —DISPLAY —DRAFTING
CUSTOM MACHINED MODEL PARTS
R.E. (Rich) Westlake
1625 Sandalwood
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

714/549-0928

where experieru~ ... makes the difference!

HAL OSBOI~IE SCALE
PLANS AND ACCESSORIES
MILITARY SCALE
S-3 FIESELER "STORCH": 70" span, .40 eng.
S-14 MiG-3: 71" span, .60 eng.
S-15 FOCKE WOLF FW-190: 50" span, .29-.40 eng.
S-17 MORANE SAULNIER "BLUE MAX": 72" span, .60 eng.
S-27 DOUGLAS AD-2 SKYRAIDER: 44" span, .15-.19 eng.
S-34 FOKKER E-3 "EINDECKER": 67" span, .60 eng.
S-35 SOPWITH CAMEL: 57" span, .40-.60 eng.
S-32 LOCKHEED U-2: 71" span, .15 eng.

8.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
8.00
8.00
6.00

MULTI-ENGINE
S-4 PIPER NAVAJO CHIEFTAIN: 96" span, (2) .40-.60s
5-28 PIPER SENECA: 84" span, (2) .40-.60s

11.00
10.00

SPORT AIRCRAFT
CHRISTEN EAGLE: 58" span, .60-.90 eng.
WACO SRE: 52" span, .40 eng.
PILATUS PORTER PC-6: 75" span, .60 eng.
PIPER COMANCHE: 74" span, .40-.60 eng.
CESSNA SKYLANE: 72" span, .40-.60 eng.

10.00
10.00
6.00
10.00
6.00

S-t9
S-44
S-29
S-31
S-39

All plans Ozalid process reproduced. Merchandise sent Third Class Postage
Paid. ADD 10% TO ORDER FOR FIRST CU1SS POSTAGE. Plans sent
immediately upon receipt of order, when full amount is enclosed. Sorry
no C.O.D.s.
Send 25¢ for complete plaris list, describing 145 scale plans of all types.
Back issues of magazines .avåilable from: Scale R/C Modeler, Back Issues
Dept., 7950 Deering Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304. DO IJOT SEND PLAN
ORDERS TO THIS ADDRESS.

HAL OSBORNE SCALE PLANS
1932 Conejo Lane, Fullerton. CA 92633
Please seed me the föllowing:
ITEM NUMBER
QUANTITY

PRICE

ADD 10% FOR FIRST CLASS POSTAGE $
TOTAL $

Name
Street
City

.
State

Zip
Calif. residents add 6% tax
sca/e r/c

mode/er

87

ATTENTION 1/4-SCALERS!
ADVERTISERS INDEX

Advertiser

Page

Ace R/C
Aerotelemando, Inc.
Air Design
Air-Forms
Airways Scale Retracts
Alabama Gun Club
Archaeopteryx Avion
Badger Air-Brush
Barron's Scale Classics
Brooke Model Products
Bowen Avion
Byron Originals
C. B. Associates
C & D Enterprises
Cadell-Hotlock Plans
California Hobby Dist.
Carwin Action Library
Classic Models
Cleveland Models
Connecticut R/C Mfg.
Cosmocon Ltd.
Coverite
Davis Diesel Development
Du-Bro Products
Dynathrust
Fourmost Products
Gibbs Hobby &Research
Giezendanner USA
D. Haemmerie
Riggens Aero
Harry B. Higley
Historic Aviation
Bob Holman Plans
J-5 Enterprises
J P Products
Jemco
Jet Hanger Hobbies
Kraft Orange Co.
George Marsden
Master Kit
Jim Messer's Quality Kits

19
75
80
75
78
40
47
23
80
14
82
42/43
7
48
73
75
C/3
80
24-75
73
56
39
39
9
31
74
77
24
80
33
82
5
10
74
80
18
47-80
82
15
31
82

Advertiser

Page

Midwest Model Supply
Model &Craft Show
Monogram Aviation
Mr. G's Products
Hal Osborne Plans
Dick Phillips
Phoenix Hobby Products
Dave Platt Models
Pontchartrain Dist.
Proctor Enterprises
Quarter Headquarters
RC Kits Mfg.
Replå-Tech International
Replicraft
Rhom Products
Robart
Roush Mfg.
Rual Engineering
Satellite City
Scalecraft
Scale-Flight
Slimtine Mufflers
Soarcraft
Squadron/Signal Pub.
Jack Staffs. rd
Stewart Aircraft
Svenson Models
T & D Fiberglass . ,
T M L Mfg.
Technopower II, Inc.
Toledo
Vito Toeoeo
Top Flite
U.S. Scale Masters
V. K. Aircraft
Vortac
Westlake Models
Williams Brothers
Zenith Aviation
Nick Ziroli
Wally Zober Plan Service

7
76
21
77
71-81
80
78
71
55
79
79
74
77
78
13
8
13
73
48
77
77
25
53
14
5G
32
76
82
41
15
12-55
22
C/4
20
70
25
81
8
3
80
32

EPDXY GLASS COWLS for:
NOSEN -SID MORGAN -PICA BALSA U.S.A. -PLATT CONCEPT FLEET - HOSTETLER RCM TAYLORCRAFT -BYRON/
SHEBER PITTS - FOKKER D-7 BOEING P-26 & F4B-4 -GEE BEE
MOD. `Y' -KRAFT SUPER FLI 7/3
& 1/4-Scale AND OTHERS.
Send S.A.S.E. for complete list.
T & D FIBERGLASS SPECIALTIES
30925 Block, Garden City, MI 48135
Phone (313) 421-6358
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

New "SUPER QUADRA°' $89.95
with BRISIGHELLA FLYWHEEL $104.95
$10.00+parts
QUAD RA REPAIR
$189.95
KIORITZ engine (2.44 cu.in.)
$219.95
Jim Messer's ERCOUPE KIT
$239.95
Jim Messer's TOMAHAWK KIT
$179.95
Concept's BIG FLEET KIT
P&W RADIAL ENGINES for Fleet $29.95
$19.95
FIBERGLASS COWL for Fleet
BALSA &BASSWOOD (all sizes) 40% OFF
~/a SCALE plans for QUADRA, ERCOUPE,
$21.95 each
TOMAHAWK, SKY BOLT
$24.95
SUPER STEARMAN (Godfrey)
$29.95
STARDUSTER TOO (Brisighella)
COCKPIT KITS: Ercoupe, T-Hawk $15.00
$18.50
Stearman, Fleet, F4U, J-3 Cub
$24.95
ME-109 ($1950), Citabria (Nosen)

24-Hour Service . . .Add ,j2.50 postage.
Send Bank Check or Money Order to:
JIM MESSER'S QUALITY MODEL
PRODUCTS
106 Valley View Dr.Allegany, NY 14706

WE'RE THE RADIO FIXER-UPPERS
Don't let the name Kraff Orange County fool you.
We fix all major radio brands!
CHECK OUT OUR SPECIAL ON KRAFT &TOWER RADIOS:

a

HARRY B. H/GLEIr &SONS, IHC.
433 ARQUILLA DR.

GLENWOOD

ILL

60425

ONLY $25.00 labor (plus parts) to service any 4-7 channel system,
with four servos.
ONLY $18.00 labor (plus parts) to service any 2-3 channel system,
with two servos. We do Kraft and Tower warranty repairs., too.
Authorized service on Pro-Line radios. Call our special number (714) 855-4062.
We have tull repair facilities and parts
to fix the following brand names:
Orbit
Futaba
Cirrus

Royal
Hobby Lobby
Bonner

E. K. Logifrol
Gannon

Mac's
P.G.S.

R-S Systems
M.R.C.

K.S.E.
Ace R/C

WE ARE ALSO AFIRST-LINE DISTRIBUTOR

Kraft Orange County
23261 Del Lago Drive
Unit #9
Laguna

Hills,

CA 92653

Phone (714) 855-4061

8 WEMDERLY DRIVE, AURORA, ONTAR~,
L4G 1V4, CANADA
FULL-COLOR •TRUE TO SCALE
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS •
THREE SIZES: 1 /6 or 1 /8-SCALE
$4.95 PER

SET: ~ /4-SCALE X6.95

PER SET •POSTAGE &SHIPPING
ADD $1.00.
~~~~_ ,~q~:, ~~ ,~,~~ed

CARWIN

AVIATION &FLYING
PROFICIENCY
ANYONE CAN FLY/J. Bergman
264 pgs
$10.95
FLYING AIRPLANES: THE
FIRST 100 HOURS/P. Garrison
$12.95
FLYING ON INSTRUMENTS/
Geo. Larson 214 pgs ....$13.95
FLYING ~ SAFELY/Richard ColIlns 276 pgs
$9.95
TIPS 70 FLY BY/Golflos 304
P95
$12.95
AEROBATICS TODAY/Bob O'Dell 208 pgs
$13.95
STAYING
CURRENT/Manninghem 410 pgs
$17.95
OCEAN FLYING/Louise Sacchi
230 pgs
$15.85
DESIGN FOR SAFETY/Thurston
196 pgs
$15.95
CAUSE & CIRCUMSTANCE/A.
Trammel 210 pgs
$13.95

ACTION LIBRARY
Specialist booksellers of aircraft, armor, auto, militaria, marine,
nova! and en#husiast titles . . .
AIRCRAFT
ESCORT TO BERLIN/Fry 4th
$17.95
Ftr Gp
U.S. NAVAL FIGHTERS WWII/
$18.95
O'Leary
SAGA OF IRON ANNIE/Celdln/
$15.95
Ju52 242 pgs
U.S. NAVAL FIGHTERS/L Jones
$17.95
-fighters 1922-82
F-4 PHANTOM/Gunston 112
$9.95
pgs
DIARY OF AN AIR WAR/Zijls$13.95
tra-AAF over Europe

Adccwner~tmv Nsicro r

RecJ~. P-57

RogerFr¢eman

HITLER'S LUFTWAFFE/Green
100 color piz
$12.98
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT/300
pix &cutaways-color
$13.98
LORE OF FLIGHT/Taylor 1,000
piz classics
$17.95
FIGHTER PILOTS WW1/
St. Martin 160 pgs
$9.95
FIGHTER ACES OF THE LUFT$9.95
WAFFE/Aero 360 pgs
LUFTWAFFE HANDBOOK/Price
$8.95
G-2 reprint 160 pgs
AIRSHIP AKRON & MACON/
Smith 228 pgs
$17.95
DE HAVILLAND MOSQUITO/
$14.95
Hardy 128 pgs
WARPLANES OF THIRD REICH/
525.95
Green classic 1933-45
AMERICAN COMBAT PLANES/
$15.95
Wagner classics
AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD/
Hewish Mod classic 256 pgs
$25.95
color
HIS'F~ORY AIR WARFARE/
Shares-Brown-Macksey
$15.95
248 pgs
MUSTANG P-51/Grunhagen 264
$19.95
pgs classics
JANES ALL THE WORLD AIR$37.95
CRAFT 1938/400 pgs
MODERN COMBAT ACFT & IN$6.95
SIGNIA/J. Kershaw
THE NORTH AMERICAN MUS$12.95
TANG/Hartly
WINGS OVER THE SEA/Wragg
$17.95
flying boats

~~
THUNDERBOLT/Freeman
New
$15.95
P-47 152 pgs
20th AIR FORCE WWII/Rust 64
$8.50
pgs
NAT'L AIR &SPACE MUSEUM/
$50.00
C. Bryan 182 pgs
MORE WWII AIRCRAFT IN
COMBAT/Bavousett
144 Pgs
$12.95
~
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND/
$18.95
Polmar 240 pgs
DAUNTLESS DIVE BOMBER/
Tillman 192 pgs
$16.95
FOCKE-WULF 190/Green
$15.95
160 pgs
F4U CORSAIRS IN WWII/Tillman 236 pgs
$16.95
FBF HELLCAT IN WWII/Tillman
228 pgs
$16.95
AMERICAN FLYING BOATS/
Knot 240 pgs
$29.95
7th AIR FORCE STORY/Rust 64
$8.95
pgs
THE MIGHTY EIGHTH/Freeman
360 pgs
$17.95
AEROPLANES NOUGHT 1917.77/
$18.50
Moran 168 pgs
THE 8.29 BOOK/Johnsen 64
$5.95
pgs
JANES ALL WORLD AIRCRAFT
1945-46/724 pgs Vic. Ed. $34.95
ITALIAN CIV. &MIL. AIRCRAFT
1930.45/Thompson
$15.95
LOG OF THE LIBERATORS/
$15.95
Birdsall 360 pgs
FLYING BUCCANEERS/Birdsall
5th AF WWII 300 pgs
$17.95
ARCTIC WAR PLANES/Mills
$9.95
Alaska WWII 220 pgs
ENCYCLOPEDIA WORLD AIRPOWER/Freeman 384 pgs $19.95
SOVIET AIRPOWER/Gunston
$12.98
264 Pgs
NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES
$8.98
Mills 160 pgs
HISTORY OF AVIATION/Taylgr$19.95
Munson 1500 pix
FIGHTING GLIDERS OF WWII/
$12.95
St. Mariin
AIRBORNE OPERATIONS IL$12.98
LUSTRATED/280 pgs
MODERN MILITARY AIRCRAFT/
$12.98
Gunston 280 pgs

MARAUDER
at War

SHIPS
UNITED STATES P7-BOATS IN
WWII/Johnson 160 pgs ..$18.95
FAS STRIKE CRAFT & PATRO BOATS/MCLeavy 200
Pgs
$10.95
NAVAL GUN/Hogg & Batchelor
144 pgs
$26.95

BATTLE OF THE
ATLANTIC/Hughes 400
$14.95
piz
DREADNAUGHT/Hough 260 pix
BB 1906-45
$14.95
ENCYCLOPEDIA WORLD'S
WARSHIPS/Lyon 600 piz $15.98
BATTLESHIPS OF U.S. NAVY
$14.95
WWII/Terzbaschitsch
SOVIET NAW DEVELOPMENTS
Polmar current 126 pgs $14.95
PASSENGER LINERS OF~THE
WORLD SINCE 1893/Cairis $9_.95
GERMAN NAW IN WWII/
$19.95
Showell 240 pgs
U.S. NAW FLEET SUBMARINE/
$29.95
Alden 400 pix
DESTROYER WEAPONS IN
$16.95
WWII/Hodges 192 pgs
ALLIED MINESWEEPING IN
$12.95
WWII/Elliot 132 pgs
WARSHIPS OF ROYAL NAVY/
Moore (modern) 136 pgs $13.95
GUIDE TO FAR EASTERN NAVIES/Blechman 336 pgs $34.95
CAMERA AT SEA 1939.45/
Preston 192 pgs rare pix $22.95

SHIPS & AIRCRAFT OF U.S.
FLEET/Fahey Vic. Ed. . .$14.95
ROYAL NAVY CARRIER OPERATIONS IN WWII/Brown $15.95
OPERAU.S.N. DESTROYER
TIONS IN WWII/Roscoe
$25.95
562 pgs
U,S.N. SUBMARINE OPERATIONS IN WWII/Roscoe
$29.95
558 pgs
JANES FIGHTING SHIPS 1931/
$42.95
reprint 550 pgs
JANES FIGHTING SHIPS 1939/
$31.95
reprint
JANES FIGHTING SHIPS 1945/
$32.95
reprint
JANES FIGHTING SHIPS 1950/
$45.95
reprint
SUBMARINES AT WAR/
$19.95
Gunston
U-BOATS UNDER THE SWASTI$10.95
TIKA/Showell
U-BOAT KILLER/Maclntyre 176
$11:95
Pgs
METAL FIGHTING SHIPS 7950
$19.95
to now/300 pix
AMERICAN SAILING COASTERS NORTH ATLANTIC/Mor$10.95
ris
HISTORY OF AMERCAN SAIL$15.95
ING SHIPS/Chapelle
HISTORY OF CONFEDERATE
STATES NAW/Scharf
864 pgs
$9.99
SHIPS OF GERMAN FLEETS
$25.95
1849.1945/Hansen

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GERMAN
TANKS WWII/
$25.95
Chamberlin
FLAGS & STANDARDS OF
THIRD REICH/Davis
$15.95
GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS 8
$15.95
INSIGNIA/Davis
GERMAN ARMY HANDBOOK
$5.85
1939-45/Davies
RETURN FROM THE RIVER
KWAI/Clay Blair
$12.95
336 Pgs
WORLD WAR II/Mountbatten
$9.911
classic 300 pix
INFANTRY WEAPONS OF
WORLD/Brassey 450 piX $16.95
ARTILLERY OF WORLD/Bras$14.95
sey 250 pix
MODERN SMALL ARMS/Myatt
$15.98
200 color piz
HISTORY OF COLT REVOLVER
Haven
$15.95
PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE
$7.95
RIFLE/Swenson
SECRET WEAPONS OF THIRD
$10.50
REICH/Simon
PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SS
571.95
1923.45/Mollo
MEMOIRS OF SECOND WORLD
$9.98
WAR/Churchill classic
ROMMEL'S WAR IN AFRICA/
$12.98
Heckman 224 pgs piz
CAMPFIRE & BATTLEFIELD/
Johnson Civil War
$9.98
classic
THE CONFEDERATE SOLDIER
$19.98
IN CIVIL WAR/pix
BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR/
$19.95
Kurz
LESLIES ILL. RIST. OF CIVIL
$14.98
WAR/700 pix
SECRET MISSIONS OF CIVIL
$5.95
WAR/Stern
Sples
ARTILLERY IN COLOR,Hogg
$12.95
1920-63 192 pgs
.ARMY UNIFORMS OF WWII/
$9.95
Mollo 183 pgs
ARMY UNIFORMS SINCE 1945
$13.95
Chappell 176 pgs
ARMY BADGES & INSIGNIA
OF WWII/Rosignoli
$9.95
228 P95
ARMY BADGES & INSIGNIA
SINCE 1945/Rosignoli
$9.95
218 pgs

27 NEW TITLESFOR 1981!
8.29 MARAUDER AT WAR/Free$14.95
man 162 pgs
P-40 HAWKS AT WAR/Christy
S16.95
128 pgs
FIGHTER ACES OF LUFTWAFFE
$18.95
Toliver 432 pgs
JAPANESE NAVAL AIR FORCE
CAMOUFLAGE WWII/
$13.95
Thorpe
JAPANSES ARMY AIR FORCE
CAMOUFLAGE WWII/
åI3.95
Thorpe
1000 DESTROYED/Hall 4[h Ftr.
$12,95
Grp. 384 pgs

B~ Glalsron

U.S. NAVY CAMOUFLAGE WWII
$7.95
Sowinski 54 pgs
U.S. FLEET CARRIER CAMOUFLAGE WWII/Sowinski
54 pgs
$7.95
WARSHIPS OF IMPERIAL JAP
NAW/Jung 220 pgs .. . .$27.95
FAST FIGHTING BOATS 1970$31.95
7945/Pock 304 pgs
SUBMARINES OF WWII/Bag$24.95
nasco 256 pgs
SHIPS & AIRCRAFT OF U.S.
FLEET/Polmar 360 pgs $20.95
BATTLE HISTORY OF JAP
NAW 1941-45/Dull
$26.95
402 pgs
TIRPITZ/Brown 160 pgs $15.95
ALLIED ESCORT SHIPS OF
$19.95
WWII/Elliot 574 pgs
COMBAT FLEETS OF WORLD/
Couhat (modern) 660 pgs $57.95
BRITISH BATTLESHIPS 1939.45/
$36.95
Raven 436 pgs ~
U.S. NAVY BATTLESHIPS WWII
$28.95
Dulin 267 pgs
GUIDE TO SOVIET NAW/
Breyer 275 pgs (modern) $26.95
BISMARCK/Scholield 96
$8.95
Pgs
LORE OF SHIPS/Kihlberg 1500
$17.98
pix
PACIFIC SQUARE RIGGERS/
$12.95
Gibbs 300 pix

master charge
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AUTOMOBILIA &
RAILROADIANA
AMERICA'S COLORFUL RAILROADS/Bell 280 color
pix
$14.98
STEAM LOCOMOTIVES OF THE
BURLINGTON/Corbin
$9.95
500 pix
TRAIN WRECKS/Reed
200 pix
$7.96
HISTORY OF THE MOTOR CAR
Matteucci 707 pix/color $16.95
CARS/CulpepCOLLECTOR'S
$11.98
per 400 color pix
CLASSIC CARS /Bishop 320
$15.96
pix/color
~
GREAT CAR & GREAT MAROUES/Kimes 300 color
$14.95.
pix
FIRE ENGINES 8 FIREFIGHTERS/Ditzel 200 plx color $9.95
COLLECTOR'S HISTORY OF
THE AUTOMOBILE/450 pix
color
$9.95
THE PORSCHE BOOK/Barth &
$25.95
Frere 200 pix
MASERATI: A HISTORY/Prit$15.95
chartl 150 jiz
FIAT: 1899.72/Sedges is k
$15.95
200 piz

ORDER FORM
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Mall to:

ARMOR, WEAPONS
& MILITARIA

S. CARWIN &SONS, LTD.
P.O. Box 147, Canoga Park, CA 91304

MODERN SOVIET ARMOR/Zal$15.95
oga
TANK FACT & FEATS/Macksey
256 pgs
$18.95
TANKS &TRACKED VEHICLES
IN SERVICE/White
$10.95
U.S. ARMY HANDBOOK/Geo.
Forty-WWII organiz
$15.95
GERMAN PARATROOPS WWII/
Kuhn 240 pgs
$18.50
CAMOUFLAGE/ Haric up-H i story
of
$15.95
ULTRA IN THE WEST/BennettNormandy campaign
$18.50
COMHORROCKS:
CORPS
MANDER/Belfield 254 pg $15.95
BATTLE FOR GUADALCANAL/
$16.95
Griffith 282 pgs
VICTORY AT HIGH TIDE/Hein)
$17.95
(Inchon) 307 pgs
ARMORED FIGHTING
VEHI$16.95
CLES GERMANY/Crow
ARMY UNIFORMS OF WWI/
$9.95
Mollo color
BRITISH & U.S. INFANTRY
WEAPONS OF WWII/
$5.95
Barker
BRITISH & U.S. TANKS OF
$13.95
WWII/Ellis

Please enter my immediate order (or the Iollowing
books. Enclosed is cash ❑ check ❑ M.O. ❑ or
please charge to my Visa or Master Charge account
number
Please send the following shipped prepaid: California
residents please add 6% sales tax with order. Overseas
residents please add $2.00 additional postage, per book.
i:
2:
3:
4:
5:
Ship to:
Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Credit card expiration date

Signature (if credit card is used)

L

th¢ look and
in th¢ MonoKote"tradition
Top Flite's new iron-on FabriKoteT"" is superior
to any other fabric covering! This material is
applied at regular MonoKoteT"" temperatures.
FabriKote goes on easier, has terrific shrink,
does not sag and gives an excellent finish. The
torsional strength obtained from the nondirectional weave is far superior to any fabric
covering available today.
• Lighter than Coverite •Unique, nondirectional shrinking properties add 25% more
torsional and bending strength • Requires no
doping • Applies at low heat • Solvent
resistant • Fuel, moisture and fade proof
• Paintable • Ideal for sport and scale aircraft

• Great for solid wood and open frame
structures • Available in Red, Orange,
Antique, Yellow, White, Dark Blue
In the tradition of
MonoKote...
Top Flite's FabriKote has
"gotcha covered."
Magnified photo showing
FabriKote's woven fibres.

TOP FLiTE
Top Flite Models, Inc.
1901 N. Narragansett Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60639

For a free sample of MonoKote'"' and FabriKote'"" plus our latest catalog and prop chart, send request with 50 cents to Top Flite.

